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ANNOUNCING AN EXCLUSIVE PRE-DEVELOPMENT
OFFERING TO RESERVATION HOLDERS
S
o
NEW ASTER-PLANNED WATERFRONT COMMUNITY 2 MILES FROM CLEMSON UNIVERSI
The Clemson Area's Premier Waterfront Community
H TOM WINKOPPRIAI rOR/DEVELOPEH, LLCDeveloping our community 's potential
Lakefront lots starting under $200,000
Interior lake-view & park-view lots starting
under $70,000
3 1 lakefront lots and 25 interior lots will be
offered to reservation holders at discountedpi
Master-Planned community
3 miles of frontage on Lake Hartwell
2 miles from Clemson University
Single-family, townhome, cottage, patio horn
and condominiums
Senior living residences and center
10-acre lake, multiple parks and walking trail
Walkable to the town village
Clubhouse and pool
"Master plan shown is subject to change.
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North Texas
September 4
Memorial Stadium
Clemson, SC
W, 35-10
& Presbyterian College
September 1
1
Memorial Stadium
Clemson, SC
W, 58-21
Auburn
September 18
Jordan-Hare Stadium
Auburn, AL
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Miami (FL)
October 2
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Clemson, SC
L, 21-30
October 9
Kenan Stadium
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Florida State
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TBA
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Clemson vs. N.C. State Series Notes
• Overall, Clemson has a 50-27-1 lead in the series, includ-
ing a 21-1 1 lead in games at Clemson and an 18-1 1 lead
in Memorial Stadium. Clemson has an 18-15 advantage
Mfitary Appreciation Day. as presented by the United
States Marine Corps Officers Program, is celebrated today dur-
ing the Clemson vs. NX. State game. The Clemson University
Athletic Department wifl recognize and honor our fallen sol-
diers, veterans, and current mCtary personnel serving in our
armed forces during pregame and halfbine ceremonies.
At the conclusion of the National Anthem prior to kickoff,
F 1 6 fighter planes from Shaw Air Force Base in Sumter. SC will
do a flyover ofMemorial Staolurn.
The South Carolina National Guard designed the coin used
in the pregame coin toss. The commemorative coin honors all
the soldiers Idled in the war in Afghanistan and Iraq,
Al veterans and current soldiers from both schools are
invited to participate in halftone ceremonies by gathering in
the west endzone with five minutes remaining in the second
quarter by using portals Wand X.
Halfome ceremonies will feature the parade of veterans
and current soldiers onto the held, the introduction offamifcs
of fallen soldiers from the state of South Carolina, the place-
ment of a wreath. hetrneC and boots to signify the fallen soldier,
a 21-gun salute bytheClemson UniversityCompany C-4 Persh-
ing Rifles, and the playing ofTaps" byTiger Band.
Tiger fans havethe opportunity to take part by purchasing
this years Military Appreciation Day t shirt. A portion of the
proceeds from the sale of the shirt will go towards the Army
and Air Force ROTC programs at Clemson University. The t
shirts are on sale at ClemsonTioers.com along with local stores.
in Raleigh and a 13-8 lead in games played at Carter-
Finley Stadium.
The series dates to 1 899, when Clemson was victorious
24-0 at Rock Hill, SC That was just the fourth year of
Clemson football and the 16th game in school history.
Eight of the last 1 3 meetings have been decided by eight
points or less, but Clemson has won by at least 1 8 points
each of the last three years (42-20 in 2007, 27-9 in 2008,
43-23 in 2009).
N.C. State was Clemson s nemesis from 1986-88. The Ti-
gers won the ACC Championship each year under Head
Coach Danny Ford, but they never beat the Wolfpack in
the process, losing all three seasons. It was the only loss
for Clemson in the ACC in each of those years.
The 2004 meeting at Clemson was decided on the last
play of the game when Charles Bennett intercepted a
pass nearthe goal line. The 2006 game was a 20-14Tiger
win. N.C State drove to the Clemson 30 before freshman
Ricky Sapp registered a sack on the last play.
The 2008 Tiger victory over N.C State proved to be Head
Coach Tommy Bowden's last win over an ACC team in his
Clemson coaching career.
• Clemson earned its 50th all-time win over N.C. State in
2009. The 50 wins are third-most by the Tigers against
an opponent. Clemson has beaten South Carolina the
most with 65 wins, followed by Wake Forest (57). Furman
is the only other team Clemson has beaten more than 40
times. The Tigers are 41 -1 0-4 against the Paladins.
• Clemson has won six straight in the series, the longest
winning streak by the Tigers in series history. N.C. State's
longest winning streak in the series is also six (1971-76).
• Clemson's current six-game winning streak over N.C.
State is its longest active streak over any league foe and
the longest by the Tigers against an ACC opponent since
they won eight in a row over Maryland from 1 993-00.
• The two schools meet in what has been called the Textile
Bowl since 1981. There is a trophy presented after the
game to the winning team in its locker room. Clemson
has a 20-9 lead in the series in Textile Bowl games.
Tale of Two Quarterbacks
Much of the pregame talk about today's game has
centered around the two starting quarterbacks. And
rightfully so, because it is a unique meeting of signal-
A © $ 9
Kyle Parker and Russell Wilson, the starting
quarterbacks in today's game, were both
selected in the top-four rounds of the Major
League draft by the Colorado Rockies in June.
oday's Game i
callers who have been drafted by the same Major League
baseball team. Clemson quarterback Kyle Parker was the
first-round selection of the Colorado Rockies in June and
N.C. State quarterback Russell Wilson was selected by the
same franchise in the fourth round.
Both players decided to return to school to play at
least another season of college football. Wilson is a red-
shirt junior and Parker is a red-shirt sophomore in terms of
football eligibility. Wilson began his professional baseball
career this past summer, while Parker has yet to play in a
professional baseball game.
Both players have had outstanding college careers
in the two sports. Parker helped the Tiger baseball team
to the 2010 College World Series and a #4 final ranking.
He became the first athlete in Division I history to total 20
homers and 20 touchdown passes in one academic year
(2009-1 0). His 20 homers last year led the team, while his
20 touchdown passes were fourth-most in school history.
Parker is in the top 10 in Clemson history in both ca-
reer touchdown passes and career homers, the only ACC
athlete in the top 10 in both categories. He has 46 career
homers (eighth) and 28 touchdown passes (tied for fifth).
He has a 1 3-9 record as a starting quarterback as well.
Wilson is among the best quarterbacks in Wolfpack
history. He has thrown 67 career touchdown passes,
second-most in school history behind only Philip Rivers,
who threw 95 (2000-03). Wilson is among the best in ACC
history terms of interception avoidance. In 2008 when he
was the First-Team AII-ACC quarterback as a freshman, he
threw just one interception in 275 passing attempts. His
only interception that year came at Clemson.
On the diamond, Wilson was an all-around performer
as an outfielder and a pitcher. He had a .282 career batting
average along with five homers and nine doubles.
In March, Wilson pitched against Clemson in a relief
stint at Doug Kingsmore Stadium, and one of the players
he faced was Parker, who drew a walk. That was the only
time they faced each other in a pitcher/batter situation.
Today's matchup is probably the most celebrated duel
since 1984, when Virginia Tech (with defensive lineman
Bruce Smith) came to Clemson to face the Tigers and Wil-
liam Perry. Both were first team All-Americans that year.
Both Perry and Smith had strong games. Perry had
eight tackles and two tackles for loss, while Smith had 10
tackles and three tackles for loss. The star lineman of the
game that day was actually freshman Michael Dean Perry.
William's brother finished the game with 10 tackles and
three tackles for loss to lead Clemson to a 17-10 win.
A November to Remember?
The Clemson vs. N.C. State game will be the first of
four contests in the month of November for the Tigers.
Head Coach Dabo Swinney talks with his team about the
phrase, "they remember November." He has been success-
ful in November since he became Clemson's head coach
in October of 2008. The Tiger program has also been suc-
cessful in November over the last eight seasons.
Since Swinney became head coach, the Tigers are 7-2
in November, losing just one game each year. In his first
year (2008), Clemson won four of five games in November,
and that strong finish had everything to do with him mov-
ing from interim head coach to head coach in December.
Last year, Clemson was 3-1 in November, including 3-0
in ACC play, leading to the Tigers winning the ACC Atlantic
Division title for the first time. Swinney's 77.8 winning per-
centage in November is third among ACC programs over
that time span. Virginia Tech is 7-1 and Boston College is
6-1 in the last two years in November.
Since 2002, Clemson is 22-8 in November, second only
to Virginia Tech's 23-8 mark. Clemson has had a losing re-
cord in November just once since 2002. That was in 2006
when Clemson was 1-3 in November.
ACC November Records Since 2002
ACC Tidbits
Atlantic Division Standings
ACC Overall Home Away Neutral
1. Florida State 4-1 6-2 4-0 2-2 0-0
2. Maryland 3-1 6-2 4-0 1 -2 1 -0
N.C. State 3-1 6-2 4-1 2-1 0-0
4. Clemson 2-3 4-4 4-1 0-3 0-0
5. Boston College 1-4 3-5 3-3 0-2 0-0
Wake Forest 1-4 2-6 2-2 0-4 0-0
Coastal Division Standings
Team ACC Overall Home Away Neutral
1. Virginia Tech 4-0 6-2 4-1 2-0 0-1
2. Georgia Tech 3-2 5-3 3-1 2-2 0-0
Miami (FL) 3-2 5-3 2-1 3-2 0-0
4. North Carolina 2-2 5-3 3-1 2-1 0-1
5. Virginia 1-3 4-4 4-2 0-2 0-0
6. Duke 0-4 2-6 1-3 1-3 0-0
Note: Standings above and stats below are through games of
October 30; all times are PM and EDT.
Last Week's Results
Clemson 10 at Boston College 16
Duke 34 at Navy 31
Florida State 24 at N.C. State 28
Wake Forest 14 at Maryland 62
Rk School W-L Win % Miami (FL) 19 at Virginia 24
1. Virginia Tech 23-8 74.2 William & Mary 1 7 at North Carolina 21
2. Clemson 22-8 73.3
3. Boston College 21-10 67.7 This Week's Schedule
4. Miami (FL) 18-14 56.3 Georgia Tech at Virginia Tech* ES™7:45
5. Georgia Tech 17-14 54.8 N.C. State at Clemson "1200
6. Florida State 17-15 53.1 Virginia at Duke E5£ttLiiin)1 2:00
7. Maryland 15-16 48.4 Maryland at Miami (FL) ""•"UtOO
North Carolina 15-16 48.4 Boston College at Wake Forest E5PN3com^.^Q
N.C. State 15-16 48.4 North Carolina at Florida State "»' 3:30
10. Wake Forest 11-17 39.3 *
-Thursday
11. Virginia 11-19 36.7
12 fluke 3-25 10.7 Team Stats
Yards Points
ACC November Records Since 2008 Team Off. Def. Off. Def.
Rk School W-L Win % Boston College 295.5 307.9 18.8 23.1
1. Virginia Tech 7-1 87.5 Clemson 342.4 347.0 27.8 18.1
2. Boston College 6-1 85.7 Duke 382.2 434.1 24.1 37.8
3. Clemson 7 2 77.8 Florida State 415.1 315.5 33.5 17.6
4. N.C. State 6-2 75.0 Georgia Tech 402.1 354.2 29.5 23.6
5. Georgia Tech 5-2 71.4 Maryland 323.8 320.4 31.5 19 8
6. Miami (FL) 5-3 62.5 Miami (FL) 405.4 310.0 284 19.0
North Carolina 5-3 62.5 North Carolina 371.4 340.0 25.4 20.8
8. Wake Forest 4-4 50.0 N.C. State 438.6 353.2 35.0 23.8
9. Florida State 4-5 44.4 Virginia 390.1 385.8 266 23.5
10 Maryland 1-7 12.5 Virginia Tech 424 6 336.4 37.0 200
11. Duke 0-8 00.0 Wake Forest 331.1 453.4 26.6 40 8
Virginia 0-8 00.0
Rushing Leaders
Bowers Approaching Sack Record
Defensive end Da'Quan Bowers has 1 1 sacks this sea-
son. He is on pace to break the Clemson single-season
sack record of 16, set by Keith Adams in 1999. Gaines
Adams (no relation) owns the school record for sacks by a
defensive lineman. He had 1 2.5 in 2006.
Therefore, Bowers needs just two sacks to set the re-
cord for sacks in a season by a defensive lineman and six
for the overall record. Bowers' 1 1 sacks are already third-
most in a season in school history. He is ahead of all-time
greats Jim Stuckey (1979), Michael Dean Perry (1987), and
William Perry (1984).
Bowers is tied for the national lead in tackles for loss
(18.5), including four apiece against Maryland and Au-
burn. The tackle-for-loss season record is 35 (Keith Adams,
1999). Bowers also leads the nation in sacks.
Clemson Single-Season Sack Leaders
Rk Player Pos. Year
1. Keith Adams
2. Gaines Adams
3. Da'Quan Bowers
4. Adrian Dingle
5. Jim Stuckey
Michael Dean Perry
William Perry
8. Gaines Adams
9. Michael Dean Perry
Bryant McNeal
LB
DE
DE
Dj^
DT
DT
DT
DE
DT
DE
1999
2006
2010
1998
1979
1987
1984
2005
1986
2002
Sacks
16
12.5
11
10.5
10
10
10
9.5
9
9
Rk Player Team Car. Yards TD Y/G
1. Montel Harris BOC 186 837 3 104.6
2. Johnny White UNC 123 713 6 89.1
3. Anthony Allen GAT 116 692 5 86.5
4. Damien Berry MIA 142 690 4 86.2
S. Andre Ellington CU 117 686 10 85.8
6. Joshua Nesbitt GAT 160 651 8 81.4
7. Keith Payne UVA 113 552 12 69
8. Tyrod Taylor VAT 85 527 3 65.9
Passing Leaders
Rk Player Team Cm. Att. Yards TD Y/G
1. Russell Wilson NCS 188 322 2302 19 287.8
2. Sean Renfree DUK 179 306 2051 11 256.4
3. TJ. Yates UNC 156 236 1873 12 234.1
4. MarcVenca UVA 141 238 1665 9 208.1
5. Jacory Harris MIA 132 245 1646 14 205.8
6. Tyrod Taylor VAT 106 166 1602 15 2002
7. Christian Ponder FSU 126 209 1383 13 172.9
8. Kyle Parker CU 115 217 1315 8 164.4
Receiving Leaders
Rk Player Team Rec. Yards TD Y/G
1. Conner Vernon DUK 48 715 4 89.4
2. Leondard Hankerson MIA 44 681 9 85.1
3. KrisBurd UVA 39 576 4 720
4. Torrey Smith UMD 34 560 7 70.0
5. Owen Spencer NCS 36 529 1 66.1
6. Jarrett Boykin VAT 31 517 5 64.6
7. Donovan Varner DUK 42 511 1 63.9
8. Dwight Jones UNC 32 483 3 60.4
ClemsonTigers.com ^£ 2010 Tiger Football
N.C. State
Category N.C. State Opp.
Total Offense 3509 2826
Plays 639 509
Yards/Play 5.5 5.6
Yards/Game 438.6 353.2
Rushing Yards/Game 142.9 152.0
Passing Yards/Game 295.8 201.2
Passing Efficiency 130.7 125.4
First Downs/Game 24.3 15.9
Points/Game 35.0 23.8
Touchdowns 35 26
Field Goals 12-15 4-7
Punting Average 38.5 39.3
Punt Returns 15-109 13-127
Kickoff Returns 28-535 51-1090
Penalties 46-315 53-465
Turnovers 15 19
Third-Down Conversion °i 44.2 32.4
Time of Possession/Game 32:53 27:08
Interceptions By Defense 7-156 10-130
Sacks 24-139 20-99
Scoring By Quarters
1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Tot
N.C. State 73 88 72 47 280
Opponents 28 62 21 73 6 190
Rushing
# Player Car. Yards Avg. TD LG
33 Mustafa Greene 102 495 4.9 4 49
29 DeanHaynes 80 312 3.9 3 20
16 Russell Wilson 86 269 3.1 5 30
3 Curtis Underwood, Jr 13 50 3.8 10
24 James Washington 13 32 2.5 6
N.C. State 305 1143 3.7 12 49
Opponents 276 1216 4.4 10 71
Passing
# Player Cm. Att. Yards Int. TD LG
16 Russell Wilson 188 322 2302 10 19 60
8 Mike Glennon 5 9 50 17
N.C. State 195 334 2366 10 19 60
Opponents 128 233 1610 7 13 68
Receiving
# Player Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
1 3 Owen Spencer 36 529 14.7 1 60
5 Jarvis Williams 30 465 15.5 3 35
84 George Bryan 22 250 11.4 3 37
33 Mustafa Greene 20 181 9.1 16
6 TJ. Graham 17 278 16.4 4 49
N.C. State 195 2366 12.1 19 60
Opponents 128 1610 12.6 13 68
Tackles
# Player Tac. TFL Sacks Int.
56 Nate Irving 59 10.5-40 3.5-21
27 Earl Wolff 53 2-5 1-31
35 Terrell Manning 46 6-28 3.5-23
42 AudieCole 44 8.5-38 4-25 1-0
30 Brandan Bishop 32 0.5-1 3-54
1 David Amerson 28
52 J.R. Sweezy 27 2-4 1-3
20 C.J. Wilson 27 2-71
94 Michael Lemon 24 7-24 2-15
25 Dontae Johnson 19
Results & Schedule
Date Opponent W-L Score
9-4 Western Carolina W 48-7
9-11 at Central Florida W 28-21
9-16 Cincinnati W 30-19
9-25 * at Georgia Tech w 45-28
10-2 * Virginia Tech L 30-41
10-9 * Boston College w 44-17
10-16 at East Carolina L ^27-33
10-28 •Florida State W 28-24
Date Opponent TV Time
11-6 * at Clemson Raycom 12:00
11-13 * Wake Forest ESPN3.com 2:00
11-20 *at North Carolina
11-27 * at Maryland
*
- ACC game; A - one overtime; Note: All times are PM and
Eastern; home games in bold.
Clemson Polls
Category Clemson Opp.
Total Offense 2739 2776
Plays "518 554
Yards/Play
"
Yards/Game
5.3
342.4
5.0
347.0
Rushing Yards/Game 164.5 158.9
Passing Yards/Game 77.9 188.1
Passing Efficiency :
First Downs/Game 17.9 18.3
Points/Game 27.8
Touchdowns 29
Field Goals 7-12 9-11
Punting Average 44.1 41.2
Punt Returns 13-75
Kickoff Returns A e ?
Penalties 62-584
Turnovers 14
Third-Down Conversion c 35.9
Time of Possession/Game : i i
:
Interceptions By Defense 1;
Sacks 2(1-118
Scoring By Quarters
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 3T
Clemson 65 76 45 36
Opponents 17 60 38 27 3 145
# Player
Rushing
Car. Yards Avg. TD
23 Andre Ellington :
8 Jamie Harper 49
25 Roderick McDowell 34
45 Daniel Barnes
18 Jaron Brown 60 10.0 23
Clemson 284 1316 4.6 15 71
Opponents 323 1271 3.9 4 "
# Player
Passing
Cm. Att. Yards Int. TD LG
11 Kyle Parker 115 217 1315 6 8 I
10 Tajh Boyd 6 14 107 1 2 43
Clemson 122 234 1423 7 11 74
Opponents 117 231 1505 12 13 78
# Player
Receiving
Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
83 Dwayne Allen 326 12.1 1 17
6 DeAndre Hopkins 186 10.3 1 ;
18 Jaron Brown 230 14.4 4
8 Jamie Harper J
7 BryceMcNeal in
Clemson 122 1423 11.7 11 74
Opponents 117 1505 12.9 13 78
Tackles
Tac.# Player
31 RashardHall 51 1-1
2 DeAndre McDaniei 50 4-13
93 Da'Quan Bowers 48 18.5-94
12 Marcus Gilchrist 40 1-1
99 Jarvis Jenkins 38 7-17
36 Byron Maxwell 37 1-1
29 Xavier Brewer 34 3.506
42 Corico Hawkins
,
,
33 6-19
98 Brandon Thompson 30 2-6
40 Andre Branch 27 4-17
Results -Schedule
Date Opponent
North Texas
Presbyterian College
TFL Sacks
_^24-27
21-30
at North Carolina
"Maryland
* Georgia Tech
16-21
27-13
at Boston College
Opponent
N.C. State
at Florida State
at Wake Forest
South Carolina
*
- ACC game; A - one overtime; Note:
Eastern; home games In bold.
TV
Raycom
ABC
10-16
Time
12:00
8:00
Associated Press
(October 31, 2010)
Rk Team
1. Oregon (49)
2. Boise State (7)
3. Auburn (2)
4. TCU (2)
5. Alabama
6. Utah
7. Wisconsin
8. Ohio State
9. Nebraska
10. Stanford
11. Oklahoma
12. Louisiana State
1 3. Arizona
14. Missouri
15. Iowa
16. Michigan State
17. Arkansas
18. South Carolina
19. Oklahoma State
20. Virginia Tech
21. Mississippi State
22. Baylor
23. N.C. State
24. Florida State
25. Nevada
USA Today
(October 31, 2010)
Rk Team
1. Oregon (51)
2. Auburn (4)
Boise State (3)
TCU(l)
Alabama
Utah
Wisconsin
8. Ohio State
9. Oklahoma
10. Nebraska
11. Louisiana State
12. Stanford
13. Arizona
14. Missouri
15. Michigan State
1 6. Iowa
17. South Carolina
18. Oklahoma State
19. Arkansas
20. Virginia Tech
21. Mississippi State
22. Baylor
23. Nevada
24. Florida State
25. N.C. State
Did You Know?
All times are PM anmd
_HTT
Sophomore safety Rashard Hall has a team-high 51 tackles in
2010. He is one of nine different Tigers to either lead or tie for
the team lead in tackles in a game during the 2010 season.
4 201 Tiger Football ClemsonT1gers.com
Meet Clemson head coach Dabo Swinney while you grocery
shop, during live broadcasts of Tiger Calls at select BI-LO
stores. See full schedule at bi-lo.com. BI'LO
THE EXCLUSIVE GROCERY SPONSOR OF CLEMSON TIGER ATHLETICS
Dates subject to change.

-Tiger Spotlight
By Tim Bourret
Parker's Accomplishments
Dual-Sport Accomplishments
• First to play on an ACC Atlantic Division football and baseball champion-
ship team in the same academic year.
• Played on two top-25 teams in the same academic year. The football team
finished #24 in the AP poll and the baseball team finished #4 in two polls.
• First player in Division I history with 20 touchdown passes and 20 home
runs in the same academic year.
• Only current ACC athlete in the top 10 of his school's career list in touch-
down passes (28, tied for fifth) and homers (46, eighth).
Football Accomplishments
• Only freshman quarterback in the nation to take his team to a conference
championship game in 2009.
• Tied for first in the nation in wins by a freshman quarterback in 2009.
• His nine wins as a freshman quarterback were four more than any other
Tiger freshman in history.
• Had 20 touchdown passes in 2009, fourth-most in a season in Tiger history.
• Established Clemson freshman records for completions (205), passing
yards (2,526), and touchdown passes (20).
• Set the school record for consecutive games with a touchdown pass (7).
• Had seven combined touchdown passes in wins over #8 Miami (FL) and
Florida State. It marked the first time Clemson beat them in one year.
• Led Clemson to victory at #8 Miami (FL), tied for the highest-ranked team
Clemson has defeated on the road.
Baseball Accomplishments
• First-round draft pick (#26 overall) of the 201 draft by the Rockies.
• Eighth in Clemson history in career home runs (46).
• Four-time ACC Player-of-the-Week in his career. Only Kris Benson and
Khalil Greene had more selections at Clemson.
• Hit 20 home runs in 2010, most on Clemson's College World Series team
and lOth-most in a season in school history.
• Scored 85 runs in 2010, fifth-most in the nation.
First-team All-American by PinglBaseball second-team Ail-American by
Baseball America and NCBWA, and third-team All-American by ABCA.
• First-Team AII-ACC in 2008 and 2010. He made the 2008 team in the spring
of what should have been his senior year of high school.
• Hit 25 homers in his first 1 03 games, the fewest games needed to reach 25
career long balls in Tiger history.
• Hit three homers in one game as a freshman at Wake Forest in 2008 to tie
the Tiger single-game record.
Think about the major decisions 21 -year-old Kyle Park-
er has made over the last three years.
First, in the fall of 2007, he had to decide whether or
not to enroll at Clemson a semester early and give up his
second semester of his senior year at Bartram Trail High
School in Jacksonville, FL along with all the fun that goes
with that experience. Could he play football and baseball
in what should be his senior year of high school?
Then in July of 2010, he had to decide if he should give
up college football and sign a baseball-only contract with
the Colorado Rockies, or return to Clemson and play foot-
ball for the Tigers. He had helped Clemson to the ACC At-
lantic Division title the previous fall and finished in a tie for
first in the nation in victories by a freshman quarterback.
It was a decision that he knew would cost him quite a bit
of money if he returned to Clemson.
A month later, he had to decide on signing a contract
with the Rockies that would allow him to play football at
Clemson, but end his college baseball career. Fortunately,
Parker did not have to deal with these issues alone. He had
the backing of his parents, Carl and Cathy, who have been
a guiding light to #1 1 since the day he was born.
"I have been blessed with two great parents," said
Kyle. "My dad has been the most important person in my
life when it comes to sports and my career path, and my
mother has always been there for me when it comes to
everything outside of sports."
When it came to the aforementioned decisions over
the last three years, his father could relate his own experi-
ences to his son.
Carl was a two-sport athlete at Vanderbilt from 1984-
87. He played football and baseball during his first two
years, then concentrated on football his final two seasons.
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Kyle Parker's mother, Cathy, helped raise over $800,000
for a turf field for the Barrow (AK) High School Whalers.
He was drafted in the 12th round of the 1988 NFL draft
by the Cincinnati Bengals and played two years with the
franchise.
Kyle was born on September 30, 1989, just 12 days
after Carl made his first NFL catch (45-yard reception) in a
game against the Pittsburgh Steelers.
Carl continued his professional football career in the
1990s. He played in the World League of American Foot-
ball for the Sacramento Surge in 1991 and 1992. During
his first year, he led the Surge in receiving with 52 catches
for 801 yards and eight touchdowns. His quarterbacks
on that team were former ACC signal-callers Mike Elkins
(Wake Forest) and Ben Bennett (Duke) along with for-
mer South Carolina quarterback and current Voice of the
Gamecocks Todd Ellis.
In 1992, Carl was second on the team in receptions
(42) and helped the Surge to an 8-2 record along with a
division title.
"My dad's experience as a two-sport athlete in college
was a big plus in helping me with these decisions the last
couple of years," explained Parker. "He had been through
it himself. He handled all the negotiations (with the Rock-
ies), and that took a big load off my shoulders."
When it comes to how to live one's life away from the
gridiron and diamond, Parker has received sound advice
from both his mother and father. One need only review
the story about his mother that made national headlines
over two years ago to see that he has a great role model
when it comes to perseverance and strength of character.
In 2007, his mother was watching an ESPN feature on
a community in Barrow, AK. The community had a high
teenage suicide rate. The local high school had just start-
ed a football program, and the support of the team had a
positive impact on the community.
However, the Barrow High School Whalers did not
have much in the way of facilities and had to play its
games and practice on an all-dirt field that was littered
with rocks.
From nearly 4,000 miles away in Jacksonville, FL, Cathy
decided she would mount a fundraising campaign over
the internet to raise money to provide Barrow High School
with an artificial playing surface (growing grass is out of
the question that far north).
Making contacts through the internet, she raised over
$800,000 for the school and made arrangements to have
the blue and gold turf field delivered and installed in time
for the season-opener of the 2008 season. The school was
so grateful that the field is named Cathy Parker Field.
"We all laughed when she said she was going to take
on this project," recalled Parker. "But we could see she was
serious and she did a great job raising that money. When
she got it done, we were all very proud. When they named
that field after her, that was neat."
That all-around support on and off the field is a big
reason Parker has been perhaps the best all-around ath-
lete at the FBS level over the last two years. During the
2009- 10 academic year, he became the first athlete in Divi-
sion I history to pass for 20 touchdowns in football and hit
20 home runs in baseball.
Only two college athletes had accomplished a 20-10
previously, Rodney Peete (Southern California) in 1987-88
and Josh Fields (Oklahoma State) in 2003-04.
Parker did it against the highest level of competition.
Clemson won the ACC Atlantic Division title for the first
time on the gridiron while upsetting #8 Miami (FL) on the
road in the process, won a bowl game, and finished in the
top 25 of the AP poll.
In the spring, Parker helped the Tiger baseball team
to the ACC Atlantic Division title, the Auburn Regional
Championship, the Clemson Super Regional title, and a
third-place finish at the College World Series. Parker was
drafted in the first round (#26 overall) by the Colorado
Rockies while he was playing an NCAA Regional game at
Auburn. He hit a home run in that game in helping the
Tigers to victory.
Jack Leggett's baseball team was #4 in the final polls,
meaning Parker had been a leader on two top-25 squads
in two major sports in the same academic year, something
no Clemson athlete had done since Dexter McCleon in
1993-94.
Parker has continued to show his leadership qualities
on the gridiron this year. That was especially evident in
another athletic event at Auburn, the Tigers' overtime con-
test on September 18. In the second half, he took a blow
in his back area when tackled by two players at the end
of a running play when he was scrambling for additional
yardage.
Parker came off the field in obvious pain, and it looked
as though he was done for the night. He came off the field
in a position that resembled a question mark.
But when Auburn scored later in the quarter, he
jumped to his feet and was ready to go, much to the sur-
prise of the media covering the game, but not his team-
mates.
"He is tough, tough," said tight end Dwayne Allen.
"Here is a guy sitting with a million bucks in the bank and
he gets hurt. If I was in that situation, I don't know how I
would have reacted.
"He knows he has a career in baseball after football.
But, Kyle got up and went back out there. He sucked it up
and got back into the game and took us to overtime. He
wanted to win."
The Auburn football game might have been the most
tangible example of Parker's toughness, physically and
mentally, and his overall strength.
We should not be surprised to see that indomitable
spirit. He comes by it naturally.
Parker in the Baseball Recordnook
Clemson Career Home Run Leaders
Rk Player Year(s) HR
1. Jeff Baker 2000-02 59
Andy D'Alessio 2004-07 59
3. Michael Johnson 2000-03 58
4. Matthew LeCroy 1995-97 53
5. Jim McCollom 1982-85 52
Khalil Greene 1999-02 52
7. Eric Macrina 1988-91 51
8. Kyle Parker 2008-10 46
9. Jim Crowley 1988-91 43
Kurt Bultmann 1996-99 43
Clemson Single-Season Home Run Leaders
Rk Player Year G HR
1. Khalil Greene 2002 71 27
2. Jeff Baker 2002 68 25
Michael Johnson 2002 71 25
Kris Harvey 2005 65 25
5. Eric Macrina 1991 69 24
Matthew LeCroy 1997 64 24
7. Jeff Baker 2001 60 23
Andy D'Alessio 2006 69 "23
9. Jim McCollom 1985 64 21
10. Kyle Parker 2010 67 20
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Senior Spotlight
Full Name Brock Grant Henderson
Major Financial Management
Jersey #51
Position Linebacker
Height 6V
Weight 215
Class Senior
Hometown Greenville, SC
High School Wade Hampton HS
Date of Birth May 19, 1988
Brock Henderson never intended to play college
football. Although he enjoyed playing in high school, he
wanted to experience college apart from the game. He
came to Clemson as a student and focused on academ-
ics during his freshman year. Eventually, he began to miss
the sport and decided to try out for the football team as a
sophomore. He made the squad as a walk-on and has not
looked back since.
Henderson's football career began in Little League,
where he signed up to play with his older brother, Brent.
He enjoyed the game and continued playing once he be-
gan high school. Through hard work and dedication, he
began steadily improving. In his senior season, he led
Wade Hampton High School in tackles.
Henderson then followed in his father's footsteps and
came to Clemson as a part of a family legacy. After a year
of school, he began to think about playing football again
and decided to investigate the club football team, which
was coached by former Tiger quarterback and linebacker
Patrick Sapp (1992-95).
A friend then convinced him to try out for the varsity
team as a sophomore. He made the team and started
working out with the players during offseason workouts
in January.
"I went out there and did my best, and it was really
exciting (to make the team)," stated the linebacker.
One of the aspects of playing football that Hender-
son enjoyed most was the camaraderie of the team. He
was able to spend a significant amount of time during the
offseason with other members of the team in the weight-
room. The friendships that developed help the players
bond as a unit and form personal connections. Henderson
was glad to be a part of a close-knit team again.
He has always understood the importance of off-
season training and improving as a team, a trait that has
not gone unnoticed by his coaches. In past seasons, he
worked hard to improve in the weightroom and on the
practice field in the spring in order to earn a place in the
linebacker rotation.
"I mentally prepared myself to go out in spring prac-
tice and give myself the best shot I could," said #51. "I fig-
ured if I could impress the strength coaches in the offsea-
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son, it would transfer to camp and games. I worked a lot
on my technique as a linebacker."
That hard work paid off in the spring when he was
named the most improved defensive walk-on by the
coaches. Henderson also earned a scholarship, a big hon-
or considering that when he began college, he was not
even considering a football career.
"Coach (Dabo) Swinney asked me to come to his office
one day and he offered me a scholarship," recalled Hender-
son. "I told him I would love it."
Henderson had set a personal goal for himself ear-
lier in his playing career to earn a scholarship, and he ac-
complished that ultimate goal. Another goal was to earn
playing time this season. It required a lot of patience on
Henderson's part, but it was accomplished during the
Presbyterian College game on September 1 1
.
The first four times he went on the field, he was called
back to the sideline due to the Blue Hose's offensive line-
up. Finally, he stayed between the lines and played 14
snaps in the Tiger victory.
Henderson plans to graduate in December with a de-
gree in financial management and a minor in accounting.
He would like to work for a large financial firm. He does
not foresee any football plans in his future, but said he will
not close any doors.
No matter what Henderson decides to pursue after
graduation, he knows that his family will support him.
They have been an important part of his life and his foot-
ball support system since he came to Tigertown.
"My family supports me in everything that I do and al-
ways tells me to try my best," said Henderson. "They have
supported me throughout my entire career as a student
and as an athlete. They are always there keeping me to-
gether."
In particular, Henderson looks to Brent for encourage-
ment any time he feels apprehensive about a situation.
His brother, who was responsible for getting him to try
out for football in the first place, is still inspiring him to-
day. The two enjoy playing golf together and hanging out.
They are constantly pushing each other to be better and to
work harder to reach their goals.
"He is my best friend," said Henderson.
Whether it is his biological family or his football family,
most would say that they can always count on Henderson
for support. He is a great athlete, but more notably, he is a
dependable friend and an inspirational person.
From student to walk-on to scholarship athlete, he has
been a valuable asset to his teammates for his contribu-
tion towards the success of the team, on and off the field.
He is an example of what hard work and dedication can
accomplish, and as such, he is an important asset to the
Clemson football team.
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All the way from La Crescenta, CA, Shawn Leonard-
Horwith says the football team has made all the difference
in his Clemson experience. The cornerback walked on to
the football team in his second year at Clemson.
He is following in the athletic footsteps of his sister,
Amirah Leonard, who played basketball at Clemson un-
der Head Coach Jim Davis from 1998-00. In addition to
Amirah, Leonard-Horwith has another older sister, Amber,
an older brother, Tahir, and a younger brother, Niko. The
Tigers' #30 is the son of Rhonda Leonard-Horwith and Jeff
Horwith.
Prior to coming to Clemson, Leonard-Horwith record-
ed 363 kickoff return yards as a senior at Crescenta Valley
High School. He was also named special teams player-of-
the-week three times and had two receptions, four carries
for 94 yards, and six tackles on defense in his two seasons
on the varsity squad.
In addition to football, he was a four-year varsity track
athlete and four-time Pacific League champion in the high
jump and long jump.
Leonard-Horwith's college choice came down to two
"CU"schools...Clemson and Colorado.
"I visited Clemson for the first time with my dad," he
recalled. "I was in the fifth grade and we came to see my
sister play basketball. We drove from Clemson to Con-
necticut for the NCAA Tournament."
However, his sister's alma mater was not the only ad-
vantage for Clemson. "South Carolina is an aesthetically
nice change to the smog and traffic of Southern California,
with all of South Carolina's trees and physically-noticeable
seasons."
As happy as he was to be here, the transition from Cali-
fornia to Clemson was not an easy one.
"During my first academic year, it was tough since I
had never been that far away from home before for such
a long period of time," he admitted. "I hated it here at first,
because I was not used to it.
Through a family connection to former Tiger quarter-
back Patrick Sapp (1992-95), Leonard-Horwith continued
lifting weights and running under Sapp's guidance during
his first year in Tigertown in order to stay in shape until he
was on the team. He even played on Sapp's club football
team as a freshman.
At the end of his freshman year, the California native
was having second thoughts. "I told my parents that if I did
not make the football team in my second academic year,
I was going to transfer back to California, so making the
team was what kept me at Clemson.
"The fans here are better than the ones at the Univer-
sity of Southern California, since the fans here are actually
engaged and cheering in the game," stated Leonard-Hor-
with. "I was happy to know that among several people I
knew in high school who were better football players than
me, I am the only one who can say they have multiple
bowl rings and have been a part of a top-25 team."
In the weightroom, Leonard-Horwith is in the top
three all-time for 225-pound bench presses among skill
position players. In the spring of 2008, he made the foot-
ball academic honor roll as well.
The civil engineering major is a member of two chap-
ters at Clemson...American Society of Civil Engineers and
National Society of Black Engineers. When he is not hard
at work with school or football, he enjoys hanging out
with friends, watching movies, and going to the lake.
As a fifth-year senior, Leonard-Horwith reflected back
on his career at Clemson. "The skills it taught me as an
athlete and as a person off the field will be skills I will use
later in life."
Upon graduation from Clemson, Leonard-Horwith
plans to return home, at least temporarily. "Hopefully, I will
train at a sports training facility in southern California in
order to return to Clemson in March for Pro Day as my last
go-round to have further success in football. For the pro-
fessional world, I plan on pursuing a job at an engineering
company with hopes of attending graduate school."
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Q&A Session
McCLMN
Q. What is your most memorable gameday experience?
A. Playing my first game as a freshman against Alabama.
Q, What do you find most challenging about football?
A. Staying focused on football when you have class and tests.
Q. What motivates you during practice and games?
A. That my brothers and I are on a mission to become the best.
Q. What makes a great football player?
A. Heart, dedication, and the determination to win at every-
thing you do.
Q. What life lessons has football taught you?
A. Hard work and dedication really pays off.
Q. Would you trade football for any other sport?
A. No! This is the only sport where you are able to physically
impose your power on someone and not get in trouble for it.
Q. Who or what inspires you the most?
A. God and my mother.
Q. Who is your role model and why?
A. I have two...my high school assistant principle (Mr. Gregory)
and one of my high school coaches (Coach Euell). They have
provided me with many examples of how to care for your busi-
ness as a man and to take care of a family.
Q. What kind of legacy would you like to leave at Clemson?
A. One of the best offensive linemen to ever play at Clemson.
Q. If you could be famous, in what way would you choose
to be famous?
A. One of the most successful music producers.
Q. What do you enjoy doing away from the football field?
A. Listening to music.
Q. If you could have one superpower, what would it be?
A. The ability to be in two places at one time, because there is
so much to be done, but not enough time to do it.
Q. What is your favorite phrase?
A. Pain is weakness leaving the body.
Favorites
Artist CurrenSy
Car 1 996 Impala SS (black on black)
Cartoon character Riley from the Boondocks
Date location Movie theater
Food Tacos
Gameday moment Running down the Hill
Hangout place in Clemson Tigertown Village
Personal trait Humility
Place to play football Memorial Stadium
Pro teams Indianapolis Colts & Minnesota Vikings
Restaurant Hooters
Song Pedal to the Metal by Wiz Khalifa
Sport other than football Rugby
Superhero Flash
Television show Chappelle's Show
Vacation destination Jamaica
Bill L. Amick
Batesburg-Leesville, SC
Louis B. Lynn
Columbia, SC
Patricia H. McAbee
Greenville, SC
John N. McCarter, Jr.
Columbia, SC
E. Smyth McKissick III
Easley, SC
nas B. McTeer, Jr.
Columbia, SC
Robert L. Peeler
Lexington, SC
Joseph D. Swann
Greenville, SC
Trustees Emeriti
Trustee Hometown
Louis P. Batson, Jr. Greenville, SC
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston, SC
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. Columbia, SC
Harold D. Kingsmore Ciemson, SC
Leslie G.McCraw Greenville, SC
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood, SC
Allen Wood Florence, SC
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Jim Barker has worn nearly every hat possible in his
almost five decades as a member of the Clemson family -
student, athlete, alumnus, teacher, dean, parent, fan, and
president. Of these varied roles, the most important was
as a student.
"I often tell people I learned everything from plumb-
ing to poetry in architecture school, and I use every bit of
that knowledge as president of Clemson University," Bark-
er said.
A 1970 Clemson graduate, Barker was named presi-
dent in 1 999 with a mandate from the Board of Trustees to
lead Clemson into the top ranks of American universities.
At his inaugural address in April of 2000, he said, "I am con-
vinced that there is no university in America stronger than
Clemson when we are 'One Clemson.' A united Clemson is
unstoppable."
During the "One Clemson" decade that followed, the
university harnessed the competitive, determined spirit
of the Clemson family to transform itself from a respected
state institution into one of the nation's finest public uni-
versities.
Clemson climbed from #38 to #22 among public uni-
versities in the 2010 U.S. News & World Report guide to
colleges and has been recognized for value, affordability,
and return on investment by Kiplinger's and Smart Mon-
ey magazine.
During the decade, undergraduate applications
soared, Ph.D. enrollment doubled, research awards
topped $1.25 billion, and more than 140 grants and con-
tracts along with 60 gifts of SI million or more were re-
ceived. Despite severe cuts in its permanent, basic state
appropriations, Clemson protected its academic core and
competed successfully for the lion's share of the state's
highest-achieving students, the Palmetto Fellows, and for
tens of millions of dollars in state funding for endowed
chairs and research infrastructure.
Clemson University attracts top students and fac-
ulty. Fifty percent of the 2009 freshman class graduated
in the top-10 percent of their high school classes, and 31
Clemson faculty members received prestigious National
Science Foundation Career awards during the previous
decade.
The university provides an unmatched educational
experience - intellectual development - for students and
research-driven economic development for the state of
South Carolina.
Barker is a leading voice in higher education for South
Carolina and the nation. He served on the NCAA Division
I Board of Directors for four years, including three as Chair.
He also delivered a keynote address at a symposium in
Washington, D.C. on Global Best Practices in Science &
Technology Parks sponsored by the U.S. National Academy
of Sciences.
For his leadership, Barker has received the Order of
the Palmetto, the state of South Carolina's highest civilian
honor, and The Cliff's Business Person-of-the-Year Award
2009-10 University Highlights
• A $45 million grant from the U.S. Department of Energy, the
largest in Clemson history, to fund a wind-energy test facil-
ity at the Restoration Institute in North Charleston, SC. This
project puts South Carolina at the center of a growing United
States offshore wind-energy industry.
• Two national summits on clean energy and creating jobs in
the green economy, sponsored by the Restoration Institute.
They were held in Greenville, SC at CU-ICAR (Clemson Univer-
sity International Center for Automotive Research).
• Second-place finish (behind Brown) by Clemson undergradu-
ate students in the national College Quiz Bowl.
• The awarding of Clemson's first Ph.D. in automotive engineer-
ing. New partners at CU-ICAR include electric bus manufac-
turer Proterra and Sage Automotive, a high-performance
fabric manufacturer that was formerly Milliken's automotive
fabric division.
• The opening of Clemson at the Falls in downtown Greenville,
SC, which will house Clemson's MBA and other programs of
the College of Business & Behavioral Science to support South
Carolina business with education for professionals, execu-
tives, and entrepreneurs.
' Groundbreaking on campus for the restoration, renovation,
and expansion of Lee Hall along with dedication of the expan-
sion of Rhodes Hall.
• Announcement that construction will resume this year on the
Academic Success Center and the Life Sciences building, two
projects delayed by the 2009 budget crisis.
from Greenville Magazine. He has also been awarded
honorary doctorates from the Medical University of South
Carolina, South Carolina State University, and Mars Hill
College.
A native of Kingsport, TN, Barker received his bachelor
of arts degree from Clemson in 1970 and his master of ar-
chitecture & urban design degree in 1973 from Washing-
ton University in Saint Louis, MO, which also recognized
him with its Distinguished Alumnus Award. He is a Fellow
of the American Institute of Architects and the Institute for
Urban Design.
As Clemson's President, Barker remains committed to
the classroom. Each spring, he is part of a team that teach-
es an undergraduate course exploring "a sense of place" in
architecture, literature, and history.
In his spare time, what there is of it, Barker runs and
maintains the daily fitness regimen of a life-long athlete.
He is widely acclaimed for his pen-and-ink drawings of
campus buildings and has recently taken up watercolor
painting.
Barker and his wife Marcia have two sons, Britt and
Jacob, a daughter-in-law Rita Bolt Barker, and one grand-
child.
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Clemson University Athletic Director
When Clemson's baseball team reached the Final Four
of the 201 College World Series, it concluded one of the
great all-around sports years in school history. In addition
to a #4 final ranking in baseball, the Tigers ranked in the
top 25 in the nation in football after a bowl victory over
Kentucky and won the ACC Atlantic Division title for the
first time. The men's basketball team recorded a fourth
straight 20-win season, including a win over national final-
ist Butler, and reached the NCAA Tournament for a record-
tying third straight year.
Clemson was one of just eight schools nationally to go
to a bowl game, the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament,
and the NCAA Baseball Tournament. It was the second
straight year the Tigers accomplished the "high-profile
sports triple." Clemson joined Florida State, Minnesota,
and Texas as the only four schools to do it in consecutive
years.
Reaching a high level of success in the high-profile
sports is a credit to the administrative acumen of Clemson
Athletic Director Dr. Terry Don Phillips. Now in his ninth
year leading the Clemson program, Phillips has enhanced
the Tiger program on many levels.
In addition to the success of the high-profile sports in
2009-1 0, the Clemson women's track & field program won
the ACC Championship both indoor and outdoor, a first for
the program, and finished in the top 20 in the nation at
both national meets. The rowing program had its second
consecutive top- 1 5 finish and the women's volleyball team
made its third consecutive NCAA Tournament appearance.
Overall, seven different teams finished in the top 25 in the
nation.
In his eight years at Clemson, the program has had 46
teams finish the season in the top 25. Five different wom-
en's sports have captured ACC titles during his tenure.
Only Virginia has had a wider variety of women's sports
win league titles.
One of the reasons for Clemson's level of success as a
total sports program has been his emphasis on improving
facilities. On June 30, 2009, Clemson's football staff moved
into the WestZone at Memorial Stadium. It was a day that
brought a smile to everyone associated with the program,
but especially Phillips, who had been working toward that
day before he arrived on campus in 2002.
Phillips' vision for the WestZone was to create a top-of-
the-line facility for the football program, but at the same
time have a positive effect on the total sports program.
The facility at Memorial Stadium now creates more office
space, new locker rooms, and training room and strength
training facilities for the Olympic sports programs.
Clemson recently completed a new boathouse for the
rowing program, one of the top facilities in the nation,
added the new multi-million-dollar Thomas F. Chapman
Grandstands at Doug Kingsmore Stadium, and a new
clubhouse area at the Hoke Sloan Tennis Facility. Other
improvements in the last three years have included a new
practice facility for the golf program, and a new press box
at the Riggs Field soccer stadium. Plans are in the works
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for the construction of the Larry B. Penley, Jr. Golf Facility, a
new baseball locker room, and a significant enhancement
to Riggs Field.
Academically, 17 of the 19 programs were above the
national average for public institutions in terms of APR
scores. In the 2010 spring semester, over 50 percent of
Clemson's student-athletes were on the academic honor
roll and seven of the 15 programs had team GPAs of at
least 3.0. The overall GPA was 2.92 for the semester, third-
highest on record.
Phillips has been recognized for these accomplish-
ments in recent years. He was named as one of the top-
100 Most Influential Sports Educators in America in 2008,
a selection made by The Institute for International Sport at
the University of Rhode Island. The institute's objective in-
volved a four-year process and resulted in a list that spans
scholars, Olympians, coaches, and other industry leaders
"who have creatively and effectively used sport in the very
best way as a means to educate and shape positive values."
Phillips' athletic career and academic pursuits epito-
mize that desire. Believed to be the only Division I ath-
letic director with both a doctorate and law degree, he
uniquely blends the discipline and inspiration created on
each side of campus. He has firmly put his imprint on the
University and Tiger athletics by creating a balanced, posi-
tive environment for success that emphasizes academic
integrity, student-athlete welfare, and competing at the
highest levels with unequivocal NCAA compliance.
Phillips was also recognized nationally for his perfor-
mance at Clemson in June of 2006 when he was honored
by NACDA (National Association of Collegiate Directors of
Athletics) as the 2005-06 GeneralSports Turf Systems Ath-
letic Director-of-the-Year for the Southeast Region of the
FBS. He was one of just four FBS athletic directors honored
at the annual convention in New Orleans, LA.
Excellence in academics has been a lifelong pursuit.
He has an undergraduate degree from Arkansas (1970),
a master's degree from Virginia Tech (1974), a doctorate
degree from Virginia Tech (1978), and a law degree from
the University of Arkansas School of Law (1996). He is a
member of the Arkansas Bar, South Carolina Bar, American
Bar Association, and Sports Lawyers Association.
Phillips maintains a classroom presence by teaching a
sports law section in Clemson's accountancy & legal stud-
ies department. In addition, he is past chair of the NCAA
Division I Infractions Appeals Committee and continues to
serve the committee as requested.
Prior to coming to Clemson, Phillips served as athletic
director at Oklahoma State. Football was transformed
from a perennial losing status to very competitive, enjoy-
ing a return to bowl games after several years and estab-
lishing a winning record against instate rival Oklahoma.
For this, he received the National Football Foundation
Oklahoma Chapter Outstanding Contribution to Amateur
Football Award in 2002.
Additionally in 2006, he was named one of the top-
25 most influential people in the history of Oklahoma
State athletics by GoPokes Magazine. This recognition
reflected the substantial success of the all-sports program
and the momentous facility development under his lead-
ership.
Before leading Oklahoma State, he served as senior as-
sociate athletic director at Arkansas from 1988-94. He also
served as athletic director at Liberty (1980-81 ) and Louisi-
ana-Lafayette (1983-88). He was an assistant athletic di-
rector at Missouri (1981-83) and began his administrative
career in 1979 as an assistant athletic director at Florida.
Phillips began his career in college athletics coaching
football. He started as a graduate assistant at Arkansas in
1970 and 1971. He moved on to Virginia Tech as an as-
sistant coach (1971-78) before joining the ranks of athletic
administration. At Virginia Tech, he served on coaching
staffs that included future Clemson Head Coaches Charley
Pell and Danny Ford.
Winning has been on Phillips' resume since his play-
ing days at Arkansas. He lettered on three Frank Broyles
teams, where he and his brother Loyd, an Outland Trophy
winner, were starting defensive tackles, the first brother
combination to start together under Broyles. Arkansas
had a 27-5 record in the three years, played in two Sugar
Bowl games, and he played in the memorable 1969 Na-
tional Championship game against Texas, a contest that
continues to be featured on ESPN Classic.
In June of 2010, it was announced that Phillips would
be inducted this fall into the University of Arkansas Hall of
Honor.
Phillips has two children, John Dennis and Sarah-Jane,
and three stepchildren, Meagan, a senior at Clemson and
proud member of Tiger Band, Marshall, and Madison.
His wife Tricia is a graduate of the University of Missouri
School of Journalism and earlier enjoyed a career in ath-
letics and development. She is now active in the Clemson
and Seneca communities.
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At age 40, Dabo Swinney is the youngest head coach
in the ACC and one of the youngest in the country, but
he handled his first full season as Clemson's head coach
like an old veteran. In 2009, he led the Tigers to their first
championship of the ACC's Atlantic Division. The Tigers
came just six points short of winning their first ACC title in
18 years. Swinney was named ACC Coach-of-the-Year by
Sporting News and was a finalist for the Liberty Mutual
Coach-of-the-Year award.
Swinney accumulated nine wins, second-most among
all FBS coaches in their first full year behind Oregon's Chip
Kelly. The nine wins tied for fourth-most in ACC history for
a first-year head coach. He also led the Tigers to their first
bowl win since 2005 in the 21-13 victory over Kentucky in
the Music City Bowl.
The Tigers reached the nine-win mark playing a
schedule that included four games against top-15 op-
ponents, just the second year in school history ( 1 999 was
the other) that Clemson played four games against teams
ranked in the top 1 5 of the AP poll. Clemson was 1 -3 in
those games, but the three losses were by a combined 1
2
points (three points to Georgia Tech, four points to TCU,
and five points to Georgia Tech in the ACC Championship
game). The Tigers' three FBS non-conference opponents
had a combined record of 29-10 in 2009. Clemson gave
TCU one of its stiffest tests in a 14-10 Horned Frog victory
on September 26.
Swinney's first season included a six-game winning
streak at midseason, a streak that saw the Tigers score at
least 34 points in every game, a first in school history. Dur-
ing that stretch, the Tigers beat #8 Miami (FL) on the road.
The 40-37 overtime victory tied for the highest-ranked
team Clemson has defeated on the road in school history.
That was the second of six straight wins, the longest
winning streak for the Clemson program in four years. The
streak also included a 40-24 nationally-televised win over
Florida State and Bobby Bowden, the Hall of Fame coach
who is second in victories in FBS history. The winning
streak brought Clemson to a #15 national ranking in the
AP poll after the ACC Atlantic Division clinching victory
over Virginia on November 21.
The Tigers had success on offense, defense, and spe-
cial teams during the 2009 season. The Tigers were 28th
in the nation and third in the ACC in scoring offense (31.1),
while the defense was 20th in total defense (314.3) and
seventh in pass defense (162.8). Clemson finished in a tie
for fifth in the country in interceptions (21) as well.
The main reason Clemson was so outstanding on spe-
cial teams was the play of college football's most dynamic
player, C.J. Spiller. The Tiger running back was named MVP
of the ACC in 2009 and was a consensus first-team Ail-
American. He had five kick returns for touchdowns during
the 2009 season, an all-time Clemson record, and estab-
lished the NCAA record for kickoff returns for touchdowns
in a career with seven. He was also the only FBS player to
score at least one touchdown in every game in 2009.
Overall, the Tigers held down three positions on the
AII-ACC First-Team and five spots on the second team.
Only Virginia Tech had more representatives.
Swinney became Clemson's interim head coach on
October 13, 2008 when Tommy Bowden stepped down
after guiding the program for nearly 10 seasons. Then
on December 1, 2008, the "interim" tag was removed, as
he took over on a full-time basis as the Tigers' 25th head
coach. He had been the assistant head coach for two years
and had been in charge of the wideouts since 2003.
Swinney, who had never been a head coach prior to
the 2008 season, led Clemson to a 4-3 record to close 2008.
That mark included four victories in the last five regular-
season games, with the only loss at #24 Florida State. That
4-1 record to end the regular season tied for the best mark
in the ACC for that time period. Four of his six regular-
season opponents were later bowl participants. His 4-3 re-
cord included a 2-1 road record, wins over Boston College
and Virginia.
Swinney's first victory as a head coach took place in
his first-ever road game at Boston College on November
1. Despite committing four turnovers and trailing in the
fourth quarter, his troops rallied for a 27-21 win, giving
Clemson its first win over the Eagles since 1958. It also
came against the eventual ACC Atlantic Division winner.
The Tigers suffered a 41-27 defeat at #24 Florida State
a week later, but they rebounded to trounce Duke 31-7 at
Memorial Stadium by outgaining the Blue Devils 466-168
under Swinney, who also served as offensive coordinator
during the second half of 2008. Clemson showed its road
prowess the following weekend by claiming a 1 3-3 victory
at Virginia and veteran Head Coach Al Groh.
Rival South Carolina awaited for the final regular-
season game. Against one of the SEC's best defenses,
the Tigers used a balanced attack (184 rushing yards, 199
passing yards) to top the Gamecocks 31-14 at Memo-
The Swinney File
Playing Experience
Lettered three years at Alabama (1990-92); also a member of
the 1989 team...member of the 1992 National Championship
team...Academic All-SEC and SEC Scholar-Athlete Honor Roll
member in 1990,92.
'
'
Bowl Participation as a Player
1990 Sugar Bowl. ..1991 Blockbuster Bowl. ..1991 Fiesta
Bowl...l993 Sugar Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in commerce & business administration from
Alabama in 1993...master of business administration from
Alabama in 1995.
Personal Data
Born November 20, 1969 in Birmingham, AL...married to the
former Kathleen Bassett...the couple has three sons (Will 12,
Drew 10, Clay 7).
rial Stadium. Clemson also had four interceptions against
Steve Spurrier's offense and held it to just 22-47 passing
for 21 2 yards. The following week, the Tigers accepted an
invitation to play in the Gator Bowl against Nebraska.
The 1 993 Alabama graduate joined the Clemson staff
prior to the 2003 season. In his seven years, the Tigers
havefinished in the top 25 of the final polls four times and
totaled 10 wins over top-25 teams, including victories over
Florida State (4), Miami (FL) (2), and Tennessee (1), during
his tenure in Tigertown.
Swinney coached his wide receiver position to a level
of consistency that had not been seen previously at Clem-
son. He had a wideout finish first or second in the ACC in
catches five of the last six years. In his first year, he had
three of the top-10 receivers in the ACC, a first in Tiger
history. He has coached a First or Second-Team AII-ACC
wideout every year since 2003 (Derrick Hamilton, Airese
Currie, Chansi Stuckey, Aaron Kelly, Jacoby Ford), also an
unprecedented feat at Clemson.
In 2004 and 2005, he coached the ACC reception
champion (Currie (2004), Stuckey (2005)). It was the first
time Clemson had two different players lead the ACC in
receptions in consecutive years. In 2007, Kelly led the ACC
in yards, giving Swinney an ACC receiving king three out
of four years. Stuckey earned First-Team AII-ACC honors in
back-to-back years, a first for a Tiger wideout in 25 years.
The play of Swinney's wide receivers was a big reason
Clemson led the ACC in total offense, rushing offense, and
scoring offense during the 2006 season, just the second
time an ACC team led the conference in all three catego-
ries during the previous 25 seasons. TheTigers also led the
league and set school records for yards per play (6.5) and
touchdowns (55).
In 2007, Swinney coached Kelly, a First-Team AII-ACC
selection who led the league in receiving yards per game
and touchdown catches (11). He also finished second in
receptions per game with a school-record 88 catches, tied
for the second-highest total in ACC history. His 1 1 touch-
down catches were a Tiger record as well.
Kelly is Clemson's and the ACC's career reception lead-
er with 232 catches. He also owns the school touchdown
reception record with 20. The previous record of 18 was
held by Glenn Smith, who established the record in the
1951 season.
The Alabama native has a reputation as one of the top
recruiters in the nation. In 2006, he was listed as the #5
recruiter in the nation by Rivals.com . It marked the sec-
ond straight year that he was lauded by the website as a
top-25 national recruiter. He signed 38 players in his five
recruiting seasons and was a major reason Clemson's 2008
recruiting class was rated #2 in the nation by ESPN.com
when he signed 1 1 players. He was named one of the top-
25 recruiters in the nation by Rivals.com in 2007 as well.
When he accepted the interim head coaching position
on October 13, 2008, he described his feelings as "bitter-
sweet" because he was taking over for Bowden, who had
been his first position coach at Alabama in 1989. He had
also brought Swinney back to the coaching profession in
2003 and has had a profound effect on his life. Both had
followed similar paths as players, as Bowden was a walk-on
at West Virginia and Swinney was a walk-on at Alabama.
Swinney received a commerce & business administra-
tion degree from Alabama in 1993 after lettering three
times (1990-92). A walk-on who went on to earn a scholar
ship, Swinney was a wide receiver on Alabama's 1992 Na-
tional Championship team. He was also named Academic
All SEC along with being an SEC Scholar-Athlete Honor
Roll member in 1 990 and 1 992.
Along with his appearance in the 1993 Sugar Bowl,
his Alabama teams played in the 1990 Sugar Bowl, 1991
Fiesta Bowl, and 1991 Blockbuster Bowl. Both Sugar Bowl
appearances came after winning the SEC title game.
After his playing career, Swinney served as a graduate
assistant from 1993-95 at Alabama, where he coached in
the 1994 Gator Bowl and 1995 Citrus Bowl. In December
of 1995, he received a master's degree in business admin-
istration from Alabama.
He became a full-time assistant coach at Alabama in
February of 1996 under Head Coach Gene Stallings and
coached a total of five seasons there on a full-time basis.
He was assigned to coach the Crimson Tide's wide receiv-
ers and tight ends in 1 996, a season that saw Alabama win
the SEC Western Division title and make an Outback Bowl
appearance. The following year, he solely coached the
tight ends under Head Coach Mike DuBose.
In 1998, he coached Alabama's wide receivers, a po-
sition he held for three seasons. At the end of the 1999
campaign, Swinney coached the Crimson Tide in the 2000
Orange Bowl after winning the SEC Championship game.
Wide receiver Freddie Milons was the game MVP.
At Alabama, Swinney was a part of six teams with at
least 10 wins, five top-10 finishes, one national title (1992),
three SEC titles (1989,92,99), and five SEC Western Divi-
sion titles (1 992,93,94,96,99) as a player and coach. He has
coached the #2 receiver at Alabama (Milons) along with
the #1 (Kelly) and #2 (Hamilton) receivers in Tiger history.
Since 1 997, he has had 20 former players either draft-
ed or sign free-agent contracts with NFL teams. The list
includes Hamilton, Currie, Kevin Youngblood, Stuckey, and
Milons, an All American at Alabama
From April of 2001 through February of 2003, Swinney
was in private business in Alabama. He married the former
Kathleen Bassett in 1994. They have three sons, Will (12),
Drew (10), and Clay (7).
Swinney's Coaching Record
Year School Position(s) W-L Bowl
1993 Alabama GA 9-3-1 Gator
1994 Alabama GA 12-1 Citrus
1995 Alabama GA 8-3
1996 Alabama WR.TE 10-3 Outback
1997 Alabama TE 4-7
1998 Alabama WR 7-5 Mustc City
1999 Alabama WR 10-3 Orange
2000 Alabama WR 3-8
2003 Clemson WR 9-4 Peach
2004 Clemson WR 6-5
2005 Clemson WR 8-4 Champs Sports
2006 Clemson WR 8-5 Music City
2007 Clemson AHCWR 9-4 Chick-fil-A
2008 Clemson AHCWR 3-3
Clemson HC 4-3 Gator
2009 Clemson HC 9-5 Music City
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Assistant Coaches
Brad
Scott
Associate Head Coach
Offensive Guards & Centers
• 12th Season at Clemson
• 26th Season Overall
• South Florida '79
• Born September 30, 1 954
• In his 1 1 seasons at Clemson, the Tigers have been bowl eligible all
1 1 years and have played in 10 bowl games. The Tigers have set over
1 00 school records on offense since he has been with the program.
• Has been the offensive coordinator on two (2001 ,03) of the top-four
offenses in Tiger history.
• Has coached at least one AII-ACC player each of the last five years.
That includes two first-team selections in 2007 (Chris McDuffie, Barry
Richardson). Both players earned All-America honors, the first time
two Tiger offensive linemen on the same team were All-Americans
• As offensive coordinator at Clemson in 2001, Woodrow Dantzler
became the first player in NCAA history to total 2,000 passing yards
and 1,000 rushing yards in one season.
• The 2006 offensive line paved the way for James Davis and C J. Spiller
to gain over 2,000 combined rushing yards, a big reason Clemson
was fifth in the nation in rushing that year.
• The 2009 season was his 25th in college coaching as a full-time staff
member and he helped the Tigers to their first ACC Atlantic Division
title and a top-25 final ranking.
• Served as an assistant coach at Florida State from 1983-93. He was
on the 1 993 staff that won the national title. He was the offensive
coordinator of that record-setting team that featured Heisman
Trophy winner Charlie Ward.
Florida State was 10-0-1 in bowl games with him on the staff. The
Seminoles were also 44-6 when he was the offensive coordinator.
• Came to Clemson after serving five seasons as head coach at South
Carolina. He led the Gamecocks to a bowl win over West Virginia in
the 1 994 Carquest Bowl, the first bowl win in school history.
• His son Jeff is Clemson's recruiting coordinator and wide receivers
coach, giving the Tigers their first full-time, father-son coaching
combination in history.
Playing Experience
Three-year letterman and two-year starter on the offensive line at
Missouri-Rolla (1973-75).
Education
B.A. degree in science education from South Florida in 1979. ..M.S.
degree in athletic administration from Florida State in 1 984.
Personal Data
Born September 30, 1954 in Arcadia, FL...married to Daryle...the
couple has two sons (Jeff, John); Jeff is an assistant coach at Clemson
on the 2010 staff.
Kevin
Steele
Defensive Coordinator
Linebackers
• 2nd Season at Clemson
' 25th Season Overall
• Tennessee '81
• Born March 17, 1958
• Has 24 years of experience in the college ranks and four in the NFL
with the Carolina Panthers.
• Has coached in 1 7 bowl games, including eight that are now con-
sidered at the BCS level. That includes six Orange Bowl games.
• Has been on 1 2 staffs that have finished in the top 25 at six different
schools. That includes Alabama (2008) and Clemson (2009).
• Helped Clemson to an ACC Atlantic Division title and a top-25 AP
ranking in his first year (2009). Clemson's 2009 defense finished in
the top 25 in the nation in seven categories.
• Has coached under National Championship Head Coaches Bobby
Bowden, Johnny Majors, Tom Osborne, and Nick Saban in his career
that dates to the 1 982 season.
• Spent 2007 and 2008 at Alabama and helped the Crimson Tide to
the 2008 SEC title game. Alabama finished the regular season with
a 1 2-0 record and was third in the nation in total defense, fourth in
rushing defense, and sixth in scoring defense in 2008. Alabama also
led the SEC in rushing defense and total defense in 2008.
• Spent the 2003-06 seasons at Florida State, where he was executive
head coach and linebackers coach under Bobby Bowden, He helped
the Seminoles to three top-25 finishes and two ACC titles.
• Named the nation's top recruiter by Rivals.com in 2005
• Served as head coach at Baylor (1 999-02} and as an assistant coach
with the Carolina Panthers (1995-98). In 1995, the Panthers played
their home games at Clemson.
• Coached six years at Nebraska (1989-94), as it had a 61-1 1-1 record
and won four Big 1 2 titles.
• Member of the 1 994 Nebraska staff that won the national title.
• Coached at his alma mater (Tennessee) in 1 987 and 1 988, helping
it to a 1 0-2-1 record in 1 987,
• In 1 984, he helped Oklahoma State to a 1 0-2 record and #5 ranking
in the final AP poll.
• Grew up in Dillon, SC, where his father was a longtime principal of
Dillon High School.
Playing Experience
Began his football career at Furman in 1976. ..transfer red to Tennessee
and played in 1978,79.
Education
Earned an undergraduate degree from Tennessee in 1 981
Personal Data
Born March 17, 1958 in La Jolla, CA...he and his wife, Linda, have a
son, Gordon, and daughter, Caroline.
Charlie
Harbison
Co-Defensive Coordinator
Defensive Backs
• 6th Season at Clemson
• 20th Season Overall
• Gardner-Webb '95
• Born October 27, 1959
• In his second tour of duty atClemson. He served as defensive backs
coach under Head Coach Tommy West from 1 995-97.
• Helped Clemson to a top-25 final ranking and ACC Atlantic Division
title in 2009. His secondary recorded 21 interceptions, fifth-most
in Clemson history and tied for fifth-most in the nation. The Tigers
were also #7 nationally in pass defense.
• Coached first-team All-American DeAndre McDaniel in 2009, who
led the ACC and was tied for third in the nation in interceptions (8)
• Named one of the nation's top-25 recruiters by Rivals.com in 2010.
• From 1 995-97, he helped the Tigers to three bowl games ( 1 996 Gator,
1996 Peach, 1998 Peach).
• Coached some great players in the 1990s at Clemson, including
eight-time Pro Bowl selection Brian Dawkins, among the best players
in the history of the Philadelphia Eagles. Dawkins was a third-team
All-American and led the ACC in interceptions in Harbison's first year
at Clemson (1995). He also coached future Super Bowl Champion
Dexter McCleon.
• Came to Clemson from Mississippi State, where he was defensive
coordinator and safeties coach.
• Has had twotoursofduty at Alabama (1998-00, 2003-06). He helped
Alabama to five bowl games in seven total years, including the
1999 season when the Crimson Tide won the SEC title and played
Michigan in the Orange Bowl. Alabama finished ranked #8 in the
nation that year. He coached defensive backs in his first tour of duty
and wide receivers the second time around at Alabama.
• Coached at Louisiana State under Head Coach Nick Saban in 2001
and 2002. The 2001 team won the SEC title and ranked #7 in the
final AP poll with a 1 0-3 record. Louisiana State played in two bowl
games in his two years there.
• Started his coaching career at Gardner-Webb in 1984.
• Also has experience coaching in the Arena Football League and
World League of American Football.
Playing Experience
Played four years as a defensive back at Gardner-Webb ( 1 978-81 ) and
had 1 1 career interceptions...signed as a free agent with the Buffalo
Bills (1 982)...played in the USFL in 1 983,84.
Education
B.S. degree in business administration from Gardner-Webb in 1995.
Personal Data
Born October 27, 1 959. ..married to the formerTammy McCluney...the
couple has four children (Charlie, Stedman, Masai, Msiba).
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Billy
Napier
Offensive Coordinator
Quarterbacks
• 5th Season at Clemson
• 6th Season Overall
• Furman '03
• Born July 21, 1979
• In his first year as offensive coordinator in 2009, he guided a Clemson
offense that scored 436 points, most in school history. The Tigers
scored 54 touchdowns, third-most in school history, and averaged
5,73 yards per play, fourth-best in school history.
• In his fifth full season at Clemson. The Tigers have been to a bowl
game every year and finished in the top 25 twice.
• Has been ranked among thetop-25 recruiters in the nation by Rivals,
com two of the last four years, including 2008 when Clemson's sign-
ing class ranked #2 in the nation by ESPN.com .
• Youngest coordinator in Clemson history at age 30 when he took
over in 2009. He is still the youngest coordinator in the ACC.
• Served as Clemson's recruiting coordinator from 2006-08.
• Joined the Clemson offensive staff as tight ends coach in 2006.
That year, the Tigers led the ACC in total offense, rushing offense,
and scoring offense. Clemson was also fifth in the nation in rushing
that season.
• Served as an assistant coach at S.C. State in 2005 and helped that
program to a 9-2 record, including 7-1 in the conference. S.C. State
was 1 2th in the nation in rushing (236), 1 5th in passing efficiency,
and 17th in scoring (34).
• Helped the Bulldogs to the fourth-best turnover margin in the
country in 2005, as the team committed just 1 1 turnovers after losing
33 in 2004. He was elevated to the offensive coordinator position
after the 2005 season, but he never coached in that role due to his
hiring at Clemson.
• Served as a graduate assistant at Clemson during a nine-win season
in 2003 and during the 2004 season.
• Lettered four times ( 1 999-02) at Furman and was a two-time captain
as a starting quarterback. He holds the Paladin career record for
completion percentage (64.8) and is third in school history in pass-
ing yards (4,247). He also set the school single-season record with
2,475 passing yards and was a finalist for the Walter Payton Award
(FCS National Player-of-the-Year) during the 2002 season.
Playing Experience
Four-year letterman and two-year starter at quarterback at Fur-
man (1999-02)...two-time All-Southern Conference selection at
quarterback.
Education
B.A. degree in health & exercise science from Furman in 2003.
Personal Data
Born July 21, 1979 in Cookeville, TN... married to the former Ali Gunn
Danny
Pearman
Assistant Head Coach
Offensive Tackles a Tight Ends
• 3rd Season at Clemson
• 20th Season Overall
• Clemson '87
• Born February 17, 1965
• In 2009, he coached Clemson's tight ends, who combined for 54
receptions, most-ever for the position in school history. Coached
First-Team AII-ACC tight end Michael Palmer and Second-Team All-
ACC offensive tackle Chris Hairston.
• Helped Clemson to an ACC Atlantic Division title and a top-25 final
AP ranking in his first year as a full-time coach.
• Joined Clemson's staff in December of 2008 and coached in the 2009
Gator Bowl. He joined a small group of people who have played
for Clemson in a bowl game and later coached the Tigers in a bowl
game. He donned the orange & white during the 1 986 Gator Bowl
and 1987 Citrus Bowl.
• One of two Clemson graduates on the coaching staff (Jeff Scott is
the other). He played tight end on Clemson's 1 986 and 1 987 ACC
Championship teams, then he served as a graduate assistant on the
Tigers' 1 988 ACC Championship team.
• In 1 9 years as a full-time Division I head coach, his teams have played
in 15 bowl games. Including three years as a graduate assistant
coach, it is 18 bowl games in 22 seasons,
• His coaching career got off to a great start with an eight-year tenure
at Alabama. In just his second year as a full-time coach, he directed
the offensive tackles and served as special teams coordinator on
Alabama's 1992 National Championship team. The Crimson Tide
defeated Miami (FL) in the Sugar Bowl to claim the title.
• He served on the same Alabama staff with current Clemson Head
Coach Dabo Swinney from 1 993-97.
• After eight seasons at Alabama, he moved to Virginia Tech, where
he worked eight years under Head Coach Frank Beamer. The Hokies
went to eight bowl games in his eight seasons with the program.
Playing Experience
Lettered three times as a tight end at Clemson ( 1 985-87)...played on
the 1 986 and 1 987 ACC Championship teams...strength & condition-
ing All-American (1987).
Bowl Participation as a Player
1 985 Independence BowL.l 986 Gator Bowl...l 988 Citrus Bowl.
Education
Bachelor's degree in finance from Clemson in 1 987...master of business
administration from Clemson in 1989.
Personal Data
Born February 17, 1965. ..he and his wife Kristy have one daughter
(Taylor) and two sons (Tanner, Trent).
Dan
Brooks
Defensive Tackles
• 2nd Season at Clemson
• 27th Season Overall
• Western Carolina '76
• Born June 25, 1951
• Helped Clemson to an ACC Atlantic Division title and a top-25 final
ranking in his first year with the program. The Tigers were 12th
nationally in tackles for loss and Brooks' defensive linemen had a
lot to do with that success.
• Clemson finished in the top 25 in the nation in seven defensive
categories in 2009.
• Has coached 316 games as a full-time college assistant, more than
any other active member of the Tiger coaching staff.
• Coached the previous 15 years at Tennessee under Head Coach Phil-
lip Fulmer. He coached in 1 3 bowl games during those 1 5 years and
was a part of eight teams that won at least 10 games. The Volunteers
finished in the top 25 of the polls in 1 2 of those seasons, including
six top- 10 finishes. Tennessee also finished in the top 10 of the AP
poll five straight years (1995-99).
• Tennessee's defense finished third in the nation in total defense,
allowing just 263.5 yards per game, in 2008. The Volunteers were
also 10th in scoring defense and 12th in rushing defense.
• Coached first-round draft pick Albert Haynesworth, now the highest-
paid defensive player in the NFL, of the Redskins. He also coached
first-round draft picks Shaun Ellis, Justin Harell,and John Henderson.
He also recruited NFL Hall of Famer Emmitt Smith to Florida.
• Served as Tennessee's recruiting coordinator from 1999-02.
• Coached on the 1998 Tennessee staff that won the national title
with a 1 3-0 record. That team had six wins over top-25 teams and
gave up just five rushing touchdowns.
• Tennessee won back-to-back SEC titles in 1 997 and 1 998.
• In 1 998, he was named the SEC's top defensive line coach.
• Coached six years under Mack Brown at North Carolina from 1 988-
93. He helped the resurgence of North Carolina during that era,
culminating with a 9-3 record in 1 992 and a 1 0-3 mark in 1 993.
• Coached former Clemson star and NFL All-Pro running back Kevin
Mack in high school in the 1970s.
Playing Experience
Began his football career at Appalachian State in 1969...transferred
to Western Carolina and played in 1 973.
Education
Earned an undergraduate degree from Western Carolina in 1976...
master's degree from Florida in 1 984.
Personal Data
Born June 25, 1951 in Sparta, NC.he and his wife Kathy have two
children (Tara, Rhett).
Andre
Powell
Special Teams Coordinator
Running Backs
• 4th Season at Clemson
• 20th Season Overall
• Indiana '89
• Born September 29, 1966
• Coached unanimous first-team All-American CJ. Spiller as a running
back and return specialist. Spiller became the first running back in
ACC history with 1,000 rushing yards and 500 receiving yards in the
same season. Spiller was named ACC Player-of-the-Year in 2009 and
was the #9 overall selection of the 20 1 NFL draft.
• In his fourth year at Clemson as running backs coach and his third
season as special teams coordinator. He has had a positive impact on
Clemson's special teams performances over the last three seasons.
• Has coached an AII-ACC player each of his first three years, James
Davis in 2007 and CJ. Spiller in 2008 and 2009.
• Has been in charge of Clemson's kickoff return team each of the last
three years and Clemson has finished in the top 25 in the nation in
that category each season.
• Coached Pittsburgh Steeler Super Bowl Champion Willie Parker at
North Carolina along with Ronnie McGill, who finished his career
10th in school history with 2,393 rushing yards. He coached at
North Carolina from 2001 -06.
• Served as an assistant coach at Virginia for five seasons ( 1 996-00), as
he coached future NFL standouts Germaine Crowel I, Thomas Jones,
Charles Kirby, Pat Washington, and Terrence Wilkins.
• Played two years at Lees-McRae ( 1 984,85) prior to earning two letters
at Indiana (1986,87). He was the lead blocker for 1,000-yard rusher
Anthony Thompson in the 1 987 season. Thompson went on to rush
for over 6,000 yards and was inducted into the College Football Hall
of Fame.
• Earned Indiana's Most Improved Player award during his senior
season and was a member of two bowl teams, including the 1 986
All-American Bowl and 1988 Peach Bowl.
Playing Experience
Letterman at Indiana in 1 986 and 1 987...named Most Improved Player
as a senior in 1 987...attended Lees-McRae prior to attending Indiana.
Bowl Participation as a Player
1986 All-American Bowl...1 988 Peach Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in health, physical education, & recreation from Indiana
in 1989.
Personal Data
Born September 29, 1 966 in Lockhart, SC...married to Jody...the couple
has one son (Andre II 1 4) and two daughters (Alayna 1 1 , Mikala 8).
Chris
Rumph
Defensive Ends
5th Season at Clemson
9th Season Overall
' South Carolina '94
Born December 21,1971
• Defensive ends coach in his fifth season at Clemson. In each of his
first four years, Clemson's defense finished in the top 2 5 in the nation
in scoring defense and total defense.
• In his first four years at Clemson, theTigers went to four bowl games
and won 33 games, including a high of nine wins in both 2007 and
2009. Clemson was ranked in at least one final poll both of those
seasons.
• Has coached eight years at the Division I level and those teams have
had winning seasons every year.
• Clemson was in the top 25 in the nation in seven defensive catego-
ries in 2009 and won the ACC Atlantic Division title.
• Coached AII-ACC defensive end Ricky Sapp, who was drafted in 2010
by the Philadelphia Eagles.
• Has ties to current Clemson Offensive Line Coach Brad Scott and
former Clemson Head Coach Tommy West. He coached under
Tommy West at Memphis and helped the team to three straight
bowl games (2003-05). Memphis beat SEC-rival Mississippi in 2003
and 2004. Memphis finished ninth in the nation in total defense in
2003.
• Helped the 2005 defense to finish 23rd in the nation in turnover
margin and lead the league in rushing yards allowed per game
(1 25.6), the 27th-best mark in the country. Memphis won 24 games
in his three years there.
• Head coach at Calhoun County (SO High School from 1997-01.
He also served as offensive coordinator and quarterbacks/running
backs coach there.
Four-time letterman atSouth Carolina (1991-94). He had 52 tackles
in 1 1 regular-season games as a senior. In 1 994 under Head Coach
Brad Scott, he helped the team to a win over West Virginia in the
Carquest Bowl, the first bowl victory in Gamecock history.
Playing Experience
Lettered four times as a linebacker at South Carolina (1991 -94).
Bowl Participation as a Player
1995 Carquest Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in retail management from South Carolina in 1994.
Personal Data
Born December 21, 1971 in Orangeburg, SC...married to Kila . the
couple has two sons (Christopher, Elijah).
Jeff
Scott
Recruiting Coordinator
Wide Receivers
• 3rd Season at Clemson
• 4th Season Overall
• Clemson '03
• Born December 28, 1980
• Helped the Tigers to a top-25 AP ranking and the ACC Atlantic
Division title in his first full season as an assistant coach in 2009. He
mentored Jacoby Ford, a Second-Team AII-ACC wide receiver who
was an NFL draft pick by the Oakland Raiders,
• Took over as Clemson's recruiting coordinator in 2009 and theTigers
put together a top-20 signing class in his first season at the position.
Clemson's class was ranked #19 by E5PN.com .
• Youngest member of Clemson's full-time staff at the age of 29. He
became a full-time coach on October 1 3, 2008.
• In the second half of the 2008 season, he coached Aaron Kelly, the
ACC's all-time leading receiver.
• Son of Clemson Associate Head Coach Brad Scott, therefore Jeff
is a part of the first full-time, father-son coaching combination in
Clemson football history.
• One of two Clemson graduates on the staff (Danny Pearman is the
other).
• A member of three bowl teams as a player at Clemson from 2000-02.
He played in the 2001 Gator Bowl, 2001 Humanitarian Bowl, and
2002 Tangerine Bowl during his Tiger career.
• Noted for his ability as a runner in fake-field-goal situations. Healso
played wide receiver for the Tigers during that time.
• Had his first full-time college job at Presbyterian College in 2007 as
wide receivers coach, then came to Clemson as a graduate assistant
in 2008. He moved into full-time status when Head Coach Tommy
Bowden resigned at midseason.
• Began his coaching career at Blythewood (SC) High School and won
a state title in his first year and the program's first year. It is believed
to be the first time that has happened in South Carolina high school
football history.
Playing Experience
Lettered three years as a wide receiver and holder at Clemson
(2000-02).
Bowl Participation as a Player
2001 Gator Bowl...2001 Humanitarian Bowl...2002 Tangerine Bowl.
Education
Degree in secondary education from Clemson in 2003.
Personal Data
Born December 28, 1980 in Arcadia, FL...married the former Sara
McDaniel...son of Clemson Associate Head Coach Brad Scott.
—
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Woody
McCorvey
Associate Athletic Director
Football Administration
• 9th Season at Clemson
• Alabama State '72
• Born September 30, 1 950
Woody McCorvey returned to Clemson after 20 years to be-
come Associate Athletic Director for Football Administration on
Dabo Swinney's first staff. McCorvey was Swinney's position coach
during his playing days at Alabama and served as a wide receivers
and tight ends coach on Danny Ford's Tiger staff from 1 983-89.
McCorvey serves as the primary liaison between Swinney and
the athletic and IPTAY administration. He also oversees the manage-
ment of the football administrative offices.
His return had a positive effect on the program in 2009 when
Clemson won the Atlantic Division of the ACC for the first time and
finished the season in the top 25 of the AP poll.
McCorvey supervises the football budget and works with the
staff at Vickery Hall to oversee the team's academic progress. He also
makes speaking engagements and represents the football staff at
various meetings and functions.
McCorvey worked seven years at Clemson from 1983-89. With
McCorvey coaching the tight ends from 1983-85 and the wideouts
from 1986-89, Clemson posted a 60-19-3 record and won three ACC
titles. During that time, the Tigers were invited to the 1985 Indepen-
dence Bowl, the 1 986 and 1 989 Gator Bowls, and the 1 988 and 1 989
Citrus Bowls. Clemson posted a 1 0-2 record in each of his last three
seasons under Ford. Among the student-athletes he recruited were
future Pro Bowlers Donnell Woolford and Chester McGlockton. He
also coached future NFL players Keith Jennings and K.D. Dunn.
McCorvey coached at the Division I level for 26 years and went
to a bowl game 1 7 of those seasons. Overall, he had 36 years of ex-
perience as a football coach. He coached or signed 36 players who
went on to a professional football career as well.
From 1990-08, he coached in the SEC every year, including
each of the last five at Mississippi State, where he served as assistant
head coach and offensive coordinator in addition to coaching the
quarterbacks. He was a big reason the Bulldogs won eight games,
including wins over Auburn, Alabama, and Mississippi, in 2007.
McCorvey coached at Tennessee for five years (1999-03). With
him heading the running game, the Volunteers had a 46-14 record.
He helped guide Tennessee to the 2000 Fiesta Bowl, 2001 Cotton
Bowl, 2002 Citrus Bowl, and 2002 and 2003 Peach Bowls. Tennessee
also won three consecutive New Year's Day Bowl games (2000-02).
Under McCorvey's leadership, Tennessee maintained the
school's reputation of having an outstanding rushing attack. The
Volunteers led the SEC in rushing in 1999, averaging 191.3 yards
per game. His work helped tailbackTravis Stephens pace the SEC in
rushing yards (1 ,464) in 2001 . One year prior, McCorvey helped tail
back Travis Henry finish second in the league and 1 4th in the nation
in rushing yards (1,314). Another of his proteges was Jamal Lewis,
who finished in the top five on the Tennessee career rushing list and
was the #5 overall pick of the 2000 NFL draft.
Prior to joining the staff at Tennessee, McCorvey worked one
season at South Carolina, where he served as the wide receivers
coach in 1 998 under current Tiger Associate Head Coach Brad Scott.
McCorvey took the South Carolina job following an eight-year
stay at Alabama from 1990-97. He served seven seasons as its wide
receivers coach and the 1 996 campaign as offensive coordinator. He
was the assistant head coach in 1 997 as well.
Alabama had five top-25 final rankings in his tenure, including
three seasons in the top five. The Crimson Tide won the 1992 na-
tional title with McCorvey serving as wide receivers coach and Swin-
ney as one of his student athletes. That season culminated with a
34-13 win over heavily-favored Miami (FL) in the Sugar Bowl. Cur-
rent Clemson Assistant Coach Danny Pearman was also on that staff.
From 1990-96, Alabama had a 70-16-1 record and played in six
bowl games. With him at the controls of the offense in 1996, Ala-
bama was 1 0-3, including a win over Michigan in the Outback Bowl.
From 1 979-82, he served as an assistant coach at Alabama A&M
and helped that program to the #6 rushing offense in Division II in
1981 after finishing 1 1th in the nation in scoring offense the previ-
ous year. McCorvey began his collegiate coaching career at North
Carolina Central in 1978.
McCorvey began his coaching career with a six-year stint (1 972-
77) at J.M. Tate Senior High School in Florida. A quarterback at Ala-
bama State from 1968-71, he earned his bachelor's degree from Ala-
bama State in 1 972 and a master's degree from West Florida in 1 977.
In November of 2010, McCorvey will be inducted into the At-
more, AL Hall of Fame. The Atmore, AL native is married to the for-
mer Ann Brown. The couple has a son, Marlon.
la'Donte
Harris
Graduate Assistant Coach
Offense
• 2nd Season at Clemson
• Clemson '08
• Born August 13, 1986
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant coach who works on the field
with the offense...runs the scout-team defense.. .assists Jeff Scott
with the wide receivers.
Playing Experience: Wide receiver at Clemson who lettered from
2004-07.
Coaching Experience: Student assistant at Clemson in 2008. ..grad-
uate assistant coach (offense) at Clemson in 2009.
Education: Earned a degree in sport management from Clemson
in 2008.
Personal: Born August 1 3, 1 986 in Gadsden, AL... married to Britney
Spratt.
Daric
Riley
Graduate Assistant Coach
Defense
• 4th Season at Clemson
• Charleston Southern '98
• Born June 29, 1977
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant coach who works on the field
with the defense. ..runs the scout-team offense. ..assists Charlie Har-
bison with the defensive backs.
Playing Experience: Defensive back and special teams player at
Charleston Southern who lettered from 1995-98.
Coaching Experience: Graduate assistant defensive backs coach
at Charleston Southern in 1999...defensive backs coach at Fairfield
in 2000. ..quarterbacks coach, defensive backs coach, special teams
coach, strength & conditioning coordinator, and junior college re-
cruiting coordinator at Pikeville in 2001,02...defensive backs coach
and special teams coach at Newberry in 2003...defensive backs
coach and special teams coach at Truman State from 2004-06. ..video
graduate assistant (defense) at Clemson in 2007,08...graduate assis-
tant coach (defense) at Clemson in 2009.
Education: Earned a degree in science & physical education as well
as science & psychology from Charleston Southern in 1 998...master's
degree in youth development & leadership from Clemson in 2009.
Personal: Born June 29, 1977 in Sycamore, IL...single.
Wesley
Goodwin
Video Graduate Assistant
Defense
• 2nd Season at Clemson
• Mississippi State '07
• Born December 28, 1984
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with the offense
on practice and game video...works on scouting reports.
Coaching Experience: Student assistant at Mississippi State in
2006,07...graduate assistant coach at Mississippi State in 2008.
..
video graduate assistant (defense) at Clemson in 2009.
Education: Earned a degree in business administration from Mis-
sissippi State in 2007...master of business administration from Mis-
sissippi State in 2009.
Personal: Born December 28, 1 984 in Grove Hill, AL...single.
Stepp
Video Graduate Assistant
Offense
• 2nd Season at Clemson
• Furman '07
• Born July 7,1983
Responsibilities: Graduate assistant who works with the offense
on practice and game video. ..in charge of the breakdown of oppo-
nents and practice cutups.
Playing Experience: Wide receiver and punt returner who lettered
at Furman from 2003-06...his team won the 2004 SoCon title.-.AII
SoCon selection in 2005,06. ..finished fourth in career receptions at
Furman.
Coaching Experience: Wide receivers coach at North Greenville in
2008...video graduate assistant (offense) at Clemson in 2009.
Education: Earned a degree in health & exercise science from Furman
in 2007.
Personal: Born July 7, 1983 in Pelion, SC. ..his brother Josh played
quarterback at Newberry from 2004-06 and was an Ail-American...
single.
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Daniel
Bassett
Director of Football
Programs
• 5th Season at Clemson
Tennessee '01
• Born November 23, 1978
Daniel Bassett is in his second year as director of football pro-
grams at Clemson. He is in charge of on-campus meals and housing,
maintaining the recruiting database, and community outreach. Pri-
or to being hired as director of football programs in 2008, he worked
as a student volunteer and later in office administration (2003-05).
He received his undergraduate degree in broadcasting from
Tennessee in 2001 . He then came to Clemson, where he earned his
master's degree in professional communication in 2005.
The Birmingham, AL native was born November 23, 1978.
Jeff
Davis
Assistant Athletic Director
Ptayer Relations a External Affairs
• 7th Season at Clemson
• Clemson '84
• Born January 26, 1960
Jeff Davis is in his second year as assistant athletic director
for player relations & external affairs within the Clemson football
program. During the previous five years, he served as an assistant
athletic director for fundraising, where he helped raise funds for the
WestZone Club at Memorial Stadium. He also served as the primary
spokesman for Clemson University's Call Me Mister Program and
served as director of that program from 1 999-03.
Davis was an All-America linebacker from 1978-81 who cap-
tained the Tigers during their 1981 national title run. "The Judge"
registered a then-Tiger-record 175 tackles in 1981. That same sea-
son, he became just the third defensive player in ACC history to be
named league MVP. Davis had 14 tackles as Clemson topped Ne-
braska 22-1 5 in the 1982 Orange Bowl to claim its first national title.
He was named to Clemson's Centennial Team in 1 996. In 1 995,
he became the fourth member of the Clemson Ring of Honor. Then
in 2002, he was named to the ACC's 50-Year Anniversary team.
In 2007, he was accorded the highest honor attainable for a col-
lege football player when he was inducted into the National Foot-
ball Foundation College Football Hall of Fame. Davis has made a
name for himself outside of the Clemson community. A fifth-round
draft pick by Tampa Bay in 1982, he played six productive seasons
in the NFL. During his time as a professional, he also completed his
remaining coursework and graduated from Clemson in 1 984.
In 1999, he returned to Clemson as field director of Call Me
Mister. It seeks to recruit, train, certify, and secure employment for
African-American males as elementary teachers in the state's public
schools. In 2001, he was awarded $100,000 for the program from
Oprah Winfrey's "Angel Network." He is president of Goal Line Stand,
which supports young people as adults as they seek to remain com-
mitted to values that shape and govern their lives. The ordained
pastor lives in Clemson with his wife Joni and their six children.
Mike
Dooley
Director of H.S. Relations
& Player Personnel
• 6th Season at Clemson
• Furman'98
• Born May 1,1975
Mike Dooley is in his sixth year with the Tiger football program
and serves as director of high school relations & player personnel.
He is responsible for maintaining and improving relationships be-
tween high school coaches and Clemson.
Prior to being hired at his current position, he served two
years (2005,06) as a video graduate assistant (defense) and two
years (2007,08) as a graduate assistant coach (offense) at Clemson.
Dooley also served as interim tight ends coach in 2008 when Dabo
Swinney was hired as head coach at midseason.
Dooley worked as an assistant coach at Greenville (SC) High
School from 1998 04 before coming to Clemson. His responsibilities
included defensive coordinator from 2000-04 and assistant head
coach in 2004. In his last three years, Greenville High had a 33-4
record, including a 1 2-1 mark in 2003.
Dooley is a native of Toccoa, GA. He lettered as a defensive end
at Furman from 1993-1995, but he missed his senior season due to
injury. He had a sack against Clemson in Memorial Stadium in 1 994.
Furman reached the Division l-AA playoffs in his final season with
the Paladins. He was also an academic honor roll member and re-
ceived his degree in health & exercise science from Furman in 1 998.
Andy
Johnston
Associate Athletic Director
Football Operations
• 14th Season at Clemson
• Clemson '79
• Born May 22, 1957
Andy Johnston is in his 14th year with the Tiger football pro-
gram and currently serves as associate athletic director for football
operations. His responsibilities include managing the program's
day-to-day operations. In his 14 years, Clemson has gone to 1 2 bowl
games. Although this is his 1 4th year with the football program, he
has been involved with the Clemson athletic department for 28 years.
From 1983-97, he was the winningest women's tennis coach in school
history.
In those 1 5 years, Johnston guided his squads to five consecutive
ACC titles (1983-87), 12 top-25 finishes, and six NCAA Tournaments.
He was ACC Coach-of-the-Year for the fourth time and Southeast
Region Coach-of-the-Year for the second time in 1 993. Seven players
he coached at Clemson were named to the ACC 50-Year Anniversary
team in 2002.
Johnston had a 254- 1 60Clemson record and 263-1 67 career mark.
He was the coach at Furman in 1 982 before coming to Clemson. His
best season at Clemson was his rookie year when the team had a 30-5
record and finished #7 in the polls. That team won all nine flights of
the ACC Tournament, the only tennis team in Tiger history to do that.
He coached former Lady Tiger Gigi Fernandez, who was inducted into
the Clemson Hall of Fame in 2005.
Johnston played for Clemson on the hardcourt and earned his
degree in administrative management in 1979. He then served as
the assistant men's tennis coach during the 1 980 season.
Johnston is a native of Summerville, SC. He is married to the
former Sophie Woorons. He has a daughter, Kiera (20), and a son,
Noah (3). A second daughter, Caylynn, passed away in 2008.
Don
Munson
Director of Creative
Media Services
1 st Season at Clemson
Appalachian State '84
Born February 13, 1962
Don Munson In his first year with the Clemson Athletic Depart-
ment in a full-time capacity. He is a familiar name to Tiger fans be-
cause of his involvement with the Clemson radio network for the last
16 years.
Munson took over the new position of Creative Media Services
Director in July, 2010. He has department-wide responsibilities,
with an emphasis on football. He supervises the football recruiting
website and social media sites, provides video features for Clem-
sonTigers.com, authors articles for various Clemson publications
and websites, and serves as the Master of Ceremonies for the Prowl
& Growl meetings in the spring. He also continues to serve as the
host of the Clemson football and basketball coaches radio call-in
program, "Tiger Calls,'' and provides play-by-play commentary on
various Clemson Olympic sports.
Munson has covered Clemson athletics since 1994, when he
first joined the network as the network's football pregame, halftime,
and Fifth Quarter Show host. In 1 995, he moved into a full-time po-
sition with the Clemson Sports Network as an on-air host and affili-
ate relations manager. In 1997, he was named operations manager
and became part of the basketball broadcasts as a pregame, half-
time, and locker room reporter.
In 2003, he rejoined the radio network as host of the Tiger Tail-
gate Show and Fifth Quarter Show. When Jim Phillips passed away
in September of 2003, he assumed the duties as host of Tiger Calls
and play-by-play announcer for women's basketball and baseball.
Munson is a 1984 graduate of Appalachian State with a B.S.
degree in communications. He was the play-by-play voice at Ap-
palachian State from 1984-91, In 1993, he served a season as the
play-by-play voice of Western Carolina and in 1994 was the voice of
the UNC Asheville men's basketball broadcasts.
Married on May 26, 1 984, Munson and his wife, Elizabeth, have
one child, Michelle (19),
Danny
Poole
Director of
Sports Medicine
' 28th Season at Clemson
• Western Carolina '79
• Born June 7, 1957
Danny Poole is in his 1 0th season as Clemson's director of sports
medicine, but he is a veteran of more than 27 years working in the
Tiger athletic training facility. He supervises the athletic training
needs of all student-athletes, but his primary area of emphasis is with
the football program. He has 30 years of full-time experience in the
athletic training field.
Poole served as head athletic trainer for the Carolina Chargers
of the American Football Association in 1979. In 1980, he became an
assistant trainer at Memphis. During his career as a full-time assistant
there, he earned his master's degree in health education. He came to
Clemson in 1 984 as an assistant under trainer Fred Hoover.
A 1979 Western Carolina graduate, Poole earned a bachelor's
degree in health & physical education. He was a student trainer for the
Catamounts for four years. He was published in the NATA Journal In
1979, "The DP. Method for Blisters," as a student at Western Carolina.
Poole was honored in 2001 by his peers with the Athletic Trainers
Service Award. The award is presented by the National AthleticTrain-
ers Association to role models who are future leaders of the training
profession. The Charlotte, NIC native is married to the former Beth
Morgan. The couple has two daughters. Jacqui Elaine (23) and Abby
Blair (21).
Alphonso
Smith
Director of
Equipment
• 1 5th Season at Clemson
• Clemson '91
Alphonso Smith is in his 15th season at Clemson, and he is in
his 1 1th year overseeing all equipment operations. Smith served as
a men's basketball manager during his undergraduate and graduate
years at Clemson from 1985-92. He was a member of the staff of
Clemson's only ACC regular-season championship team in history
(1990). Smith also served as a graduate assistant in 1992.
Smith worked as assistant equipment supervisor at Memphis for
three years. He was responsible for assisting the football program and
was in charge of men's and women's basketball, women's golf, and
men's and women's track & field.
He is a 1 991 graduate of Clemson, as he earned his degree in
social science secondary education. He is a member of the Athletic
Equipment Managers Association and is the district III director. He
was also named Equipment Manager-of-the-Year for District III in
2006-07. Smith is married to the former Kim Teel of Omaha, NE. The
couple has a son, Andrue Christopher, and daughter, Lauryn Louise.
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Fan Information
Concession Stands
Concession stands are located beneath all stands inside
Memorial Stadium and can be reached from any portal.
Emergencies
First Aid stations are located on the South side under Section
J, North Side under Section T, North Top Deck under Section K,
and South Top Deck under Section E. Trained nurses are on hand.
If a doctor is needed, ask any usher. For emergencies, call 91 1
.
Handicapped
Entrances are at Gates 1 and S for the handicapped.
Lost & Found
Please report any item to the Gate 1 1 information booth.
Notice
Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an athletic con-
test in Memorial Stadium. Memorial Stadium is also a smoke-free
facility. Smoking is prohibited inside the gates.
Passouts
Passouts are allowed, however, fans will have to go through
the same level of security screening as they did upon entering.
Prohibited Items
Umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food, and bever-
age containers of any type.
Public Address System
The public address system is intended for spectators' infor-
mation. Do not request its use to make social contacts.
Season Ticketholders & Other Visitors
All visitors to Memorial Stadium are requested to enter at
Gates 1
, 5, 9, 1 1 , or 1 3. Top Deck ticketholders must enter via
the ramps, located behind the North and South stands. Ramp
entrances are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13 (South) and Gates 5
and 9 (North).
Will-Call
Will-call tickets can be picked up at the IPTAY Center/Ticket
Office, located at the Northwest corner of Memorial Stadium.
Formation $1
Clemson's Memorial Stadium has been held in high
esteem for many years. Whether it be players from the 1 940s
and 1 950s, opposing players from the 1 970s and 1 980s, or
even professional players in the 1 990s, the ambiance of this
special setting is what college football is all about.
The storied edifice added to its legend when the first
meeting of father and son head coaches (Bowden Bowl I)
took place before a sellout crowd of more than 86,000 fans
in 1 999. Clemson has been in the top 20 in the nation in at-
tendance 29 straight seasons. A crowd has exceeded 80,000
fans 55 times since the 1 983 season. In 2009, Clemson was
1 7th in the nation in average home attendance.
The facility's mystique is derived from its many tradi-
tions, which date to its opening in 1942, the legendary
games and players, and Clemson's corresponding rate of
success. Clemson has won 251 games in 68 years there and
has won over 7 1 percent of the contests (25 1 -97-7).
The stadium has definitely been good to theTigers, but
it was constructed against the advice of at least one coach.
Just before Head Coach Jess Neely left for Rice after the
1 939 season, he gave Clemson a message.
"Don't ever letthem talkyou into building a big stadium,"
he said. "Put about 1 0,000 seats behind the YMCA. That's
all you'll ever need."
Instead of following Neely's advice, however, Clemson
officials decided to build the new stadium in a valley on the
western part of campus. The place took some clearing, as
there were many trees, but luckily there were no hedges.
The crews went to work, clearing, cutting, pouring, and
forming. Finally on September 1 9, 1 942, Memorial Stadium
opened with Clemson defeating Presbyterian College 32-13.
Those 20,000 seats installed for Opening Day would soon
grow.
When the original part of the stadium was built in the
early 1940s, much of the work was done by scholarship
athletes, including many football players. The first staking
HI
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out of the stadium was done by two members of the foot-
ball team, A.N. Cameron and Hugh Webb. Webb returned
to Clemson years later to be an architecture professor and
Cameron went on to become a civil engineer in Louisiana.
The construction of Memorial Stadium did not proceed
without problems. One afternoon during the clearing of
the land, a young player proudly announced that he was
not allergic to poison oak. He then proceeded to attack the
poison oak with a swing blade, throwing the plants to and
fro. The next day, the boy was swollen twice his size and
was hospitalized.
There are many other stories about the stadium, includ-
ing one that Frank Howard put a chew of tobacco in each
corner as the concrete poured.
Howard said that the seeding of the grass caused a few
problems. "About 40 people and I laid sod on the field," he
said. "After three weeks on July 15, we had only gotten
halfway through.
Top Memorial Stadium Crowds
Rk School Stadium Capacity
1. Michigan Michigan Stadium 109,901
2. Penn State Beaver Stadium 107,282
3. Tennessee Neyland Stadium 102,459
4. Ohio State Ohio Stadium 102,329
5. Alabama Bryant Denny Stadium 101,000
6. Texas Texas Memorial Stadium 100,119
7. Southern California Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum 93,607
8. Georgia Sanford Stadium 92,746
9. UCLA Rose Bowl 92,542
10. Louisiana State Tiger Stadium 92,400
11. Florida Ben Hill Griffin Stadium 88,548
12. Auburn Jordan-Hare Stadium 87,451
13. Texas A&M Kyle Field 82,600
14. Florida State Doak S. Campbell Stadium 82,300
15. Oklahoma Oklahoma Memorial Stadium 82,112
16. Clemson Memorial Stadium 81,500
17 Nebraska Memorial Stadium 81,067
18 Notre Dame Notre Dame Stadium 80,795
19. Wisconsin Camp Randall Stadium 80,321
20. South Carolina Williams-Brice Stadium 80,250
Rk Attendance Date Opponent W-L Score
1. 86,092 10-23-99 Florida State L 14-17
2. 85,872 11-19-94 South Carolina L 7-33
3. 85,187 11-18-00 South Carolina W 16-14
4. 85,036 11-3-01 Florida State L 27-41
5. 84,869 10-20-01 North Carolina L 3-38
6. 84,867 11-19-88 South Carolina W 29-10
7. 84,576 9-17-88 Florida State L 21-24
8. 84,423 11-21-98 South Carolina W 28-19
9. 83,909 11-23-02 South Carolina W 27-20
10. 83,823 11-17-90 South Carolina W 24-15
11. 83,752 10-14-00 Maryland W 35-14
12. 83,472 11-17-07 Boston College L 17-20
13. 83,428 11-25-06 South Carolina L 28-31
14. 83,356 10-15-88 Duke W 49-17
15. 83,312 11-21-92 South Carolina L 13-24
16.
_8VI94 9-28-91 Georgia Tech W 9-7
17. 83,170 9-12-92 Florida State L 20-24
18. 83,127 10-6-90 Georgia W 34-3
19. 82,929 11-23-96 South Carolina L 31-34
20. 82,630 10-21-06 Georgia Tech W 31-7
21. 82,492 11-22-86 South Carolina T 21-21
22. 82,456 11-29-08 South Carolina W 31-14
23. 82,422 11-10-07 Wake Forest W 44-10
24. 82,372 11-20-04 South Carolina w 29-7
25. 82,333 10-12-91 Virginia T 21-21
"I told them that it had taken us three weeks to get that
fa rand I would give them three more weeks'pay for however
long it took. I also told them we would have 50 gallons of
ice cream when we got through. After that, it took them
three days to do the rest of the field. Then we sat down in
the middle of the field and ate up that whole 50 gallons."
Howard said that on the day of the first game in the
stadium, "the gates were hung at 1 :00and we played at 2:00."
But that would be all ofthe construction for a while. Then in
1 958, 1 8,000 sideline seats were added, and in 1 960, 5,658
west endzone seats were added in response to increasing
attendance. With the large east endzone ("Green Grass"
section), this expansion increased capacity to 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each side of the sta-
dium as crowds swelled - the first in 1978 and the second
in 1 983. It increased capacity to over 80,000, which makes
it one ofthe nation's largest on-campus stadiums. In 2006,
theWestZone was added, an area that contains locker rooms
and a luxury club level that holds 1 ,000 seats.
The effect that inflation has had can be dramatically seen
in the differences in stadium construction. The original part
of Memorial Stadium was built at a cost of only $ 1 25,000,
or $6.25 per seat. The stadium's newest upper deck was
finished in 1983 at a cost of $13.5 million, or $866 per seat.
Through the years, Memorial Stadium has become
known as "Death Valley." It was tagged by the late Pres-
byterian College Coach Lonnie McMillan in the late 1 940s.
After bringing his teams to Clemson for years and getting
whipped, he said the place was like "Death Valley." A few
years later, the name stuck.
"Running down the Hill is still talkedabout everywhere
I go. Players who played against Clemson when I was in
college remember us running down the Hill and thinking
we would gain some type ofspirit. The adrenalin rush was
unbelieveable for a Clemson player and quite a shock for
the opponent."
Former Clemson All American Jerry Butler
7 came here knowing it would be loud and Clemson
would hit hard, but the noise was the biggest factor. Ididn 't
concentrate as well because ofit."
Herschel Walker after Clemson's 13-3 win in 1981, his
only regular-season loss
"The Rock has strange powers. Whenyou rub itandrun
down the Hill, the adrenaline flows It 's the most emotional
experience I've ever had."
Six-time All-Pro and Tiger All-American Michael Dean
Perry
"When Clemson players rub that Rockandrundown the
Hill, it's the most exciting 25 seconds in college football."
Brent Musburger, ABC Sports
"There isnoplace louder ormorepicturesquethan Death
Valley. There, where Clemson folks see magic in a hill and
a rock, orange gets more respect than anywhere this side
ofGainesville, Florida."
Terence Moore, Atlanta Journal-Constitution
"When you get to the bottom ofthe Hill it's like you're
in a hole and allaroundyou are nothing but Clemson fans.
It's like the crowd is one big voice. You feel like little kings."
Former Clemson running back Rodney Blunt
"Death Valley reallylives up to its image. I was impressed
with this stadium. When you put 80,000 people in there,
it feels like they are on top ofyou. I'd hate to be whoever
comes here to play Clemson."
San Francisco quarterback Steve Young
"Florida was loud in the swamp. But the loudest, not
only stadium, but the loudestplace I have ever been around
in my life was definitely Death Valley. I was yelling at the
top ofmy lungs and I couldn r even hear what I was saying.
That place was unreal in how loud it was. I don 't think I will
ever be in a louder place than Clemson."
Florida State quarterback Chris Rix, 2001
"I'm very thankful that we're playing a daygame at Clem-
son. The last time we were up there, it was extremely loud. I
yelled the calls tomy guard, but we couldn 'thear each other
and we couldn't hear each other in the huddle. When you
have fans that can get that loud and distract offenses like
that, that's as important as having an All-American on your
defense."
Florida State center David Castillo, 2005
"In 2005, Clemson's Memorial Stadium, commonly
known as Death Valley,'reachedan astounding 126 decibels
when a packed crowd of 79, 135 fans observed Charles
Bennett's sack of Kyle Wright during the Tigers' three-
overtime heartbreaker against Miami (Fi). This level easily
surpassed the old record of 121 decibels set by Louisiana
State fans in Tiger Stadium, which holds 92,400 fans "
RealFootbal l365.com
"The game when I was a sophomore (in 2005) stands out
for me. What an awesome place that is to play. I'll never
forget that atmosphere, and I know for a fact I've never
seen so much orange in one place at one time. Ifyou've
never been there, going out on the field for the first time
at Clemson is incredible.''
Boston College quarterback Matt Ryan, 2007
"We go to a lot of great venues for college football, but
this place doesn't take a back seat to any place. In terms of
the atmosphere, stadium, the noise, and the facilities, this is a
special place on a Saturday night."
ESPN commentator Todd Blackledge, 2009
"When you go down there, there are a couple ofthings you
know. It's going to be loud. It's going to be challenging and it's
going to be fun. It's a great atmosphere. There is real football
fever and it is notjust a Saturday afternoon activity. There is
a real passion and real fever for Clemson football. I've always
enjoyed going there because it is challenging."
Virginia Head Coach Al Groh, 2009
In 1 974, the playing surface was named Frank Howard
Field for the legendary coach because of his long service
and dedication to Clemson University.
Luckily, it wasn't built behind the YMCA.
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THICKBURGER
WITH PURCHASE OF
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THICKBURGER
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irial Stadium Records
Clemson Team Clemson Individual
Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 Total Offense: 378 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. Florida State, 1 1 -3-01
Plays: 95 vs. N.C. State, 10-7-00 Rushing Yards: 263 by Raymond Priester vs. Duke, 11-11-95
Yards Per Play: 9.1 vs. Louisiana Tech, 9-30-06 Carries: 36 by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-1 8-69
Rushing Yards: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 Passing Yards: 372 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 1 0-6-07
Carries: 73 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72 Completions: 38 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 1 0-6-07
Yards Per Carry: 1 0.3 vs. Presbyterian College, 9-22-45 Passing Attempts: 66 by Cullen Harper vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07
Rushing Touchdowns: 11 vs. Presbyterian College, 9-22-45 Completion % (min. 1 5 att.): 94.1 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. The Citadel, 9-2-00
Passing Yards: 372 vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07 Passing Efficiency: 261.1 by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 10-20-07
Completions: 38 vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07 Passing Touchdowns: 5 by Cullen Harper vs. Louisiana-Monroe, 9-8-07
Passing Attempts: 67 vs. Virginia Tech, 10-6-07 5 by Cullen Harper vs. Central Michigan, 10-20-07
Passing Efficiency: 262.9 vs. Furman, 9-1 5-07 Receptions: 1 2 by Airese Currie vs. Middle Tennessee, 9- 1 3-03
Passing Touchdowns: 6 vs. Central Michigan, 10-20-07 Receiving Yards: 1 74 by Aaron Kelly vs. Virginia Tech, 1 0-6-07
First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 Receiving Touchdowns: 3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1 1 -21-53
35 vs. Central Michigan, 10-20-07 3 by Tony Home vs. Texas-El Paso, 10-4-97
Points: 82 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 All Purpose Yards: 31 2 by C.J. Spiller vs. Florida State, 1 1 -7-09
Punting Average: 56.6 vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77 Punt Return Yards: 1 26 by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87
Punts: 13 vs. Furman, 11-21-42 Kickoff Return Yards: 1 60 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1 0-25-69
13 vs. Pensacola N.A.S., 10-13-45 Interceptions: 3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-30-65
Penalties: 15 vs. Wake Forest, 11-2-85 3 by Brian Dawkins vs. Duke, 1 1-1 1-95
15 vs. Duke, 10-17-87 3 by Alex Ardley vs. Maryland, 1 0-1 4-00
Penalty Yards: 155 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-29-77 3 by Michael Hamlin vs. The Citadel, 9-6-08
Punt Return Yards: 227 vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87 Tackles: 24 by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1 1 -8-80
Kickoff Return Yards: 165 vs. Maryland, 11-16-02 Sacks: 4 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1-6-99
Interception Return Yards: 131 vs. Western Carolina, 9-25-82 Tackles For Loss: 6 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1 -6-99
Interceptions By Defense: 5 vs. Virginia, 10-31-64
5 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72 Opponent Individual
5 vs. Georgia, 9-19-81 Total Offense: 450 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 1 0-28-00
5 vs. North Carolina, 1 1 -4-95 Rushing Yards: 227 by Ted Brown (N.C. State), 1 1-25-75
5 vs. N.C. State, 10-30-04 Carries: 38 byTorin Kirtsey (Georgia), 10-7-95
Fumbles: 14 vs. Presbyterian College, 9-1-53 Passing Yards: 454 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 1 0-28-00
Fumbles Lost: 5 vs. many Completions: 35 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 1 0-28-00
Sacks By Defense: 12 vs. Furman, 9-7-96 Passing Attempts: 57 by Kip Allen (The Citadel), 10-4-86
Tackles for Loss: 19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87 57 by George Godsey (Georgia Tech), 1 0-28-00
Pass Breakups: 18 vs. The Citadel, 10-4-86 Receptions: 1 4 by Kelly Campbell (Georgia Tech), 1 0-28-00
Receiving Yards: 249 by Peter Warrick (Florida State), 9-20-97
A
- triple-overtime game; Note: Clemson first played its home games at All Purpose Yards: 374 by Peter Warrick (Florida State), 9-20-97
Memorial Stadium in 1 942. Tackles for Loss: 4 by Ross Browner (Notre Dame), 11-12-77
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What has been described as, "the most exciting 25
seconds in college football" from a color and pageantry
standpoint actually started out as a matter-of-fact entrance,
mainly because of necessity.
The first 20,000 seats in Memorial Stadium were built
and ready for use before the 1 942 season, less than a year
after Pearl Harbor was bombed and the United States was
drawn into World War II.
The shortest entry into Memorial Stadium was a short
walk down Williamson Road from Fike Fieldhouse's dressing
rooms to a gate at the top of the Hill, which is located behind
the east endzone. There were no dressing facilities inside
the west endzone of Memorial Stadium. ..there was only a
giant clock, where the hands turned, and a scoreboard that
was operated manually by hand.
The team would dress at Fike Fieldhouse, walk down
Williamson Road, come in the gate underneath where
the scoreboard now stands, and jog down the Hill for its
warmup exercises. There was no fanfare, no cannon shot
fired, no Tiger Paw flag, no "Tiger Rag" played. ..just the team
making its entrance and lining up to do the side-straddle
hop. That is pretty much the way things went for the next
25 years.
Either in 1964 or 1965, S.C. Jones, a member of the
class of 1919, made a trip to California. He stopped at a
spot in Death Valley, CA and picked up a white flint rock.
He presented it to Head Coach Frank Howard as being from
Death Valley, California to Death Valley, South Carolina.
The rock laid on the floor in Howard's office in Fike Field-
house for years. One day, he was cleaning up his office and
Scariest" Home Fields
Rk School Stadium
1. Louisiana State Tiger Stadium
2. Virginia Tech Lane Stadium
3. Florida Ben Hill Griffin Stadium
4. Southern California Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
5. Penn State Beaver Stadium
6. Clemson Memorial Stadium
7. Miami (FL) •Orange Bowl
8. Oklahoma Oklahoma Memorial Stadium
9. Ohio State Ohio Stadium
10. California Memorial Stadium
Running Down The Hill
told Gene Willimon, who was executive secretary of IPTAY,
to "take this rock and throw it over the fence or out in the
ditch. ..do something with it, but get it out of my office!"
Willimon did not think that was the way a rock should
be treated. After all, it had been brought 2,200 miles by a
very sincere Tiger fan.
By the mid-1960s, Memorial Stadium was living up to
its moniker ("Death Valley") because of the number ofTiger
wins that had been recorded there. Actually, the name was
first used by Lonnie McMillan, head coach at Presbyterian
College during the 1 940s.
McMillan and the other Blue Hose coaches before him
used to open each season by playing at Clemson. Seldom
scoring (24 shutouts in 39 games) and with only three
victories and four ties to show for it, his teams were getting
"killed" by theTigers regularly. In 1948, McMillan made the
comment to the press that he was taking his team to play
Clemson in "Death Valley."
An occasional reference to Memorial Stadium by that
name could be heard for the next four years, but when
Howard started calling it "Death Valley" in the 1950s, the
name took off like wildfire. Clemson celebrated its 68th
year in the "Valley" in 2009.
But getting back to Howard's Rock.
The Rock was mount-
ed on a pedestal at the
top of the Hill on the east
side of the stadium. It was
unveiled September 24,
1 966 when Clemson played
Virginia. The Tigers were
down 18 points with 17
minutes left and came back
to win 40-35 on a 65-yard
pass from Jimmy Addison
to Jacky Jackson in the
fourth quarter. That was
quite a debut for the Rock.
The team members
started rubbing the Rock
prior to running down the
Hill on September 23, 1967,
a day when Clemson de-
feated Wake Forest by a score of 23-6.
Prior to running down the Hill that day, Howard told his
players, "If you're going to give me 1 10 percent, you can rub
that Rock. If you're not, keep your filthy hands off it."
Howard told of the incident during the following day
on his television show, and the story became legend.
When Hootie Ingram succeeded Howard as head coach
prior to the 1 970 campaign, Ingram decided that the team
would make its final entrance on the field out of the dress-
ing room in the west endzone. In all home games during
the 1970and 1971 seasons and the first four games of 1972
when theTigers did not run down the Hill, their combined
record was 6-9.
The team decided it wanted to come down the Hill once
prior to the South Carolina contest during the 1972 season.
The result, in a cold, freezing rain, was a 7-6 victory when
Jimmy Williamson knocked down a two-point conversion
attempt, which preserved the narrow win.
The Tigers have made the entrance for every home
game since 1 942, except for the seasons mentioned above
(340 times entering the 2010 season).
After final warmups, the team gathers back in its dress-
ing room under the west endzone stands for its final game
instructions. Approximately 1 minutes prior to kickoff, the
team boards three buses, rides around behind the north
stands to the east endzone, and disembarks to the top of
the Hill behind Howard's Rock.
At the appointed time, the cannon booms, and led by a
giant Tiger Paw flag, the band forms two lines for the team
to run between and strikes up'Tiger Rag".. .the frenzy starts
in all sincerity and usually lasts for three hours.
It is a tradition that has inspired Clemson players for
many years.
The everyday activities for the football program
moved to Memorial Stadium on July 1, 2009. Tiger coach-
es moved into new offices in the WestZone of Memorial
Stadium that day. A month later, the team made the lock-
er room in Death Valley its full-time facility.
Additionally, a new equipment facility, athletic train-
ing facility, and strength training facility opened with all
the modern conveniences of an NFL franchise's facility.
The new facility is 142,000 square feet, which adds
over 50,000 square feet to previous facilities in the Jervey
Athletic Center. It includes a two-floor strength training
facility that is 1 4,000 square feet, among the largest dedi-
cated solely for football in the nation.
"The motto for our program since I became head
coach is 'All-in'," said Head Coach Dabo Swinney. "This facil-
ity shows any Clemson football player, recruit, or support-
er that our University is 'All-in' with this football program.
The facility is among the best in the nation and allows our
student-athletes to develop and become the best they can
be."
The equipment room has been expanded to include,
among other items, new offices and a new laundry room
Clemson s Recruiting Rankings
Year ESPN.com Rivals.com Scout.com Lemming
2003 67 43 NR
2004 53 40 NR
2005 17 21 22
2006 13 15 22 16
2007 18 16 23 18
2008 2 12 11 10
2009 19 *11 *8 NR
2010 19 23 19 23
*
- average star ranking; NR - not ranked in top 25 (Lemming
only ranks top 25); Note: ESPN.com rankings not available
prior to 2006.
that encompasses approximately 6,000 square feet of space.
The football staff offices and meeting rooms are composed
of approximately 4,000 square feet of existing space and
more than 1 8,000 square feet of new space.
The facility includes offices for the head coach, assistant
coaches, and support staff along with position meeting
rooms and a 150-seat auditorium with a sloped floor and
theater seating.
The training room, located on the north side of the
home team's locker room, is expanded to include a new
hydrotherapy room, new offices, and examination rooms.
The training room occupies about 6,200 square feet of space
as well.
The level-three concourse has been expanded with
the addition of the football offices. This space, the roof of
the new football offices, is utilized for gameday marketing
activities and to provide fans additional space to gather
inside the stadium.
Clemson is committed to building a model sports
program - one that propels our university into achieving
and maintaining national athletic rankings that rival our
competitors. The WestZone project is a major step forward
in building a total sports program.
In order to be a consistent contender at the highest
level of competition, Clemson must recruit the best student-
athletes in the country - student-athletes who can compete
both academically in the classroom and athletically on the
field. The nation's best recruits are impressed by superior
facilities, top coaches, and a strong sense of excitement
along with school spirit. The student-athletes desire an
Westzone
environment in which they will have a positive, nurturing
experience.
It is not a coincidence that the quality of Clemson's
recruiting classes has improved dramatically since the
WestZone project began in 2004.
Coaching is the most critical component of such
an environment. An outstanding coach can sometimes
transform meager resources into a good program, but the
greatest success in college football comes when top-quality
coaching combined with top-quality facilities allows that
coach to recruit successfully on a consistent and continuing
basis.
Former Clemson running back James Davis, the 2005
ACC Rookie-of-the-Year and now with the Cleveland
Browns, stated that one of the biggest contributing
factors in deciding on Clemson was the University's
commitment to upgrading facilities. "Does Clemson want
to be a championship program?"asked Davis when he was
considering Clemson. "The WestZone (initiative) showed
me that it does!"
Building success requires building for success. While the
WestZone is located in Memorial Stadium, the completed
project will provide resources for Clemson's total sports
program, permitting all Tiger teams and athletes to
compete with the nation's best. Moving all Clemson football
operations to the WestZone has opened up space in the
Jervey and McFadden buildings for the other 18 Clemson
sports to improve their facilities for recruiting and have more
office, training, conditioning, and sports medicine space.
This will greatly enhance the overall performance, both
on and off the field of competition, for all 1 9 of Clemson's
intercollegiate sports.
A look to Clemson's athletic history shows the impor-
tance infrastructure enhancements have on the football
program. The following chart summarizes the relation-
ship
Infrastructure Improvement
1 934, Formation of IPTAY
1942, Memorial Stadium opening
1953, Joined ACC
1973, Built Jervey Athletic Center
1978, Built south upper deck
1983, Built north upper deck
2009, Completion of WestZone Phases 1,2
3-to-6 Years Later
1939, 9-1, first bowl
8. 11-0, top-15 ranking
1958, Sugar Bowl
1978, 11-1, #6 ranking
1981, National Champions
1 988, Top-10 ranking


A significant aspect of Phase II of the WestZone proj-
ect at Memorial Stadium was the construction of a new
strength training facility on the first floor that is adjacent
to the Clemson locker room and the Frank Howard Field
playing surface.
For the first time, there is a strength training facility
exclusively for the development of the Clemson football
team. Director of Strength & Conditioning Joey Batson,
who is in his 14th season at Clemson, makes sure that all
Tiger gridders are ready to compete against the top teams
in the nation. In his first 13 years in Tigertown, Clemson
has played in 11 bowl games and he has coached 19
strength All-Americans on the gridiron.
It is the fourth major facilities construction since Bat-
son joined the Tiger football program, an example of his
desire to keep Clemson at the forefront of strength train-
ing.
The new facility has the best in all strength training
equipment, not to mention the existence of a new sound
system and nine new flat-screen televisions that give Tiger
football players a pleasant atmosphere to accomplish the
most strenuous work.
The strength training facility actually has two floors.
The first floor has all the free-weight equipment, including
a dumbbell area, and the second floor is a cardio-equip-
ment area.
Batson has a staff of eight assistants working with the
football team. Joining Batson are veteran Strength Coach-
es David Abernethy, Larry Greenlee, and Zac Durham. Five
more assistants deal in player development year-round.
Those assistants include former Tigers Bobby Hutchinson,
Brian Mance, and Damonte McKenzie along with Brandon
McCombs and Reed Stringer.
Strength All-Americans
1981 Jeff Davis, LB
Jeff Bryant, DT
Lee Nanney, OT
1983 William Perry, MG
1984 Kenny Flowers, TB
1985 Jim Riggs,TE
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Danny Pearman,TE
1988 Donnell Woolford, DB
1989 Vince Taylor, LB
1990 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1991 Mike Brown, C
1992 Brentson Buckner, DT
1993 Stacy Seegars, OG
1994 Nelson Welch, PK
1995 Brian Dawkins, SS
1996 Raymond White, MG
1997 Lamont Hall, TE
1998 Jason Gamble, C
1999 Damonte McKenzie, DL
2000 Terry Jolly, DT
2001 Woodrow Dantzler, QB
T.J. Watkins, OG
Kyle Young, C
2002 Nick Eason, DT
2003 John Leake, LB
Gregory Walker, OT
2004 Leroy Hill, LB
2005 Steven Jackson, FB
2006 Dustin Fry, C
Anthony Waters, LB
2007 Cullen Harper, QB
2008 Chris demons, S
C.J. Spiller, RB
2009 Kevin Alexander, DE
Thomas Austin, OG
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Joey Batson is in his 25th year as a strength & conditioning
coach at the collegiate level and 1 4th year as director of strength &
conditioning at Clemson. He has served as a head strength & condi-
tioning coach 21 of his 25 years of service.
Batson was named master strength & conditioning coach by
the Collegiate Strength & Conditioning Coaches Association (CSC-
CA) in 2009. This honor is the highest given in the strength & con-
ditioning coaching profession. Batson was presented with a blue
MSCC jacket on May 7, 2009. He also was named the FootballScoop.
com National Strength Coach-of-the-Year powered by Muscle Milk.
Batson has had a strong impact on the Clemson program since
he became director in 1997. He has had much to do with the suc-
cess of the football program, helping the Tigers to 1 1 bowl games
and five top-25 final rankings. While at Clemson, he has worked
for three head football coaches and has had a tremendous impact
throughout the state at many notable high school programs.
An example of his respect level in the profession is demonstrat-
ed by the number of former assistants who are now assistants and/
or directors at other universities, including conferences such as the
ACC and SEC, along with several high-profile high school programs
in the state.
Not only does Batson bring professional experience to the po-
sition at Clemson, he brings experience as a football player at the
collegiate level. The Travelers Rest, SC native was a tight end at The
Citadel in 1979 before transferring to Newberry, where he was a
two-year letterman and team co-captain during his senior season.
Batson earned his bachelor of arts degree in physical education
from Newberry in 1985 and his master's degree in education from
Clemson in 1 988. Prior to his collegiate career, Batson was named to
the 1 977 all-state football team as a defensive end in high school.
Batson is married to the former Susan Malone of Greenville, SC.
The couple has two sons, Michael and Benjamin.
Joey
Batson
Director of Strength a
Conditioning
• 14th Season at Clemson
• Newberry '85
• Born June 22, 1961
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Call us today for a free Good Hands® Coverage Checkup and see if you
have the coverage that's right for you. We can also help you find
discounts you may qualify for that could save you big time.
Brad Hughes
(864) 292-3001
528 Howell Rd, Ste. 12
Greenville
BradHughes(a)allstate.com
Tony Long
(864) 224-3501
1817 North Boulevard
Anderson
TonyLongtffiallstate.com
Greg Wales
(864) 882-0730
10239 Clemson Blvd., Ste. 150
Seneca
GregWalesifflallstate.com
Corey Hinson & Associates
CoreyHinson(S)allstate.com
(803) 548-7700
1171 Market St., Ste. 105
Fort Mill
(803) 329-4100
724 Arden Ln., Ste. 110
Rock Hill
(704) 697-1100
7940 Williams Pond Ln„ Ste. 275
Charlotte
Shane Smith
(864) 654-1047
1376 Tiger Blvd., Ste. 200
Clemson
/instate
You're in good hands.
Auto Home Life Retirement
Insurance and discounts subject to qualifications and availability.Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Company: Northbrook, IL . © 2009 Allstate Insurance Company
Tiger Veterans #
Andre Branch
DE . Mr.
Richmond, VA
Xavier Brewer
CB • -So.
Jacksonville, FL
Jaron Brown
WR •
-So.
Cheraw, SC
Kantrell Brown
Saint Matthews, SC
Kourtnei Brown
Charlotte, NC
Chandler Catanzaro
PK . *Fr.
Greenville, SC
FB • -Jr.
Lyman, SC
WR • Sr.
Greenwood, SC
Andre Ellington
RB • -So.
Moncks Corner, SC
49
ifc Tiger Veterans
Corico Hawkins
LB So.
Milledgeville, GA
Brock Henderson
Greenville, SC
Richard Jackson
PK/P • «Gr.
Greer, SC
Jarvis Jenkins Marquan Jones
WR-Jr.
Columbia, SC
Mansa Joseph
CB . "Jr.
Salters, SC
Antoine McClain
OG-Jr.
Anniston, AL
Matt Sanders
OL • *So.
Crestview, FL
15
Coty Sensabaugh
CB . Mr.
Kingsport, TN
Tyler Shatley
DT • 'Fr.
kard, NC
Spencer Shuey
LB . -Fr.
Charlotte. NC
Caleb Simmons
OL • -Jr.
Lake City, SC
Matt Skinner
Jacksonville, FL
Darrell Smith
TE . -Fr.
Gadsden, AL
David Smith
OL . -Jr.
Greenville, SC
Brandon Thomas
OL-*Fr.
Spartanburg, SC
Brandon Thompson
DT • Jr.
Thomasville, GA
DrewTraylor
TE • 'Jr.
Birmingham, AL
Michael Wade
QB/S . "Gr.
Greer, SC
Dawson Zir
P-Jr.
Lawrenceville, GA
51
Hie Rivalry Has a New Color
It's green!
For the first time, the famed and historic rivalry of the Clemson-Carolina
football game will be powered by 100% in state renewable energy.
Clemson University has teamed up with Blue Ridge Electric Cooperative
and Santee Cooper to ensure all the electricity needs of the Big Game, on
Nov. 27, 2010 at Clemson, will be produced by Green Power. Green Power
is clean, renewable energy generated from resources right here in South
Carolina.
Now that's a victory, no matter which team you support!
"Universities are in the 'forever business,'" said Clemson University President
James Barker. "It's hard to get more forever than renewable energy."
We invite you to join us and catch the green. . .Green Power! It has the power
to change the way we all see the world, whether you bleed orange or garnet.
For more insight, visit www.scgreenpower.com
A Touchstone Energy* Cooperative
CLEMSfMSTUNIVERSITY
santee cooper'
Green Power
Tiger Rookies
Tavaris Barnes
DE • Fr.
Jacksonville, FL
David Beasley
OG . Fr.
Columbus, GA
Vic Beasley
TE . Fr.
Adairsville, GA
Bashaud Breeland
S.Fr.
Allendale, SC
Desmond Brown
S.Fr.
Centre, AL
Justin Parker
LB Fr.
Port Royal, SC
Garry Peters Darius Robinson
CB • Fr.
College Park, GA
Tra Thomas
DT . Fr.
Wadesboro, NC
IT
«
Gifford Timothy
OT . Fr.
Middletown, DE
Demont Buice
RB Fr.
Gadsden. AL
Josh Watson
DT • Fr.
Wilmington, DE
Reid Webster
OT . Fr.
Woodstock, GA
Donny McElveen
OB . -Fr.
Summer ville, SC
Sam Van Gieson
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EI
Q Adams, Spencer CB 6-2 18S *So.
Charlotte, NC (David W 8utler HS! • Sociology
Q3 Allen, Dwayne TE 6-4 255..
OjI Fayetteville, NC (Terry Sanford HS) • Health Science
41
87
45
Andrews, Daniel LB 5-11 210..
Jacksonville, FL (Trinity Christian Academy) • Sociology
Ashe, Terrance
Cheraw, SC (Cheraw HS) • History
Barnes, Daniel RB 5-10
Charleston, WV (George Washington School) • Psychology
94
Moore, Rennie DT 6-4.,
Saint Marys, GA (Camden County HS) - Sociology
/\Q Nobles, Kasey FB 6-1 250..
HO l' Lake Butler. FL (Union County HS) • Management
64
Norris, Wilson OG 6-4 310 Sr.
Pickens, SC (Pickens HS) Park & Protected Area Management
Parker, Justin LB 6-1 225..
Port Royal, SC (Beaufort HS) Undeclared
11
Parker, Kyle QB 6-1 200..
Jacksonville, FL (Bartram Trail HS) • Communication Studies
Barnes, Tavaris DE 6-3 265 Fr.
Jacksonville. FL (First Coast HS) • Undeclared
Q ft Ford, Brandon TE 6-4 220 *So.
Wando, SC (Hanahan HS) • Sociology
Q Peters, Garry CB 6-0
.
JV Conyers, GA (Heritage HS) • General Engineering
C Q Beasley, David OG .00 c' Columbus, OA (G.W. Carver HS) History
Beasley, Vic TE 6-2 225..
Adairsville, GA iAdairsville HS) • Undeclared
13
Benton, Spencer PK 6-2
.
Myrtle Beach, SC (Myrtle Beach HS) • Sociology
£fl Fowler, Tyler OL 6-6 335 *Fr.07cCanon. GA (Franklin County HS) • Economics
55
Freeman, Oalton C 6-5 285 *So.
Pelion, SC (Pelion HS) • Communication Studies
1 7 Gilchrist, Marcus CB 5-11 190 Sr.
I L ii High Point, NC (T Wingate Andrews HS) Management
79
Price, Phillip OT 6-5 300 *Jr.
Dillon. SC (Dillon Christian School) •Community Recreation, Sport, & Camp Management
7Q Ramsey, Ben OL 6-4 280 *Sr.
/Oc* Greensboro. NC (Grimsley HS) • Construction Science & Management
mRichardson, Chris DE 6-2 240..thia Springs, GA (Lithia Springs HS) • Management
93
Bowers, Da'Quan DE 6-4 275 Jr.
Bamberg, SCfBomberg-EhrhardtHSl • Community Recreation, Sport, & CampManagement
1
ft
Boyd, Tajh QB.. ....6-1 230..
' Hampton, VA (Phoebus HS) Sociology
40
17
Branch, Andre DE..
Richmond, VA (Vonna HS) Sociology
Breeland, Bashaud S
Allendale, SC (Allendale-Fairfax HS) • Undeclared
7Q Brewer, Xavier CB 5-1 1 1 90 *So.
m y Jacksonville, FL (Bartram Trail HS) • Psychology
If Brown, Desmond S 6-0 180 Fr.
' Centre, AL (Cherokee County HS! • Sociology
18
37
Brown, Jaron WR 6-2 200 *So.
Cheraw, SC (Cheraw HS) • Management
Brown, Kantrell S 6-1 1 95 Mr.
Saint Matthews, SC (Calhoun County HS) • Travel& Tourism
Qft Brown, Kourtnei DE 6-5 250 *Jr.7Uc' Charlotte, NC (Victory Christian Center School) •Community decreation.Sport.&CompManogement
24
Buice, Oemont RB.
Gadsden, AL (Gaston HS) Undeclared
3 Q Catanzaro, Chandler PK 6-2 205 *Fr.
*J w Greenville, SC (Christ Church Episcopal School) • Biological Sciences
QQ Chavis, Miguel DT 6-5 285 Sr.07 fFayetteville, NC (Terry Sanford HS) • Political Science
34
85
Christian, Quandon LB 6-3 21 5 *Fr.
Lake View, SC (Lake View HS) • Community Recreation, Sport. & Camp Management
Clear, Brandon WR 6-5 210 Mr.
Hoover. AL (Hoover HS) • Marketing
£"\ Cloy, Mason OL 6-3 295 Mr.
i Columbia. SC (Spring Valley HS) • Park & Protected Area Management
86
Cooper, Sam TE 6-5 240..
Brentwood. TN (The Ensworth School) • Undeclared
A A Cooper, Scotty LB 6-1 210 Sr.
HH Lr ake City, SC (Lake City HS)- Community Recreation. Sport, & Camp Management
01 Craig, Joe WR 5-10 160 Fr.
I Gaffney,
, 10..
SC (Gaffney Senior HS) • Pre-Business
Davis, Kalon OG 6-4
V / Chester, SC (Chester Senior HS) • Computer Science
Tft Diehl, Chad FB 6-2.
JV Lyman, SC (James F, Byrnes HS) • Management
Q1 Goodman, Malliciah DE 6-4 265 So.
7/ fFlorence, SC (West Florence HS) • Sociology
61
Hairston, Chris OT 6-7 325 *Gr.
Winston-Salem, NC (Carver HS) Management
91 Hall, Rashard S 6-2 200 *So.
J I Saint Augustine, FL (Saint Augustine HS) • Marketing
8 Harper, Jamie RB 6-0 235 Jr.
Jacksonville, FL (Trinity Christian Academy) • Communication Studies
IT) Hawkins, Corico LB 5-11 230 So.
51
6
22
19
99
i Milledgeville. GA (Baldwin HS) - Sociology
Henderson, Brock LB 6-1 21 5 *Sr.
Greenville, SC (Wade Hampton HS) • Financial Management
Hopkins, DeAndre WR 6-1 195 Fr.
Central, SC (D.W Daniel HS) Undeclared
Howard, DJ RB 5-1 1 190 Fr.
Lincoln, AL (Lincoln HS) • Special Education
Jackson, Richard PK/P 6-0 1 95 *Gr.
Greer, SC (Riverside HS) • Economics
Jenkins, Jarvis DT 6-4 315 Sr.
Clemson, SC (D.W. Daniel HS) • Sociology
7 "I Jenkins, Martin DB 5-10 170 Fr.
m / Roswell, GA (Centennial HS) • Pre-Business
7£ Jones, Marquan WR 6-0 1 95 Jr.
mV Columbia, SC(Blythewood HS) • Community Recreation, Sport, &CampManagement
^ C Joseph, Mansa CB 5-1 1 205 Mr.
JJ Salters, SC (CE. Murray HS) • Special Education
JQ
Leonard-Horwith, Shawn.... CB 5-1 1 200 *Sr.
' La Crescenta, CA (Crescenta Valley HS) • Civil Engineering
32
36
20
74
Lewis, Carlton S 6-3 215 *So.
Saint Augustine, FL (Saint Augustine HS) • Sociology
Maxwell, Byron CB 6-1 205 *Gr.
North Charleston, SC (Fort Dorchester HS) - Sociology
Maye, Brandon
Mobile, AL (Davidson HS) - Sociology
LB 6-2 235 Mr.
McClain, Antoine OG 6-5 330 Jr.
Anmston, AL (Anmston HS! • Sociology
McDaniel, DeAndre S 6-1 215 Sr.
Tallahassee, FL (Amos P Godby HS! - Sociology
^ C McDowell, Roderick RB 5-9 185 *Fr.
mJ Sumter. SC (Sumter HS] • Sociology
11 Robinson, Darius CB 5-10 165..
L I College Park. GA (Westlake HS) • Pre-Business
54
Sanders, Matt OL 6-6.
Crestview, FL (Crestview Senior HS) • History
1 C Sensabaugh, Coty CB 6-0 1 80..
I tj Kingsport, TN (Dobyns-Bennett HS) • Communication Studies
43 Icard, NC (East Burke HS) • Civil Engineering
5 ^ Shuey, Spencer LB 6-3 250 *Fr.
J J Charlotte, NC (South Mecklenburg HS) • Pre-Business
58
71
84
Simmons, Caleb OL 5-11
Lake City, SC (Lake City HS! • Elementary Education
Skinner, Matt LS
Jacksonville, FL (Bolles School) • Economics
Smith, Darrell TE
Gadsden, AL (Gadsden City HS) • Sociology
11 Smith, David OL.
/ J Greenville, SC (Greenville HS) Sociology
..6-7 230 *So.
..6-3 235 *Fr.
..6-5 315 Mr.
63
95
98
..6-4 300 *Fr.Thomas, Brandon 01
Spartanburg, SC (Dorman HS) Secondary Education
Thomas, Tra DT 6-0 285..
Wadesboro, NC (Anson HS) • Pre-Business
Thompson, Brandon DT 6-2 310..
Thomasville, GA (Thomasville HS) • Management
7ft Timothy, Gifford OT
6-6 335 Fr.
IV /i' Middletown, DE (Middletown HS) • Biological Sciences
Q ^ Traylor, Drew TE 6-5 245..Ua Birmingham, AL (Mountain Brook HS) • Management
16
72
91
77
46
Wade, Michael QB/S 6-2 210..
Greer, SC (Riverside HS) - Financial Management
Walker, Landon OT 6-6 310 Mr.
North Wilkesboro, NC (East Wilkes HS) • Management
Watson, Josh DT 6-4.
Wilmington, DE (John Dickinson HS) • Sociology
Webster, Reid OT 6-4 290 Fr.
Woodstock, GA (Etowah HS) • Pre-Business
Willard, Jonathan LB 6-2
.
Lons, SC (Lorts HS) • Sociology
Cft Wright, John DT 6-2.
JW Anderson, SCfT.L Hanna HS) Financial Management
2^
Dye, Xavier WR 6-5 210 Sr.
Greenwood. SC (James F, Byrnes HS) • Sociology
7^ Ellington, Andre RB 5-10 190 *So.
mJ Moncks Corner, SC (BerkeleyHS) • Community Recreation. Sport. & Camp Management
y McNeal, Bryce WR 6-1 180 *Fr.
Minneapolis, MN (Breck HS) • Communication Studies
Meeks, Jonathan S 6-1 205 So.
Roc* Hill, SC (Rock Hill HS) Sociology
QC Zimmerman, Dawson P 6-2 205 Jr.
70 L' awrenceville, GA (Brookwood HS) • English
- spent one season as a red-shirt player
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Victory.
Best served cold,
Proud partner of
Clemson University *
if*
No artificial flavors, no added preservatives.
Since 1886.
open happiness™
N.C. State
1 David Amerson
.
DB 6-3 185 Fr.
3 Curtis Underwood, Jr. HB 5-11 220 Mr.
5 Jarvis Williams WR 6-4 219 •Sr.
6 TJ. Graham WR 6-0 180 Jr.
7 Sterling Lucas LB 6-2 238 Jr.
8 MikeGlennon QB 6-6 225 *So.
10 BenAreno WR 5-9 205 Sr.
10 Donald Coleman S 6-0 195 *Fr.
1 1 Audi Augustin DE 6-2 256 •Sr.
12 Tyler Brosius QB 6-3 233 Fr.
1 3 Owen Spencer WR 6-3 185 Sr.
14 Daniel Imhoff QB 6-0 202 Sr.
15 Darrell Davis WR 6-4 211 •Sr.
16 Russell Wilson QB 5-11 201 •Jr.
20 CJ. Wilson CB 5-11 179 •So.
21 Everett Proctor S 6-2 219 *Fr.
22 Gary Grant CB 6-0 186 •So.
24 James Washington HB 6-0 180 So.
25 Dontae Johnson DB 6-3 184 Fr.
26 Asante Cureton LB 5-11 214 Sr.
27 Earl Wolff S 6-0 201 •So.
28 Justin Byers CB 6-0 183 •Jr.
29 DeanHaynes HB 5-11 199 *Fr.
30 Brandan Bishop S 6-2 210 So.
31 DJ. Green DB 6-4 214 Fr.
33 Mustafa Greene RB 6-0 201 Fr.
35 AndyLeffler P 5-10 170 •Jr.
35 Terrell Manning LB 6-3 224 •So.
36 Josh Czajkowski PK 5-9 184 •Sr.
37 Donovan Counts FB 6-1 221 Sr.
37 Jordan Monk DB 6-0 184 Jr.
38 Jeff Ruiz P 6-2 185 •Sr.
41 Dwayne Maddox LB 6-2 234 Jr.
42 AudieCole LB 6-5 239 •Jr.
43 Ryan Cheek LB 6-1 244 •Fr.
47 J. Ellis Flint PK 5-10 175 Jr.
47 Taylor Gentry FB 6-2 250 Jr.
48 Colby Jackson LB 6-2 234 •So.
49 Zach Gentry RB 6-0 204 So.
52 J.R.Sweezy DT 6-5 293 •Jr.
53 Camden Wentz C 6-3 296 So.
54 Henry Lawson OG 6-3 290 •Jr.
55 Brian Slay DT 6-3 290 So.
56 Nate Irving LB 6-1 231 •Sr.
57 Michael Maurer LS 5-11 225 Gr.
59 Corey Tedder LS 6-1 220 •Sr.
62 Duran Christophe OG 6-6 287 •Fr.
64 Andrew Wallace OG 6-5 304 •So.
65 AJ. Ferguson DE 6-3 279 Fr.
66 Sam Jones OG 6-7 321 •Fr.
67 Wayne Crawford C 6-3 303 •Jr.
70 JakeVermiglio OL 6-5 325 Sr.
71 Gary Gregory OT 6-4 325 •Sr.
72 Zach Allen OG 6-3 322 •So.
76 Mikel Overgaard OT 6-6 289 •Jr.
78 Rob Crisp OL 6-7 312 Fr.
79 R.J. Mattes OT 6-6 303 •So.
82 Asa Watson TE 6-4 225 So.
83 Anthony Talbert TE 6-4 246 •Fr.
84 George Bryan TE 6-5 265 •Jr.
85 Steven Howard WR 6-2 200 •Jr.
86 Jay Smith WR 6-2 209 •Jr.
87 Mario Carter TE 6-4 262 •So.
88 Quintin Payton WR 6-4 203 •Fr.
90 Natanu Mageo DT 6-3 285 Sr.
91 Markus Kuhn DT 6-4 303 •Jr.
92 Darryl Cato-Bishop DE 6-4 281 •Fr.
94 Michael Lemon DE 6-4 274 •Sr.
97 David Akinniyi DE 6-4 262 •Sr.
99 JeffRieskamp DE 6-3 245 •Jr.
CIemson
2 DeAndre McDaniel S 6-1 215 Sr.
3 Vic Beasley TE 6-2 225 Fr.
5 Jonathan Meeks J 6-1 205 So.
6 DeAndre Hopkins WR 6-1 195 Fr.
6 Tavarls Barnes oe'
"
6-3 "265 Fr.
7 Bryce McNeal WR 6-1 180 •Fr.
8 Jamie Harper R8 6-0 235 Jr.
8 Justin Parker LB 6-1 225 Fr.
9 Spencer Adams CB 6-2 185 •So.
10 TajhBoyd QB
~
6-1 230 "fr.
11 Kyle Parker Off 6-1 200 •So.
12 Marcus Gilchrist CB 5-11
™
190 Sr.
1 3 Spencer Benton PK 6-2_ 195 •So^
15 Coty Sensabaugh "CB 6-6 180 •Jr.
16 Michael Wade QB/s" 6-2 210 •Gr.
17 Bashaud Breeland S 6-0
_J90 Fr.
18 Jaron Brown WR
_JrV2_ 200 •So.
19 Richard Jackson PK/P 6-0 195 •Gr.
20 Brandon Maye LB 6-2 235 •Jr.
21 Xavier Dye WR 6-5 210 __Sr.
21 Darius Robinson CB 5-10 165 Fr
22 DJ. Howard RB 5-1
1
190 Fr.
23 Andre Ellington RB 5-10 190 •So.
24 Demont Buice RB 6-0 220 Fr.
25 Roderick McDowell RB 5-9 185 •Fr.
26 Marquan Jones WR 6-0 195 Jr.
27 Martin Jenkins DB ">10 170 Fr.
29 Xavier Brewer CB 5-11 190 •So.
30 ChadDiehl FB ~6-2 265 •Jr.
30 Shawn Leonard Horwith CB 5-11 200
31 RashardHall S 6-2 200 •So.
32 Carlton Lewis s 6-3 215 •So.
33 Spencer Shuey LB 6-3 250 •Fr.
34 Quandon Christian LB 6-3 215 •Fr"
35 Mansa Joseph CB 5-11 205 •Jr.
36 Byron Maxwell CB 6-1 205 •Gr.
37 Kantrell Brown 6-1 195 •Jr.
Garry Peters
Chandler Catanzar
AndreJJranch
Daniel Andrews
Corico Hawkins
43 TyierjihatTey
Scotty Cooper
Desmond Brown
Daniel Barnes
Jonathan Willard
Kasey Nobles
John Wright
51 Brock Henderson
Matt Sanders
Dalton Freeman
58 Caleb Simmons
Chris Hairston
Mason Cloy
Brandon Thomas
Wilson Norris
5-11
5-11
Jr.
So.
RB 5-10 200
_
"Gr.
18 6-2 220 •So.
FB 6-1 250 •Sr.
DT 6-2 255 •Sr.
LB 6-1 215 •Sr.
OL &V 320
_C_ 6-5 285 •So.
OL 5-11 255 •Jr.
of 6-7 325
"
•Gr
OL
~
6-3 295" «Jr.
OL 6-4 300 •Fr.
67 Kalon Davis OG
68 David Beasley OG 6-4~
69 Tyler Fowler OL 6-6
70 Gifford Timothy OT 6-6 Fr.
71 Matt Skinner LS 6-7 230 •So.
72 Landon Walker OT 6-6 310 •Jr.
73 David Smith OL~ 6-5 315 •Jr.
74 Antoine McClain OG 6-5 330
77 Reid Webster OT 6-4
78 Ben Ramsey OL 6-4
79 Phillip Price
-PI- 6-5 300 •Jr.
79 Chris Richardson PE 6-2 240 •Jr.
80 Brandon Ford TE : 6-4 220 •So.
81 Joe Craig WR 5-10 160 Fr
82 Drew Traylor TE 6-5 245 •Jr.
83 Dwayne Allen TE 6r4 255 •So
84 Darrell Smith TE 6-3 J!3S_ •Fr.
85 Brandon Clear WR 6-5 210 •Jr.
86 Sam Cooper TE 6-5 240 ~^Fr.
87 Terrance Ashe WR 6-2 200
89 Miguel Chavis DT 6-5 285 ~~s7
90 Kourtnei Brown DE 6-5 250 •Jr.
91 Josh Watson DT 6-4 270 Fr.
93 Da'Quan Bowers DE 6-4 275 Jr.
94 Rennie Moore DT 6-4 270 •Jr.
95 Tra Thomas DT 6-0 285 Fr.
96 Dawson Zimmerman P 6-2 205 Jr.
97 Malliciah Goodman DE
_
6-4 26S So.
98 Brandon Thompson OT~ 6-2 310 Jr.
99 Jarvis Jenkins DT 315 Sr.
Mlfhen Clemson Has the Ball
Clemson Offense
Pos. » Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LT 6jf Chris Hairston 6-7~ 325
LG 73 David Smith 6-5 315 "Jr.
C 55 Dalton Freeman 6-5 285
RG 74 Antoine McClain 6-5 330 Jr.
RT_ 72 Landon Walker 6-6 310 •Jr
TE JL31 Dwayne Allen
~6-4 255
WR 6 DeAndre Hopkins 6-1 195 i
Q8_ 11 Kyle Parker 6-1 200 •So.
RB 8 Jamie Harper 6-0 235
WR 18 Jaron Brown 6-2 200 •So.
WR 7 Bryce McNeal 6-1 180 •Fr.
PK 19 Richard Jackson 6-0 195
N.C. State Defense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
SE 99 Jeff Rieskamp 6-3 245 •Jr.
DT 90 Natanu Mageo 6-3 285 Sr.
DT 52 J.R. Sweezy 6-5 293 •Jr.
DE 97 David Akinniyi 6-4 262 •Sr.
SLB 42 Audie Cole 6-5 239 •Jr.
MLB 56 Nate Irving 6-1 231 •Sr.
WLB 35 Terrell Manning 6-3 224 •So.
FCB 20 CJ. Wilson 5-11 179 •So.
FS 30 Brandan Bishop 6-2 210 So.
BS 27 Earl Wolff 6-0 201 •So.
BCB 1 David Amerson 6-3 185 Fr.
P 35 Andy Leffler 5-10 170 •Jr.
When N.C. State Has the Ball
Pos. #
N.C. State Offense
Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LT 70 Jake Vermiglio 6-5 325 Sr.
LG 64 Andrew Wallace 6-5 304 •So.
C 53 Camden Wentz 6-3 296 So.
RG 72 Zach Allen 6-3 322 •So.
RT 79 R.J. Mattes 6-6 303 •So.
TE 84 George Bryan 6-5 265 •Jr.
WR 5 Jarvis Williams 6-4 219 •Sr.
QB 16 Russell Wilson 5-11 201 •Jr.
HB 29 Dean Haynes 5-11 199 •Fr.
FB 47 Taylor Gentry 6-2 250 Jr.
WR 13 Owen Spencer 6-3 185 Sr.
PK 36 Josh Czajkowski 5-9 184 •Sr.
Pos.
DE
»
93
Clemson Defense
Player Hgt.
Da'Quan Bowers 6-4
Wgt.
275
a.
Jr.
NG 98 Brandon Thompson 6-2 310 Jr.
DT 99 Jarvis Jenkins 6-4 315
—it
BE 40 Andre Branch 6-5 260 •Jr.
SLB 34 Quandon Christian 6-3 215 •Fr.
MLB 42 Conco Hawkins 5-11 230 So.
wii 20 Brandon Maye 6-2" 235 •Jr.
CB 12_ Marcus Gilchrist 5-11 190 Sr.
ss 2 DeAndre McDaniel 6-1 215 Sr.
FS
CB
31
29
Rashard Hall
Xavier Brewer
6-2
5-1)
200
190
•So.
•So.
P 96 Dawson Zimmerman 6-2 205 Jr.
Officials
Referee: Jack Childress
Umpire: Mark Pellis
Head Linesman: Troy Gray
Line Judge: Tommy Giles
Side Judge: Darrell Harrison
Field Judge: Mike Cullin
Back Judge: Barry Hendon
TV Liaison: Ron Young
Tech. Advisor:..Andrew Panucci
Communicator: .Jack McElwee
Replay Tech.: Kennon Holcombe
ECO: Greg Honea
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School Information
Location
Enrollment
Nickname
Colors
Raleigh, NC
33,815
Wolfpack
Red & White
Atlantic CoastConference
Home Field Carter-Finley Stadium (57,583)
Chancellor Dr. William R. Woodson
Athletic Director Deborah A. Yow
First Year of Football 1892
Series Record Clemson leads 50-27-1
Athletic Website GoPack.com
mm
More than a century after its establishment as a land-
grant institution in 1887, North Carolina State University
continues to follow the mission upon which it was found-
ed - to provide teaching, research, and extension services
to the people of North Carolina. Founded in 1887, N.C.
State, then known as North Carolina College of Agriculture
& Mechanic Arts, began classes in the fall of 1889 with 72
students, six faculty members, and one building. Today,
the university has almost 34,000 students, 8,000 faculty
members and staff, and more than 700 buildings.
In the early 1900s, two federal programs sparked a
new era in extension and outreach work at the college.
An agreement with the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
1909 led to what is now known as the 4-H program. The
passage of the Smith-Lever Act in 191 4 enabled land-grant
colleges to establish state, county, and local extension
programs to further support their existing demonstration
work, leading North Carolina to establish the Cooperative
Agricultural Extension Service at State College.
The Great Depression brought on economic chal-
lenges for higher education throughout the state, but as
it slowly receded, the college renewed its growth in num-
bers of students and development of programs. World
War II brought with it more changes for the university,
namely lower enrollments and program reductions.
In the following decades, the college continued to
expand its curricula, creating schools of design, forestry,
physical science and mathematics, and humanities and
social sciences. During these years of growth, the name
was changed again (to North Carolina State University).
Known as the "People's University," N.C. State has de-
veloped into a vital educational and economic resource
and a wealth of university outreach, and extension pro-
grams provide services and education to all sectors of the
state's economy and its citizens. Consistently ranked a
national best value and among the nation's top-40 public
universities, N.C. State is an active and vital part of North
Carolina life.
Q Wolfpack Leaders
Tom O'Brien
Head Coach
Coaching Staff
Head Coach
Head Coach Tom O'Brien (Navy'71)
Record at School (Seasons) 22-23 (4th)
Career Record (Seasons) 97-68 (14th)
Assistant Coaches
Coach Position(s) Alma Mater
Mike Archer DC Miami (FL)76
Dana Bible OC,QB,WR Cincinnati 76
Jim Bridge TE Wittenberg '92
Don Horton OL Wittenberg '82
Jerry Petercuskie RC, 5TC Boston College 75
Mike Reed DB Boston College '94
Jason Swepson RB Boston College'92
Jon Tenuta LB Virginia '82
Keith Willis DL Northeastern '88
58 2010 Wolfpack Football 1£| GoPack.com
rDavid Akinniyi Zach Allen David Amerson Brandan Bishop George Bryan AudieCole
DE-*Sr. OG--So. OB • Fr. S • So. IE-Mr. LB -Mr.
Rocklin, CA Tifton, GA Greensboro, NC Boca Raton, FL Castle Hayne, NC Monroe, Ml
Josh Czajkowski Darrell Davis Taylor Gentry Mike Glennon TJ. Graham D.J.Green
PK.*Sr. WR.*Sr. FB-Jr. QB • "So. WR.Jr. DB-Fr.
Springfield, VA Dade City, FL Raleigh, NC Centreville.VA Raleigh, NC Macon, GA
Mustafa Greene Dean Haynes Steven Howard Nate Irving Andy Leffler Michael Lemon
RB.Fr. HB.'Fr. WR . "Jr. LB 'Sr. P • Mr. DE . -Sr.
Irmo, SC Tunnell Hill, GA Charlotte, NC Wallace, NC Dublin, OH Macon, GA
Pago Pago, American Samoa Laurinburg, NC Weiser, ID Ashburn,VA Leland, NC Rochester, Ml
Andrew Wallace Camden Wentz Jarvis Williams
WR • 'Sr.
Orlando, FL
Earl Wolff
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I
Rolling in Omaha Former TigerChristie set to
leadLions
Get AJJLYour
Clemson Athletic Information
Fans of the Tigers know that going to the game tells them only part of the story about what is
going on in the world of Clemson athletics. Full Clemson coverage— including recruiting news— is
available to readers of The Journal and UpstateToday.com, the hometown newspaper and Website
for Clemson, Central and Oconee County. Keep up with what's happening in print and online.
IPTAY donors have the bonus of getting more inside scoop with access to the weekly myOrangeUpdate
e-Newsletter, and Orange: The Experience magazine. There are also great advertising opportunities
with The Journal, UpstateToday.com, IPTAY's myOrangeUpdate and Orange: The Experience.
Call (864)882.2375
or e-mail cletnson@edwgroupinc.com
to subscribe or advertise!
N.C. State Alphabetical Roster
Akinniyi,
J I Rocklin.CA
David DE 6-4.
(Rocklin HS)
7^ Allen, Zach OG 6-3...
/ L ii Tifton, OA (Tift County HS)
Amerson, David DB 6-3 ...
Greensboro, NC (Dudley HS)
10
11
30
12
Areno, Ben WR 5-9.
Greensboro, NC (Southeast Guilford HS)
Augustin, Audi DE 6-2
.
Oakland Park, FL (Northeast HS)
Bishop, Brandan S 6-2
Boca Raton, FL (Boca Raton HS!
Brosius, Tyler QB 6-3
Waynesville. NC (Tuscola HS)
.205 Sr.
.256 "Sr.
Q A Bryan, George TE 6-504 cr Castle Hayne, NC (New Hanover HS)
28
87
Byers, Justin CB 6-0.
Charlotte, NC (Vance HS)
Carter, Mario TE 6-4 ...
Charlotte, NC (Independence HS)
....262 *So.
Cato Bishop, Darryl DE 6-4.,
i Groton. MA (Lawrence Academy)
Cheek, Ryan LB 6-1
Lancaster, OH (Lancaster HS)43
£ ^ Christophe,
V<h New Orleans, U
42
10
. 244 »Fr.
Duran OG 6-6.
LA (Woodstock (GA) HS)
Cole, Audie LB 6-5....
Monroe, Ml (Monroe HS)
.239 Mr.
Coleman, Donald S 6-0..
Detroit, Ml (The Hun (NJ) School)
37
Counts, Donovan FB 6-1
Tryon, NC (Polk County HS)
Crawford, Wayne C 6-3
0/ f
.303 *Jr.
Philadelphia, PA (Chestnut Hill Academy)
78
26
Crisp, Rob OL 6-7..
Raleigh, NC (Athens Drive HS)
Cureton, Asante LB 5-1 1
Monroe, NC (Monroe HS)
.214 Sr.
3 £ Czajkowski, Josh PK 5-9..
Jv si Springfield, VA (West Springfield HS)
15
65
Davis, Darrell WR 6-4..
Dade City. FL (Pasco HS)
Ferguson, A.J DE 6-3
Southport. NC (South Brunswick HS)
.211 *Sr.
1*J Flint, J. Ellis4/ Amsterdam, NY (Amsterdam HS)
^1 Gentry, Taylor FB .
Raleigh, NC (Leesville Road HS)
49
Gentry, Zach RB 6-0.,
Raleigh, NC (Leesville Road HS)
Glennon, Mike QB...
Centreville, VA (Westfield HS)
Graham, TJ
Raleigh, NC (Wakefield HS)
...6-6 225 *So.
22
31
33
71
29
85
Grant, Gary CB 6-0.
Miami, FL (Dr. Michael M. Krop Senior HS)
Green, D.J DB 6-4.
Macon, GA (Westside HS)
Greene, Mustafa RB 6-0 2
Irmo, SC(lrmoHS)
Gregory, Gary OT 6-4 :
Apopka, FL (Apopka Senior HS)
.186 *So.
Haynes, Dean HB 5-11
.
Tunnell Hill, GA (Northwest Whitfield HS)
Howard, Steven WR 6-2 2
Charlotte. NC (Olympic HS)
Ulmhoff, Daniel QB 6-0 2
Sanford. NC (Lee County HS)
56
Irving, Nate LB 6-1 2
Wallace. NC (Wallace-Rose Hill HS)
48 1ackson, Colby LB
6-2
Dublin, GA (Trinity Christian School)
^ F Johnson, Dontae DB 6-3 1
imJ Pennington, NJ (Pennington School)
CC Jones, Sam OG 6-7 3
WW Bear, DE (Fuquay-Vanna (NC) HS)
ft <| Kuhn, Markus DT 6-4
I Wemheim, Germany (Wemheim HS)
54
35
Lawson, Henry OG 6-3.
Charlotte, NC (Charlotte Catholic HS)
Leffler, Andy P 5-10.
Dublin, OH (Gahanna Christian Academy)
ft A Lemon, Michael DE 6-4j\ Macon, GA (Georgia Military College)
7 Lucas, Sterling LB 6-2
Orangeburg, SC (Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS)
^ Maddox, Dwayne LB
6-2
274 *Sr.
90
35
79
Shelby, NC (Crest HS)
Mageo, Natanu DT 6-3 2
Pago Pago, American Samoa (New Mexico Military Institute)
3 C Manning, Terrell LB 6-3
JJ Launnburg, NC (Scotland County HS)
224 *So.
Mattes, RJ OT 6-6
Concord, NC (Robinson HS)
57
Maurer, Michael LS 5-1 1
Virginia Beach, VA (Cox HS)
37 Monk, Jordan DB...
J I Providence, Rt (Saint Raphael Academy)
Overgaard, Mikel OT...
/ W Weiser. ID (Snow (UT) College)
QQ Payton, Quintin WR00 Anderson, SC (7.L Hanna HS)
*\ 1 Proctor, Everett S
L I Fayetteville.NCUackBiittHS)
ftft Rieskamp, Jeff DE ...
7<f Cincinnati, OH (Elder HS)
5 Q Ruiz, Jeff P
JO Chula Vista, CA (Southwestern College)
FF Slay, Brian DT...
JJ Ashburn, VA (Stone Bridge HS)
fkC Smith, Jay WR..00 Norfolk, VA (Lake Taylor HS)
1 Spencer, Owen WR ..
I J Leland, NC (North Brunswick HS)
P
^
Sweezy, J.R DT ...
Mooresville, NC (Mooresville HS)
Q3 Talbert, Anthony TE....03 Cincinnati. OHfWinton Woods HS)
Fft Tedder, Corey LS....
J y Rockingham. NC (Richmond County HS)
3 Underwood, Jr., Curtis HB...
Lackawanna, NY (Lackawanna HS)
1A Vermiglio, Jake OL ...
/ W Rochester. Ml (Stoney Creek HS)
CA Wallace, Andrew OG0" Charlotte. NC (Olympic HS)
Washington, James HB ...
fcH Orlando. FL (Boone HS)
01 Watson, Asa TE....
0Z Rock Hill, SC (Rock Hill HS)
P J Wentz, Camden C
JJ Marietta, GA (LasslterHS)
5 Williams, Jarvis WR
Orlando, FL Hones HS)
*\A Wilson, C.J CB...
4V Lmcolnton. NC (Lincolnton HS)
1 C Wilson, Russell QB...
I Richmond, VA (Collegiate HS)
Wolff, Earl S
fc/ Raeford, NC (Hoke County HS)
'
- spent one season as a red-shirt player
Kirk Herbstreit knows that nothing makes a tailgate party great like
the naturally hardwood smoked flavor of Eckrich Smoked Sausage. Proudly offers Eckrich Meats
Opponent Results & Schedules jfe
North Texas
Opponent W-L Score Opponent W-L Score Opponent W-L Score
at Clemson L 10-35 at Wake Forest 1 3.53 Arkansas State W
Rice L 31-32 at Clemson 21-58 at Mississippi State w 17-14
at Army L 0-24 at The Citadel 1 4 26 Clemson w»ti 27-24
at Florida Atlantic W 21-17 North Greenville 17-34 South Carolina w 35-27
Louisiana-Lafayette L 27-28 at Virginia Military 13-24 Louisiana-Monroe w 52-3
Arkansas State L 19-24 Coastal Carolina 7-35 at Kentucky w 37-34
Florida International L 10-34 at Gardner-Webb W 26-24 Arkansas w 65-43
at Western Kentucky W 33-6 Liberty 24-34 Louisiana State w 24-17
at Mississippi w 51-31
Date Opponent Time Date Opponent Time
11-6 Troy 7:00 11-6 Stony Brook 1:00 Date Opponent Time
11-13 at Middle Tennessee 3:30 11-13 at Charleston Southerr 1:30 11-6 Chattanooga 1:00
1 1 -20 at Louisiana-Monroe 3:30 11-20 Davidson 1:00 11-13 Georgia 3:30
11-27 Kansas State 4:00 11-26 at Alabama 2 30
Presbyterian College
a lj
Auburn Miami (FL)
Opponent W-L Score
Florida A&M W 45-0
at Ohio State L 24-36
at Pittsburgh W 31-3
at Clemson W 30-21
Florida State L 17-45
at Duke W 28-13
North Carolina W 33-10
atVirgmia L 19-24
Date Opponent Time
116 Maryland 12:00
11-13 at Georgia Tech 12.00
10- 20 Virginia Tech
11-27 South Florida
Maryland
Opponent W-L Score Opponent W-L Score
Louisiana State L 24 30 Navy W 17-14
Georgia Tech L 24-30 Morgan State w 62-3
at Rutgers W 17-13 at West Virginia L 17-31
East Carolina w 42-17 Florida International w 42-28
Clemson w 21-16 Duke w 21-16
at Virginia w 44-10 at Clemson L 7-31
at Miami (FL) L 10-33 at Boston College W 24-21
William & Mary w 21-17 Wake Forest W 62-14
Date Opponent Time Date Opponent Time
11-6 at Florida State 3:30 11-6 at Miami (FL) 12:00
11-13 Virginia Tech 3:30 11-13 at Virginia 3:30
1120 N.C. State 11-20 Florida State
11-27 at Duke 11-27 N.C. State
Georgia Tech Boston College
Opponent W-L Score Opponent W-L Score
S.C. State W 41-10 Weber State W 38-20
at Kansas L 25-28 Kent State W 26-13
at North Carolina W 30-24 Virginia Tech 0-19
N.C. State L 28-45 Notre Dame 13-31
at Wake Forest W 24-20 at N C. State 17-44
Virginia " w 33-21 at Florida State 19-24
Middle Tennessee w 42-14 Maryland 21-24
at Clemson L 13-27 Clemson W 16-10
Date Opponent Time Date Opponent Time
11-4 at Virginia Tech 755 11-6 at Wake Forest 3:30
11-13 Miami(FL) 12:00 11-13 at Duke 12 00
11-20 Duke 11-20 Virginia
11-27 at Georgia 11-27 at Syracuse
Opponent
Western Carolina
at Central Florida
Cincinnati
at Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Boston College
at East Carolina
Florida State
_L
W
W
Date Opponent
1 1-6 at Clemson
11-13 Wake Forest
11-20 at North Carolina
11-27 at Maryland
Score
48-7
28-21
30-19
45-28
30-41
44-17
27-33
28-24
Time
12 00
2:00
Florida State
Opponent W-L
Samford W
at Oklahoma L
Brigham Young W
Wake Forest W
at Virginia W
at Miami (FL) W^
Boston College W
at N.C. State L
Date Opponent
11-6 North Carolina
11-13 Clemson
11-20 at Maryland
11-27 Florida
Score
59-6
17-47
34-10
31-0
34-14
45-17
24-19
24-28
Time
3:30
8:00
Wake Forest
Opponent W-L
Presbyterian College W
Duke W
at Stanford
at Florida State
Georgia Tech
Navy
at Virginia Tech
at Maryland
Score
53- 13
54-48
24-68
0-31
20-24
27 28
21-52
14-62
South Carolina
Opponent W-L Score
Southern Mississippi W 41-13
Georgia W 17-6
Furman W 38-19
at Auburn L 27-35
Alabama W 35-21
at Kentucky L 28-31
atVanderbilt W 21-7
Tennessee W 38-24
Date Opponent Time
11-6 Boston College 3:30
11-13 at N C State 2:00
11-20 Clemson
11-27 atVanderbilt
Date Opponent
11-6 Arkansas
11-13 at Florida
11-20 Troy
11-27 at Clemson
Time
7:00
7:15
CC Results & Schedule w*
Thursday, September 2
Florida A&M at Miami (FL) 45
Presbyterian College 1 3 at Wake Forest 53
Saturday, September 4
Weber State 20 at Boston College 38
North Texas 10 at Clemson 35
Elon 27 at Duke 41
Samford 6 at Florida State 59
S C. State 1 at Georgia Tech 41
Louisiana State 30 vs. North Carolina 24*
Western Carolina 7 at N.C. State 48
Richmond 1 3 at Virginia 34
Monday, September 6
Navy 14 vs Maryland 17A
Boise State 33 vs Virginia Tech 30'
Saturday, September 1
1
Kent State 1 3 at Boston College 26
Presbyterian College 21 at Clemson 58
Duke 48 at Wake Forest 54
Florida State 1 7 at Oklahoma 47
Georgia Tech 25 at Kansas 28
Morgan State 3 at Maryland 62
Miami (FL) 24 at Ohio State 36
N.C. State 28 at Central Florida 21
Virginia 1 4 at Southern California 1
7
James Madison 21 at Virginia Tech 1
6
Thursday, September 16
Cincinnati 19 at N.C. State 30
Saturday, September 18
Clemson 24 at Auburn 27 (OT)
Alabama 62 at Duke 13
Brigham Young 1 at Florida State 34
Georgia Tech 30 at North Carolina 24
Maryland 1 7 at West Virginia 3
1
East Carolina 27 at Virginia Tech 49
Wake Forest 24 at Stanford 68
Thursday, September 23
Miami (FL) 31 at Pittsburgh 3
Saturday, September 25
Virginia Tech 19 at Boston College
Army 35 at Duke 21
Wake Forest at Florida State 31
N.C. State 45 at Georgia Tech 28
Florida International 28 at Maryland 42
North Carolina 1 7 at Rutgers 1
3
Virginia Military 7 at Virginia 48
Saturday, October 2
Notre Dame 31 at Boston College 13
Miami (FL) 30 at Clemson 21
Duke 16 at Maryland 21
Florida State 34 at Virginia 14
Georgia Tech 24 at Wake Forest 20
East Carolina 1 7 at North Carolina 42
Virginia Tech 41 at N.C. State 30
Saturday, October 9
Boston College 1 7 at N.C. State 44
Clemson 16 at North Carolina 21
Florida State 45 at Miami (FL) 17
Virginia 21 at Georgia Tech 33
Central Michigan 2 1 at Virginia Tech 45
Navy 28 at Wake Forest 27
Saturday, October 1
6
Boston College 19 at Florida State 24
Maryland 7 at Clemson 31
Miami (FL) 28 at Duke 13
North Carolina 44 at Virginia 1
N.C. State 27 at East Carolina 33 (OT)
Wake Forest 21 at Virginia Tech 52
Saturday, October 23
Maryland 24 at Boston College 21
Georgia Tech 1 3 at Clemson 27
Duke 7 at Virginia Tech 44
North Carolina 1 at Miami (FL) 33
Eastern Michigan 21 at Virginia 48
Thursday, October 28
Florida State 24 at N.C. State 28
Saturday, October 30
Clemson 10 at Boston College 16
Duke 34 at Navy 31
Wake Forest 14 at Maryland 62
Miami (FL) 19 at Virginia 24
William & Mary 17 at North Carolina 21
Thursday, November 4
Georgia Tech at Virginia Tech N7:45
Middle Tennessee 14 at Georgia Tech 42
Saturday, November 6
N.C. State at Clemson "w»l2:00
Virginia at Duke csMLsam^rOO
Maryland at Miami (FL) """"12:00
Boston College at Wake Forest tsrma!i»3 :3o
North Carolina at Florida State ,BC3:30
Saturday, November 13
Boston College at Duke tsmisam^oo
Miami (FL) at Georgia Tech " 12 00
Wake Forest at N.C. State ' 2 00
Maryland at Virginia atm^^
Virginia Tech at North Carolina ""' 3 30
Clemson at Florida State AK8:00
Saturday, November 20
Virginia at Boston College TBA
Clemson at Wake Forest TBA
Duke at Georgia Tech TBA
Florida State at Maryland TBA
Virginia Tech at Miami (FL) TBA
N.C. State at North Carolina TBA
Saturday, November 27
Boston College at Syracuse TBA
South Carolina at Clemson TBA
North Carolina at Duke TBA
Florida at Florida State TBA
Georgia Tech at Georgia TBA
N.C. State at Maryland TBA
South Florida at Miami (FL) TBA
Virginia at Virginia Tech TBA
Wake Forest at Vanderbilt TBA
Saturday, December 4
ACC Championship Gamec ""7:45
•
- Atlanta, GA; A - Baltimore, MD; " - Landover, MD;
'
- Charlotte, NC; Note: All times are PM and Eastern.
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Sally Yon '12
Agricultural education
For Sally Yon, passion breeds
success. And Yon's love of agricul-
ture and young people has been a
combination that brought her both
national recognition and scholar-
ship support. Her expertise in
agriculture has taken her to the
top of her field and given her
opportunities to participate in
industry conferences across the
country.
However, Yon stepped on campus
knowing the family tradition of
"paying your own way" through the
University. This fourth-generation
Clemson legacy has worked hard to
earn numerous scholarships — all
to pursue her goal of teaching high
school students. Clearly, Yon is a
young lady who understands the
benefits of generosity and, in turn,
the value of giving back.
-
— Lvery aay ine lives ot
Clemson students are changed
through the generous gifts of our
alumni and friends. Our donors make a
difference by providing scholarships and
fellowships, and supporting programs that
build in students the skills they need to
develop innovative thinking for today's
knowledge-based economy.
Wi
When I say "good,"
you say "neighbor."
Now that's teamwork.
Call, click, or visit your nearby State Farm' agent for your
insurance needs, and see how it feels to be on a #1 team.
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.®
STATE FARM
INSURANCE StateFarm
statefarm.com®
7317 State Farm Home Office, Bloomington, IL
mum**
Since its inception in 1 991 , the Student-Athlete Enrich-
ment Programs have provided student-athletes a continued
commitment to excellence. Our approach is to address the
total student-athlete, and we are committed to coaching
our student-athletes to success in the academic, personal
growth, career, and community service arenas.
As an original member of the NCAA CHAMPS/Life Skills
Program, we provide opportunities and services to address
the changing needs and skills of student-athletes during
college and after graduation. This program was selected
for the FBS Athletic Director's Association "Program of Ex-
cellence" Award, a lifetime award recognizing CHAMPS/Life
Skills excellence.
Clemson's commitment to provide its student-athletes
with the best facilities is evident in many ways. From the
soaring upper decks of Memorial Stadium and the beautiful
WestZone, to the"New Littlejohn Coliseum," to the state-of-
the-art strength training facility, young men and women
from all of Clemson's intercollegiate varsity sports have the
best in facilities for both training and competition.
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs are housed
in Vickery Hall, located in the center of campus. The SB-mil-
lion structure is as impressive aesthetically as other athletic
facilities. It recently underwent $300,000 in renovations to
further assist our student-athletes in the classroom. But
the importance of Vickery Hall to our student-athletes is
not found in the structure itself, but in the many programs
that the building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in 1991 and was the first facility in
the country constructed solely to provide academic sup-
port to student-athletes. The two-story, 27,000 square-foot
building is open all day and into the evening hours to ac-
commodate student-athletes' extended schedules.
Vickery Hall programs are dedicated to providing a ho-
listic, educational experience by inspiring an environment of
respect, integrity, and excellence. Through these services,
Vickery Hall guides and encourages each individual to reach
his or her full potential as a student, athlete, and citizen.
Academic Commitment
Over 50 percent of Clemson's student-athletes were
on the academic honor roll for the fall and spring semes-
ters in 2009-1 0. Seven of the 1 5 programs had team GPAs
of at least 3.0 and the overall GPA was 2.92 for the spring
semester, third-highest on record. There were 114 stu-
dent-athletes on the Dean's List, including 39 who posted
a perfect 4.0 GPA for the semester.
The programs that posted a 3.0 GPA or better were the
women's soccer (3.40), women's swimming & diving (3.28),
women's track & field (3.23), men's soccer (3.16), row-
ing (3.13), men's tennis (3.04), and women's tennis (3.04)
teams.
The number of sports programs with a 3.0 or better is
a testament to the impact Vickery Hall and its staff has had
Brad Henderson
Learning Specialist
Maria Herbst
Learning Specialist
Priscilla Kanet
Tutor/Mentor Coordinator
Yashica Martin
Assistant Director,
Athletic Academic Services
Leslie Moreland
Assistant Director,
Athletic Academic Services
Ginty Porter
Assistant Director,
Athletic Academic Services,
CHAMPS/Life Skills Coordinator
Lindsey Ricketts
Assistant Director,
Athletic Academic Services
2010 Tiger Football ClemsonTigei
Reggie Simpkins
Assistant Director, Athletic
Academic Services, Football
Vickery Hall
on the academic performance of the Clemson program.
Clemson had just five total programs with at least a 3.0 for
the eight semesters prior to the facility opening in 1991.
Now there are seven different programs in one semester.
The women's tennis (#1 1), rowing (#15), and women's
track & field (#18) teams also ranked in the top 20 in the
nation in their final meet or poll in addition to achieving a
team GPA of 3.0 or better.
For the first time ever, all 1 5 programs had at least a 2.5
GPA in the same semester. The seven teams with at least a
3.0 GPA were just one short of the record of eight different
programs with a 3.0 GPA in one semester.
The Clemson football team posted a 2.56 GPA for the
semester and 33 of the team members had at least a 3.0
GPA. It was the third straight semester the football team
had at least 30 members make the academic honor roll,
the second-longest streak in the program's history (four in
a row in 1999-01). The list of academic honor roll members
included first-team All-American DeAndre McDaniel, start-
ing center Dalton Freeman, who made the Dean's List, and
First-Team AII-ACC tight end Michael Palmer, who had a 4.0
GPA and graduated in May.
Seven members of the football team were named to
the AII-ACC Academic team. The Tigers had the second-
most selections to the team, trailing only Duke (12). The
seven selections were the most ever for the Clemson pro-
gram. The ACC has selected an AII-ACC Academic football
team every year since 1 954. The previous Tiger record was
five selections in 1 965, 1 985, 2001 , 2007, and 2008.
Members of the 2009 Tiger team who were selected
included Thomas Austin, Mason Cloy, Dalton Freeman,
Rashard Hall, Brandon Maye, Michael Palmer, and Dawson
Zimmerman. Austin was also a third-team All-American
and Palmer was a First-Team AII-ACC selection.
^CLEMSON
n' UNIVERSITY
Clemson s Top Semester GPAs
Rk Year Semester GPA Head Coach
1. 2008 Spring 2.63 Tommy Bowden
2. 2009 Spring 2.61 Dabo Swinney
3. 2001 Spring 2.58 Tommy Bowden
4. 2002 Spring 2.56 Tommy Bowden
6.
2010
2007
Spring
Fall
2.56
2.53
Dabo Swinney
Tommy Bowden
7. 2004 Spring 2.52 Tommy Bowden
8. 2000 Spring 2.49 Tommy Bowden
9. 2000 Fall 2.46 Tommy Bowden
2007 Spring 2.46 Tommy Bowden
Athletic Commitment
Clemson was one of eight schools in the nation to be
selected for a bowl game, the NCAA Men's Basketball Tour-
nament, and the NCAA Baseball Tournament in 2009-10.
The Tigers joined Florida State as the only schools in the
nation to go to a bowl, the NCAA Basketball Tournament,
and the College World Series. It was the ninth year Clem-
son played in a bowl game, the NCAA Basketball Tourna-
ment, and the NCAA Baseball Tournament in the same
academic year.
Clemson became the first school in the ACC to capture
a division title in both baseball and football in the same
athletic season. The football team defeated Virginia at
home on November 21 to clinch the Atlantic Division title,
while baseball completed a sweep of Florida State on May
22 to earn the division championship.
The Tiger program also collected ACC Championships
in women's indoor and outdoor track & field.
Clemson closed the 2009-10 academic year with a
rush, as five spring sports finished with top-20 national
rankings. The baseball (#4), women's tennis (#11), row-
ing (#1 5), men's golf (#16), and women's track & field (#18)
squads all finished in the top 20. It was just the second
time in school history that Clemson had five top-20 pro-
grams during the spring. The spring of 1992 is the only
other year it has happened. Overall, Clemson had seven of
its 1 9 programs rank in the final top 25 of their respective
polls.
Running back C.J. Spiller was a first-round draft pick
of the Buffalo Bills in the 2010 NFL draft. He was the #9
overall selection. In June, outfielder Kyle Parker was the
#26 overall selection in the first round of the Major League
baseball draft by the Colorado Rockies. Forward Trevor
Booker of the men's basketball team followed suit as the
#23 overall selection in the NBA draft by the Washington
Wizards. Clemson and Georgia Tech were the only two
schools in the nation with a first-round draft pick in all
three sports in 2009-10.
The Tiger program also produced an NCAA Champion
in 2010 when Patricia Mamona of the track & field team
won the outdoor triple jump.
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BANKING IS A TEAM SPORT.
Hard work, integrity, and winning are part of every Clemson
Tiger. And community service has been a part of Carolina First
since we started doing business 23 years ago. It's why we do
everything we can to help our communities be the best they can
be. Because when you succeed, so do we.
CAROLINA FIRST
We take your banking personally.
800.476.6400 www.carolinafirst.com
BUSINESS BANKING
I
PERSONAL BANKING | PRIVATE BANKING
NCAA Compliance
This brief NCAA rules education is aimed at outlining
basic rules to help potential Clemson students-athletes,
parents, and boosters better understand the regulations.
Clemson University is committed to recruiting and con-
ducting our athletic program with the highest level of
integrity. If you have questions about NCAA rules, please
contact Clemson's compliance services at (864) 656-1 580,
through our website at ClemsonTigers.com, or via email at
compliance-L@clemson.edu.
Are You a Booster?
The NCAA definition of a "representative of athletics
interest" generally encompasses most individuals who
regularly attend Clemson sporting events (reminder -
once a representative, always a representative). Specifi-
cally, a booster or "representative of athletics interests" is
any individual, independent agency, corporate entity, or
other organization that is presently or has ever:
• Participated in promoting the institution's athletic pro-
gram (such as buying season tickets to sporting events).
• Assisted in providing benefits (such as summer employ-
ment) to enrolled student-athletes.
• Assisted or been requested by the department of ath-
letics staff to assist in the recruitment of prospective
student-athletes.
• Attended Clemson University.
• Contributed to the department of athletics or IPTAY.
• Participated in or been a member of IPTAY.
• Been otherwise involved in the Clemson University ath-
letics program.
Ask Before You Act
Prospective student-athletes may...
• Identify outstanding potential student-athletes in your
area and forward information, such as newspaper ar-
ticles, to the coach of that sport at Clemson.
• Continue to establish friendships with friends and neigh-
bors, even those with prospect-aged children. However,
contact for recruiting purposes is still prohibited.
• Attend, on your own initiative, events such as games and
banquets where prospective student-athletes are pres-
ent as long as you do not contact the prospect(s) or their
family for recruiting purposes.
• Answer a call from a prospective student-athlete (you
may not initiate the call) regarding only Clemson Uni-
versity in general, but not about Tiger athletics. Please
promptly inform compliance services or the coach
should this situation arise.
• Make donations to a high school if it is located in your
community, the donation is not made at the request of
Clemson or Clemson coaches, and the funds are distrib-
uted through established channels and not directed to-
wards a specific student-athlete.
Stephanie Ellison
Associate Athletic Director,
Compliance Services
Email saellis«?>clemson,edu
Current student-athletes
may...
• Continue to come out
and support student-
athletes at Clemson ath-
letic events.
• Provide summer em-
ployment to student-
athletes, but only if you
contact Clemson's office
of compliance services
(compliance-L@clem-
son.edu) first and the
student-athlete is com-
pensated for work actu-
ally performed at a rate
commensurate with the
going rate in the locality for similar services.
What Every Booster Should Know
• Extra Benefit - Any special arrangement by a Clemson
employee, booster (IPTAY member), or alum to provide a
prospective or enrolled student-athlete or their families
and friends with a benefit not permitted by NCAA legis-
lation. Examples of prohibited benefits include (but not
limited to):
• Arranging employment for family and friends of the
student-athlete.
• Free or reduced housing agreements.
• Gifts of money, awards, food/drinks, or other tangible
items.
• Loans of money or automobiles.
• Professional services without charge or at a discount.
• Promises of employment or loans following college
graduation.
• Providing transportation for the student-athlete or
their friends and family.
• Use of ATM, credit, or other types of gift cards.
• Institutional Control - A central principle of the NCAA
bylaws. Institutional control requires that Clemson Uni-
versity conducts its intercollegiate athletics program in
compliance with NCAA rules and regulations. This in-
cludes booster activities.
• Prospective Student-Athlete - A student, regardless
of their athletic ability, who has started classes for the
ninth grade or any student enrolled at another two or
four-year institution.
• Recruiting - Any solicitation of a prospect or a prospect's
family by Clemson's coaches or representatives of athlet-
ic interest for the purposes of securing the prospective
student-athlete's ultimate enrollment and participation
in athletics at Clemson. Only designated Clemson ath-
letics department staff members may recruit.
• Student-Athlete - A student whose enrollment was so-
licited by a member of the Clemson athletic department
staff or other representative of athletics interest with a
goal of the student's ultimate participation in Clemson's
intercollegiate athletics program. Student-athletes are
not just those that were recruited or receive athletic
scholarships, they are also those that participate in inter-
collegiate athletics.
Activities That Will Harm Prospective Student-Athletes
Vou may not...
• Contact (including phone calls, texts, and email) or inter-
act with a prospective student-athlete or their family for
the purpose of persuading them to attend Clemson.
• Contact coaches, guidance counselors, or other school
administrators in order to gain information on prospec-
tive student-athletes.
• Make contact with a prospective student-athlete or the
prospect's family during official or unofficial visits to
Clemson.
• Provide any other extra benefits to prospective student-
athlete, family, friends, or their coaches.
• Provide prospective student-athletes or their family and
friends with transportation or financial assistance.
Brad Woody
Assistant Athletic Director.
Compliance Services
Email - cbwoodyig clemson edu
Courtney Vinson
Director of Compliance Services
Email - cvinsoniaclemson.edu
Contact Information
Compliance Services Phone: (864) 656-1 580
Compliance Services Fax: (864) 656- 1 243
Compliance Services Address: ..P.O. Box 31; Clemson, SC 29633
Overnight Address: Jervey Athletic Center;
100 Perimeter Road; Clemson, SC 29633
Website:..ClemsonTiQers.com/Comoliance/ComDliance-Home.htrnl
Activities That Will Harm Current Student-Athletes
You may not...
• Generally provide benefits that are not available to other
members of the Clemson student body.
• Provide extra benefits to student-athletes or their fam-
ily and friends. Examples of prohibited benefits include
(but not limited to):
• Gifts of money, awards, food/drinks, or other tangible
items.
• Free or reduced housing agreements.
• Loans of money or automobiles.
• Occasional meals.
• Professional services without charge or at a discount.
• Promises of employment or loans following college
graduation.
• Providing transportation for the student-athlete or
their friends and family.
• Sending student-athletes items to be autographed
and returned or using autographed items to raise
funds for high schools.
• Use of ATM, credit, or other types of gift cards.
• Use the name or image of a current student-athlete
to advertise, recommend, or promote products or
services.
Consequences
Violations of these NCAA, ACC, and University policies
can result in severe penalties, including:
• Disassociation - Clemson University may permanently
disassociate itself with an athletic booster. You could
lose the privilege of purchasing season tickets, the privi-
lege of being an IPTAY member, or any other Clemson
athletic-related benefit deemed appropriate.
• Harm to the Enrolled Student-Athlete - Violations can
also result in the enrolled student-athlete or entire team
being unable to compete for Clemson University.
CUAD Mission Statement
The Department of Athletics offers nationally prominent
athletic programs. Through a dedicated commitment to educa-
tional interests, a competitive athletic program, and integrity in
all areas, the student-athletes, coaches, and staff strive to bring
credit and recognition to Clemson University.
The mission of the Athletic Department is to sponsor a
broad-based athletic program that provides educational and ath-
letic opportunities for young men and women to grow, develop,
and serve the interests ofClemson University by complementing
and enhancing its diversity and quality of life.
Furthermore, the Athletic Department seeks to be a source
of pride for the citizens of the State of South Carolina and to
be recognized as a nationally-prominent program, through
consistently high levels of performance and accomplishment
in athletic competitions.
The Athletic Department strives to develop student-athletes
academically and athletically with the total commitment of
aiding their efforts to graduate from Clemson University and
advance to careers that will enable them to be productive
members of society.
The Athletic Department will act in an ethical and honest
manner, dedicated to compliance with all Federal, State, NCAA,
Conference, and University rules and regulations.
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Senior Assistant Strength & Administrative Specialist, Director of Athletic Video Services Administrative Coordinator, Director of Strength & Conditioning Assistant Supervisor of
Conditioning Coach Ticket Operations Olympic Sports Athletic Grounds
Michelle Bensman
Assistant Athletic Trainer Human Resource Manager
Jennifer Benton
Football Administrative Assistant,
Defense
Sam Blackman
Senior Associate Sports
Information Director
Tim Bourret
Assistant Athletic Director,
Sports Information
Dr. Larry Bowman
Team Orthopedic Surgeon
Rebecca Bowman
Associate Athletic Director,
Athletic Academic Services
AuDrey Branch
Special Projects Coordinator,
Vickery Hall
Terrence Branch
Assistant Equipment Manage
Jermile Brooks
Assistant Athletic Trainer
Brad Brownell
Head Coach,
Men's Basketball
Donna Bullock
Assistant Athletic Trainer
Wayne Coffman
Assistant Director,
Athletic Academic Services
Itoro Coleman
Head Coach,
Women's Basketball
Steve Coleman
Technical Consultant
Gay Copeland
Administrative Assistant,
IPTAY
Bobby Couch
Executive Director of Major Gifts,
IPTAY
Karen Countryman
Administrative Assistant,
Vickery Hall
Wesley Cribb
Administrative Specialist,
Ticket Operations
Bill D'Andrea
Executive Senior Associate Athletic
Director, External Affairs, IPTAY
Jeff Davis
Assistant Athletic Director,
Football Player Relations & External Affairs
Linda Davis
Administrative Specialist,
IPTAY
Raeneeva Davis
Learning Specialist,
Vickery Hall
Beth Douglas
Football Administrative Assistant,
Head Coach
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Athletic Department Staff
Associate Director, Assistant Director of Major Gifts, Equipment Room Technician Supervisor of Athletic Grounds Associate Athletic Director, Volunteer Team Advisor
Athletic Academic Services IPTAY Compliance Services
Travis Furbee Shelly Geer Wayne Gibson Matt Glenn Phil Grayson Larry Greenlee
Assistant Athletic Director, Administrative Assistant, Assistant Ticket Operations Manager Assistant Director of Associate Athletic Director, Assistant Director of
Ticket Operations Women's Basketball Athletic Video Services Administration Strength & Conditioning
Assistant Director of Administrative Assistant, Head Coach, IPTAY Executive Director Learning Specialist, Associate Sports Information Director
Athletic Video Services Men's Basketball Women's Tennis Vickery Hall
Maria Herbst Van Hilderbrand Katie Hill Jolene Hoover Kari Hutcherson Bobby Hutchinson
Learning Specialist. Associate Athletic Director, Senior Associate Athletic Director, Head Coach, Administrative Specialist. Strength & Conditioning
Vickery Hall Event Manager Internal Affairs Women's Volleyball Ticket Operations Player Development Assistant
Christopher lp Dr. Loreto Jackson Wayne Jenness Lawrence Johnson Andy Johnston Travis Johnston
Head Coach, Performance Coordinator Director of Donor Services, Director of Track & Field, Associate Athletic Director, Assistant Athletic Trainer
Men's & Women's Swimming & Diving IPTAY Cross Country Football Operations
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Athletic Department Staff
Jeff Kallin
Assistant Sports Information Director
Prtscilta Kanet
Tutor/Mentor Coordinator,
Vickery Hall
Libby Kehn
Webmaster & Assistant Sports
Information Director
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon
Associate Athletic Director,
Senior Women's Administrator
Melissa King
Travel & Purchasing,
Business Office
Kristin Kwiatkowski
Spirit Squad Coordinator/Coach
Larry LaForge
NCAA/ACC Representative
Robin Lay
Donor Services Support,
IPTAY
Jack Leggett
Head Coach,
Baseball
Lindsey Leonard
IPTAY Assistant Director
Sharon Littlejohn
Assistant Business Manager
Dennis Love
Assistant Strength &
Conditioning Coach
Bob Mahony Brian Mance Stephen Mandervilte
Assistant Director of Major Gifts, Strength & Conditioning Assistant Director of
IPTAY Player Development Assistant Athletic Video Services
Brandon McCombs Chuck McCuen Damonte McKenzie
Strength & Conditioning Head Coach, Strength & Conditioning
Player Development Assistant Men's Tennis Player Development Assistant
Mike Money Leslie Moreland Don Munson
Director of Marketing Assistant Director, Director of Creative Media Services
Athletic Academic Services
Yashica Martin Robyn Massey Tim Match
Assistant Director, Donor Services Support, Associate Athletic Director,
Athletic Academic Services IPTAY Marketing & Sponsorship
Janet Merrifield Tina Middleton Matt Money
Accounts Payable, Assistant Ticket Operations Manager Supervisor of Athletic Facilities
Business Office
Mike Noonan Larry Penley Danny Poole
Head Coach, Head Coach, Director of Sports Medicine
Men's Soccer Men's Golf
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ic Department Staff #
Ginty Porter
Assistant Director, Athletic Academic
Services, CHAMPS/Life Skills Coordinator
Jerome Razayesk
Assistant Athletic Trainer
Abe Reed
Football Equipment Manage
Dr. Len Reeves
Team Physician
Jill Richard
Donor Services Support,
IPTAY
Lindsey Ricketts
Assistant Director,
Athletic Academic Services
Robert Ricketts
Associate Athletic Director,
Facilities & Grounds
Susan Ruark
Assistant to the Men's Basketball
Head Coach
John Seketa
Assistant Athletic Director,
Promotions
Philip Sikes
Associate Sports Information Director
Reggie Simpkins
Assistant Director,
Athletic Academic Services
Alphonso Smith
Director of Equipment
Lynn Sparks
Director of Sales
Reed Stringer
Strength & Conditioning
Player Development Assistant
Hershey Strosberg
Head Coach,
Women's Soccer
Robbie Tenenbaum
Interim Head Coach,
Rowing
Teri Townsend
Assistant to the Athletic Director
JeffieTrammell
Assistant Athletic Trainer
Sylvia Vaughn
Administrative Coordinator,
External Affairs, IPTAY
Courtney Vinson
Director of Compliance Services
Gary Wade
Assistant Athletic Director,
Facilities
Sharon Weaver
Athletic Insurance Coordinator
Joe White
Major Gifts,
IPTAY
Linda White
Community Services Director
Jill Williams-Wilks
Football Administrative Assistant,
Recruiting
Jason Wilson
IPTAY Assistant Director
Mike Wilson
Assistant Equipment Manager
Ren Windham
Football Administrative Assistant,
Offense
Brad Woody
Assistant Athletic Director,
Compliance Services
Dr. Kyle Young
Associate Athletic Director,
Administration
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This is not the-employer-pays-
for-the-employee-benefits-
insurance. This is help-protect-
and-care-for- your-employees-
at-no-cost*-to-your-company
insurance.
Aflac offers an extra measure of financial protection. When you're sick or hurt,
Aflac pays cash benefits directly to you, unless assigned, to help you and your
family with unexpected expenses. The benefits are predetermined and paid
regardless of any other insurance you have.
*Some businesses may have indirect administrative or other costs.
Aflac South Carolina State Office
John Tyler
864.641.0035 Aflac
IPTAY Board of Directors
The IPTAY Repre-
sentative program con-
tinues to be one of the
most important mar-
keting tools available
for the growth of the
IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
This group of nearly
700 women and men
throughout the country
volunteer their time to
encourage those in their
communities and in their
circle of influence to join
IPTAY on an annual basis
and to support Clemson
in all endeavors. Despite
economic challenges throughout the state and region,
IPTAY had a successful 2010 campaign due to the tireless
efforts of this group.
The recruitment of new donors, those who have a
potential for leadership gifts, and creating a link between
Clemson and its constituents is the goal of each IPTAY
representative. With the continued leadership provided
by the IPTAY Board of Directors and our past presidents,
the REP program will continue to be successful. If you are
interested in becoming an IPTAY representative, contact
Jason Wilson via email at wilson@clemson.edu.
Past Presidents
Dr. Jim Bostic
Charlie Bussey
Lynn Campbell
Eddie N. Dalton
Don Golightly
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Johnny H. Holcombe, Jr.
F.E. Hughes
Dr. Glenn Lawhon, Jr.
Edgar C. McGee
Thurmon McLamb
Jim Sanders
Lawrence Starkey
JohnTice
Dr. John Timmerman
Mary Anne Bigger
President
Director, District IX
Charles Dalton
President-Elect
Director, District I
IPIONSHIPS
BEGIN WITH SCHOLARSHIPS
Fred Faircloth
Secretary
Director, District IV
Paul Gaughf
Treasurer
Director, District VI
Jimmy Kimbell
Alumni Association President
Larry LaForge
NCAA/ACC Representative
County County Chairperson
Abbeville (SCI Earle Williamson
Anderson (SO Art Klugh
McCormick(SC) Charles Watts
Oconee (SO Sammy Dickson
Pickens (SO Terry Long
District VI
County County Chairperson
Clarendon (SC) John Ducworth
Dillon (SO Douglas Lynn
Florence (SC) Charles Grace
Georgetown (SC) Reed Barker
Horry (SC) Steve Hawley
Marion (SC) T.C. Atkinson
Sumter (SC) Zan Pender
Williamsburg (SC) Sam Drucker
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District III
County County Chairperson
Cherokee (SC) Barry Patterson
Newberry (SC) Charles Bedenbaugh
Saluda (SC) Chad Berry
Spartanburg (SC) Max Gregory
Union (SC) Jerry Brannon
District VII
Region Regional Chairperson
Region 1 INC) Timothy Long
Region II INC) Robert Dunnigan
Region III (NO Jeffrey Goldsmith
Region IV (NO Andy & Nellie Mills
Region V (NO William Worth
Region VI (NC) Donald Barrett
County County Chairperson
Aiken (SO Bryan Younc
Barnwell (SO Samuel O'Nea
Calhoun ISO Gary Porth
Edgefield (SC) Lewis Holmes
.exmgton (SO James Lowman
Orangeburg (SC) Kenneth Buck
Richland (SO David Mitch urn
District VIII
Region Regional Chairperson
Region I (GA) Todd Ballew
Region II (GA) Earle Maxwell
Region III (GA) Bill Heatley
District IV
i.*.»'
County County Chairperson
Chester (SO Samuel Stone
Chesterfield (SO Bill Tillman
Darlington (SC) Jerry Usher
Fairfield ISC) Philip Wilkins
Kershaw (SC) Tommie James
Lancaster (SC) Larry Wolfe
Lee (SC) Green Deschamps
Marlboro (SO Mark Avent
York (SC) Jack Cox
District IX
****** -
-^Hiii&mr
Region Regional Chairperson
Northeast (USA) Michael Straley
Southeast (USA) Charles Cooper
West Coast (USA) Frank Kellers
District V
County
Allendale (SC)
Bamberg (SC)
Beaufort (SC]
Berkeley (SC)
Charleston (SC)
Colleton |SC]
Dorchester (SC)
Hampton (SO
Jasper (SC)
County Chairperson
Frank Young
Joseph & Donna On
Lisa Sulka
H. Dewitt
Al Byrd
Samuel Hazel
Harry Ebernickle
Henry Foy
Roy Pryor
District X
County County Chairperson
Greenville (SC) Tom Garrett
Greenwood (SO Wayne Bell
Laurens (SC) Richard Townsend
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Humble Beginnings
From the humble beginnings of playing on Bowman
Field in the late 1800s and early 1900s and the building
of Historic Riggs Field in 1 91 5, Clemson has a storied past
that is very much embraced today.
Under early leaders, such as Walter M. Riggs and John
Heisman, the Tigers built the foundation that maintains
Clemson athletics as a vital force. Fike Fieldhouse was
built in 1 930 and Memorial Stadium was erected in a valley
in 1942. IPTAY, a model for college booster organizations
across the country, was born in 1934, providing educa-
tional opportunities for student-athletes.
Women's sports were added in the mid-1970s, and
with this growth came the Jervey Athletic Center in 1973.
The most recent athletic facility added was the WestZone
in 2009, transforming Memorial Stadium into one of the
most modern facilities in the nation.
With this growth and expansion, it is interesting to
note that Bowman Field, Historic Riggs Field, and Fike
Fieldhouse are still in use today by varsity athletics and the
student body. The Tigers are fortunate to have had out-
standing early leaders who had bold and futuristic vision.
Exciting Future
As Clemson embarks on its athletics future, the philos-
ophy of holistically developing the student-athlete contin-
ues to be at the forefront. IPTAY continues to provide the
funding necessary to carry out this mission and lives up
to its motto ("Championships Begin With Scholarships")
by funding approximately 500 scholarships, Vickery Hall
(student-athlete enrichment center), various facility proj-
ects, and the operation of IPTAY.
_ , flVLBWP K?^ HI
We are confident that future generations of male and
female athletes will move beyond their fields of play and
have a positive impact on the world, just as all of the stu-
dent-athletes who have preceded them throughout the
celebrated history of Clemson athletics. Our goal is to pro-
vide our student-athletes with championship-level fields,
courts, classrooms, and civic and community-service edu-
cation that is second-to-none in the country. If we expect
the best upon graduation, we must invest in the best.
The exciting and visionary future plans include:
• Completion the WestZone Museum, Oculus, and North-
west Concourse
• Renovation of Historic Riggs Field - a new gateway to the
Athletic District
• Facility improvements and additions to Doug Kingsmore
Stadium for our baseball program
• Expansion of the Hoke Sloan Tennis Facility
• Expanding the footprint of basketball - a master plan for
Littlejohn Coliseum and the Huckabee Annex
• Funding our community-service initiatives
Please join Tiger athletics and IPTAY in supporting this
important plan. Call our major gifts office at (864) 656-
5208 for more details and to learn how you can help.
Heisman Donors
Donor Hometown
Roy Abercrombie Greenville, SC
Eddie & Chrissy Adams Seneca, SC
Eileen K. Addis Greenville, SC
Bryan P. Albert Irmo, SC
Herbert R. Allen Charleston, SC
A M Tuck, Inc. Bradley, SC
A.D. Amick Memorial Leesville, SC
Anderson Enterprises, Inc. Greenwood, SC
Anonymous Columbia, SC
Anonymous Gaffney, SC
Anonymous Greenville, SC
Anonymous Highlands, NC
Anonymous Kiawah Island, SC
Glenn & Liza Arledge Landrum, SC
Ashmore Brothers Greer, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen M. Askew Greenville, SC
Barry G. Avent Bennettsville, SC
Mr, & Mrs. Mark S. Avent Bennettsville, SC
D.L. Aydlette, Jr. James Island, SC
B. Howie May Real Estate, LLC Clemson, SC
Mr. James G. Bagnal III Spartanburg, SC
Debra Baker Hickory, NC
Todd & Shannon Ballew Buford, GA
James Bannon Greenville, SC
John Phillip Barber, Jr. Spartanburg, SC
Stephen M. Bare Mount Pleasant, SC
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett Gaffney, SC
Michael L. Baur Simpsonville, SC
Rick L. Beasley Florence, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Marion B. Beason Shelby, NC
Scott Bell Clinton. SC
Andy Berly III Mount Pleasant, SC
Best& Flatt Columbia, SC
David Bishop Pawleys Island, SC
Ronald & Debra Blackmore Beaufort, SC
Luther & Sally Boliek Greenville, SC
The Booth Company, Inc. Sumter, SC
In Memory of E.M. Bost Simpsonville, SC
Calvin L Bostic Greer. SC
Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr Atlanta, GA
Sarah Boulware Winnsboro, SC
Glenn & Christy Bowers Columbia, SC
Joe T Branyon, Jr. Andrews, SC
Vince & Anna Brawley Martinez, GA
Mr. S, Mrs. James A. Brown, Jr. Florence, SC
William H & Lynne Burton Spartanburg, SC
Everett A., Jr. & Linda A. Butler Myrtle Beach, SC
Michael N. Byrd Raleigh, NC
C.L. Benton & Sons Myrtle Beach, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Paul G.Campbell Goose Creek, SC
Jim Cannon Spartanburg, SC
Carolina Eastern, Inc. Charleston, SC
Carolina Gin Co. & James Sease Ehrhardt, SC
Chalmers R. 8, Lori Anne Carr Ridge Spring, SC
Charles W.& Shawn Carr Fort Mill, SC
Doyle Carr Seneca, SC
Annie B. Carter Gaffney, SC
Daniel R. Cathy Fayetteville, GA
Steve Cawood Montgomery, AL
Jonathan J. Centurino Pelham, NY
Thomas F Chapman Atlanta, GA
W.C- Childers Memorial Central, SC
Jan E Childress Easley, SC
Mrs. Bernice Clanton Clemson, SC
Will.am& Gail Cobb Jacksonville, FL
Denny & Carol Cole Hodges, SC
Samuel B. Cole Greenville, SC
Mr. Ashley C. Cone Columbia, SC
John L. Cote, Jr. Myrtle Beach, SC
J. Richard Cottingham Seneca, SC
Jack D. Cox Rock Hill, SC
Jack D. Cox Rock Hill, SC
Craigford Industries Mount Pleasant, SC
Richard E. Dailey Tullahoma, TN
Mr. & Mrs. G. Reese Daniel Charleston, SC
Wesley Dasher III Elgin, SC
Christopher & Jamie Davies Charlotte, NC
Richard Davies Charlotte, NC
Greg & Sharon DeFehce Greer, SC
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Gabriel Dibiase Columbia, SC
Dick Hendley - IH Services, Inc. Greenville, SC
Thomas F Doolittle Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Peter C. & Caroline Dorn Hollywood, SC
Peter D. Dorn, Jr Hollywood, SC
Sam & Nancy Drake Gastonia, NC
Dr. Michael K, Drakeford Sumter, SC
Mr & Mrs Charlie Drawdy Hampton, SC
Drummond Glover Development Jasper, AL
Jonathen Doran Bell Buckle, TN
Ed Duckworth Atlanta, GA
Derek T. Dunlap Simpsonville, SC
John Easterling III Spartanburg, SC
Dana Edgar-McBnde Chapin, SC
Elrods Concrete Construction Central, SC
Tony Elzoghbi Irmo, SC
Ron English Greenville, SC
Ford F. Farabow, Jr. Potomac, MD
Cheryl N. Farah Clemson, SC
Mr &Mrs Malcolm Faulkenberry Rock Hill, SC
First Sun Management Clemson, SC
Roger L. Flowers, Jr. Summerton, SC
Harry H. Frampton III Avon, CO
francis Realty Co. Greenville, SC
Francis E. Gardiner III Annapolis, MD
Clyde Gardner Alpharetta, GA
J Daniel Garrison Houston, TX
William J. Gill Rock Hill, SC
Robert A. Glenn Greenville, SC
R.A. Godley Fountain Inn, SC
Ronald & Janet Goodson Darlington, SC
In Memory of Francois David Gray by David A. Gray Lexington, SC
Stephen L. Gray Moore, SC
Mr & Mrs. G. Gordon Greenwood Asheville, NC
Rebecca Ham Lakeland, FL
Robert B. Hambnght Charlotte, NC
Rick& Lyn Hamilton Seneca, SC
Craig Harmon Chapin, SC
Marion D. Hawkins, Jr. Hartsville, SC
James R. Hendricks, Jr Pawleys Island, SC
Henry Pak, Inc. Simpsonville, SC
George, Jr. & Barbara Hill Anderson, SC
Helen T Hill Charleston, SC
R. Glenn Hilliard Atlanta, GA
John R. Hines Orlando, FL
Hank & Susan Ford Hofford Charleston, SC
Mr. Harold R. Hoke, Jr. Charleston, SC
Kasey Holcombe Mauldm, SC
Brian K. Holden Greenville, SC
Holley Sales Group Anderson, SC
Mrs. Eva Holmes Trenton, SC
William C.Hood, Jr. Charleston, SC
Keith Hudgms Saint Matthews, SC
Charles E. Hughes, Jr. Jacksonville, FL
Paul & Catherine Hund III, MD Saint Augustine, FL
Mary S Hunter; Steve & Laura Hunter Clemson, SC
Alvin Judson Hurt, Jr. Cincinnati, OH
Michael L. Hurt Chambersburg, PA
Mr.&Mrs.WillHuss Clemson, SC
Kenneth G. Jackson Asheville, NC
John Jansen Eatonton, GA
Michael Jansen Athens, GA
Clayton L. Jennings Greenville, SC
Johnson Electric Greenville, SC
Frederick S Johnson, Jr. Yonges Island, SC
Kim & Debbie Johnson Gilbert, SC
J. David Jolty Dalton, GA
G. Tripp Jones, MD & Anne B. Jones Columbia, SC
Thomas F Kicklighter, Jr. North Charleston, SC
King Farms - Mark H. King Pawleys Island, SC
Dorothy F. King Greenville, SC
John L. King, Jr. Duncan, SC
J.R. Kingman, Inc. Greer, SC
Harold D Kingsmore Clemson, SC
Dr Sidney & Dr. Anne Kirkley Hendersonville, NC
Ernest S Knighton Edenton, NC
Terrell Lankford Insurance Greenville, SC
IPTAY Thank You!
Our Heisman donors have made a commitment to support IPTAY
at our highest annual level. If you would like more information
about becoming a Heisman donor, please contact the IPTAY office
at (864) 656-2115.
Bert Henderson
IPTAY Executive Director
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Chris Levato Greenville, SC Rick Scruggs Duncan, SC
Jeanne W. Utlejohn, John M. Waters, Raymond S. Waters, Jr., & Dr. Robert C Waters Easley, SC Charles A. Segars Sumter, SC
In Memory of Charles G Lucius, Jr. - Dillon County Columbia, SC Paul T. Shaw Greenville, SC
David Lyle & Anne Aaron-Lyle Mount Pleasant, SC Robert & Sandra S. Shealy White Rock, SC
Malphrus Construction Co., Inc. Hilton Headlsland.SC Sherwm Williams Greenville, SC
Richard L. Marks Myrtle Beach, SC Allan P Sloan, Jr. Anderson, SC
Robert McFaddin Marshall Salem, SC B.K. & Mark Sloan Dallas, TX
Joe A. & Linda Martin Central.SC 0. Johnson Small Greenville, SC
Mike T Martin WestUnion.SC Small's Incorporated Kershaw, SC
Michael H. McBride Simpsonville, SC Bryan L, Smith Naples, FL
Edward 0. McCameron Mauldin, SC Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Smith Greer, SC
Thomas E. McClendon Roswell, GA Matthew K, Smith Charleston, SC
Bruce McClure Anderson, SC Dr Randolph R. Smith Augusta, GA
Robert M McConnell Fort Mill, SC Glenn & Patti Steen Lancaster, SC
Thomas A McDonald Florence, SC John Hunter & Amy Stevens Simpsonville, SC
Thurmon W. McLamb Little River, SC Marshall Stith Sullivan's Island, SC
William A. McLellan Greenville, SC David &Tnna Stone Arlington, TX
McTeer Real Estate Columbia, SC Mr. & Mrs. Richard Struthers Wilmington, DE
David C.& Sandy Meek Isle of Palms, SC Charles L. Sullivan, Jr. Hartsville, SC
Mark Melton Anderson, SC Summers Forestry, LLC Branchville, SC
Mr. & Mrs, DavidS. Merritt Piedmont, SC Sumter Casket Company Sumter, SC
Williams, Anne Miller Greenwood, SC James E. Sykes, Jr, Athens, GA
Robert & Margaret Mitchell Charlotte, NC Terry Tallon Greenville, SC
Mark & Monica Molinar Marietta, GA Christopher L.Tamsberg Charleston, SC
Douglas Muller Johns Island, SC Thompson Construction Group, Inc. Sumter, SC
George B. Nalley, Jr. Easley, SC Willard Thompson Savannah, GA
Ernest M. Norville Wellesley, MA Tiger Fan Greenwood, SC
Mr. & Mrs, Steven H. Owings Greer, SC Mr. & Mrs. Tracy E.Tindal Johns Island, SC
Rad Page Irmo, SC Mr. & Mrs. Grover E. Todd, Jr, Greer, SC
Palmetto Industrial Gaston, SC Total Fire Protection, Inc. Greenville, SC
Judy & Michael Parham Greenville, SC United Investors Greenville, SC
Richard T Patrick Sumter, SC Stuart E. Van Meter Knoxville, TN
Donnie Patterson Anderson, SC Katherme & Sam Varner Greer, SC
William & Laura Pelham Greenville, SC Frank Walker Rock Hill, SC
Jeanne M Penner Naples, FL Nick Walker III Anderson, SC
Pickens Dental Associates, PA Pickens, SC Mr. & Mrs. John A.Walter Clemson, SC
Piedmont Arthritis Clinic, PA Greenville, SC Alec & Matt Watson Charlotte, NC
Pierce, Herns, Sloan & McLeod. LLC Charleston, SC Sanders Waldo Watts Greenville, SC
Pinewood Village, Inc. Florence, SC H. Michael Webb, MD Atlanta, GA
Betty Poe Greenville, SC Jonathans, Lisa Weitz Charleston, SC
Manda M. Poletti Sullivan's Island, SC Mr. & Mrs. David J. Wells, Jr. Irmo, SC
R.B. Pond, Jr, Myrtle Beach, SC Dr. James D. Wells III Mount Pleasant. SC
David C. Poole Co., Inc. Greenville, SC John A. Wells III Columbia, SC
M Lee & Kelly C Powell Greer, SC E.Marshall West, Jr. Lexington, SC
Richard C Power Simpsonville, SC T Hunter West Greenville, SC
Priority One Security Mauldin, SC Whaley Foodservice Repairs, Inc. Lexington, SC
R E B S - Edward T. Strom Columbia, SC Alton & Mary Ann Whitley Clemson, SC
Regions Bank Greenville, SC In Memory of Bryan Whitmire Simpsonville, SC
Dusty Rhodes Summerton, SC Charles PWillimon, Jr. Simpsonville, SC
Bob Riggms Charlotte, NC Louis A. Willimon Williamston, SC
David Riggins Charlotte, NC Tom Winkopp Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Rigter Mount Pleasant, SC Jesse E.Wright III Salem, SC
Michael E. Roddey Greenville, SC Edward D.Yandle Elgin, SC
Stephen Rogers Madison, AL James M. Zachrich, Jr. Hilton Head Island, SC
Amy & Earl Sands Alpharetta, GA B. Stevens Zeigler Sumter, SC
CLEMSON
Rocks!
Each engagement ring within the Couture Collection features Verragio's signature Lumino Setting along with a crown shaped bezel
beneath the center stone. Composed of clean lines and cutting edge designs, Verragio Couture rings are made to accommodate anywhere
from a classic round stone to an asscher or a radiant cut. Couture Collection starting at $1,500.00. www.Verragio.com
VERRAGIO
UNLIKE ANY OTHER RING
JEWELERS
H
Design your own ring online: 5hopSkatells.com
743 Congaree Road Greenville, SC 864.288.2501 Custom Jewelry Design on Premises Appraisals SkatellsOnline.com & ShopSkatells.coro
Al Bilton
Al Bilton Ford-Mercury, Inc.
Holly Hill, SC
Mike Kennedy
AUTOMAX
Greenville, SC
Bob May berry
Bob Mayberry Hyundai
Monroe, NC
George Davenport
D&D Ford
Greer, SC
Skip Davenport
O&D Ford
Greer, SC
Dave Edwards
Dave Edwards Toyota
Spartanburg, SC
J.^...^^»...^.^rJ ... 1[t
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Bill Jackson
Dick Brooks Honda
Greer, SC
jrian Smith
Dick Smith Automotive Group
Columbia, SC & Greenville, SC
Robbie Eastland
Enterprise
Upstate, South Carolina
Chris Raedels
Enterprise
South Carolina
Joe Fairey
Fairey Chevrolet-Cadillac
Orangeburg, SC
Gary McAlister
Fairway Ford
Greenville, SC
Bal Baltentine
George Ballentine Ford-Toyota
Greenwood, SC
Gregg Coleman
George Coleman Ford
Travelers Rest, SC
Katy Hemingway
Hemingway Motor Company
Andrews, SC
Ben Herlong
Herlong Chevrolet Buick
Johnston, SC
Buddy King
Leader Ford
Seneca, SC
Mac Snyder
M. Synder's, Inc.
Greenville, SC
Graham Eubank
Palmetto Ford-Lincoln-Mercury-Hyundai
Charleston, SC
Kurt Mechling
Performance Powersports
Seneca, SC
Jerry Powell
Powell Brothers Tractor & Equipment Company, Inc.
Seneca, SC
Pete Powell
Powell Brothers Tractor & Equipment Company, Inc.
Robert Hayes
Ralph Hayes Toyota-Scion
Anderson, SC
Tom McGregor
Southeastern Leasing, Inc.
Anderson, SC
Jimmy Guthrie
Superior Motors • Superior Honda - Superior Kia
Orangeburg, SC
Ryan Norris
Toyota-Scion of Easley
Easley, SC
Tommy Norris
Toyota-Scion of Easley
Easley, SC
The Clemson University
Athletic Department
would like to express its
heartfelt thanks to all of
the vehicle donors for
their loyal and generous
support of Tiger athletics.
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i CSS
The Dabo Swinney
Clemson Football
Show
WHO IS YOUR STAR OF TOMORROW?
.L US! SUBMIT YOUR ENTRY AT CSS-SPORTS.COM AND WIN
css-sports.com
3£ sate
mmamm
Kneeling (left to right) - Ryan Merritt, Tyler Smith, Ma
'J. Hall, Jonathan West, Hunter Faulling, Henry Guess, Rick Bagby, Patrick Whitlock, Mackie Bryant, Chris Arabe, Stephen Manderville
CALL ONE OF OUR FIVE LOCATIONS FOR OPENING TIMES
ON CLEMSON HOME GAME DAYS FOR ALL YOUR TAILGAITING NEEDS
Seneca/Colonel's Buffet
1425 Sandifer Blvd. Hwy 123
Seneca, S.C.
864-882-6468
Powdersville/ColoneFs Buffet
3100 Hwy 153
Exit 40 @ 1-85
Powdersville, S.C.
864-269-6802
Easley/ColoneFs Buffet
5708 Calhoun Memorial Hwy
Hwy 123
Easley, S.C.
864-859-4817
Kentucky Fried Chicken & Long John Silvers
. Clemson
118 Pinnacle Street
Hwy 123
864-654-1598
Pickens
2809 Gentry Memorial Hwy.
Pickens, SC
864-878-2568
o right) -Tyler Floyd, Erik Bruhjell, Vin Graziosa, Ross Vaughn, Richie Windham, Chris Ziegler. Standing - Kevin Grubb, Austin McAdams, Nick Smoak,
Cameron Aiken, Jeff Davis, D.J. Gordon, D.J. Wiihoite, Daiton Coker, Travis McClam, Thomas Beckenhauer, Will Shuler, Brian Kisko, Drew McWhorter, Laura Hoover.
™RED RIBBON
IS JUSTTHE FIRST
OF HUNDREDS
OF DETAILS THAT ATTEST
TO HOW WELL OUR GARAGE DOORS
ARE CRAFTED.
A broad array of choices to enhance the beauty of
your home... from the company that invented the
garage door, Overhead Door. Our red ribbon is your
guarantee for genuine quality selection and service.
The Genuine. The Original.
Myrtle Beach, SC
(843) 448-9124
Hendersonville, NC
(828) 255-5222
Overhead Door Company
Of Greenville, Inc.
(864) 277-9460 www.ohdog.com
Charleston, SC
(843) 884-8077
Asheville, NC
(828) 255-5222
Left to right - Braden Waters, Russ Clark, Jordan Achterhoff, Jeremiah Nichols, Bethany Matthews, Kristin Wuellner, Dallas Wise
Matt Berenbrok, Anna Wingard, Jessi Farlow, Katie Long, Katie Wargo, Lydia Wright, Alex Tomberlin, John Hammett, Kyle Smith
Oconee
Medical Center
Oconee Medical Center has been
helping Clemson Tiger athletes get
back in the game for more than 20
years.
We can help you feel better and live
more fully, too.
Learn more at
oconeemed.org/tigerfan.
Go Tigers!
Finally, a rental truck
you can feel good about.
1 AO/ flEE Local or One Way
• IU/0 Uri Rentals With this Ad
• Free Unlimited Mileage on
One Way Rentals
• The Newest Fleet
• Clear, Simple Rates Tiger Pride Tire & Auto
• Clean, Safe and Reliable 110 Copperfield Drive
It's not about winning or losing.
It's about saving money
on car insurance.
See how much you could save
on car insurance today.
geico.com
1-800-947-AUTO
Some discounts, coverages, payment plans, and features are not available in all states or in all GEICO companies. Government Employees Insurance Co. • GEICO General Insurance Co.
• GEICO Indemnity Co.
GEICO Casualty Co. These companies are subsidiaries of Berkshire Hathaway Inc. GEICO: Washington. DC 20076. GEICO Gecko image © I999 - 20I0. © 20I0 GEICO
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en to rignt) - Lizzie tam, unvia uevore, Mae-Ann weDD, Alexa rawer, ineresa tins, iu
tanding - Amber Rody, Nicole Smith, Morgan Milano, Kelly Walker, Erin Ledford, Christi King, Collin Sarvis, Georgia Anderson
It's America's Most Innovative
Full-Size Sedan.
Come drive one today. —
2011 FORD TAURUS
SENECA, sc
$500 Low Price Guarantee
on New Fords.
888-3600
i
Hwy. 123
I
www.LeaderFord.com
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South Carolina's top-ranked orthopedic,
joint replacement, and spine surgery.*
^ Only at Self.
At Self Regional, we're working hard to provide quality
healthcare. These HealthGrades® ratings show that we
are achieving state and national recognition. We also are
growing and adding more services in more places and new
technology, like the only iCT BrainSUITE® in the Southeast and
a newly equipped and redesigned Cancer Center. Supporting
it all is an engaged and dedicated staff, recognized by
Gallup® among the top performers in the world-three years
in a row-and recipient of HealthGrades' Outstanding Patient
Experience Award-fwo years in a row. This is the kind of
quality, technology, and caring you'll find only at Self.
SELF-REGIONAL
™H EALTHCARE
We bring advanced care closer.™
1325 Spring Street, Greenwood, SC • 864-725-4111 • onlyatself.org
'HEALTHGRADES' 1S trle leading independent healthcare ratings organization fc
o .d.no.m.«,c»to.,tt..h.»,.thc»«.~ hospitals in the U.S. *2009 - 2010 ratings.
GALLUPGREAT «*«o™WORKPLACE
Tiger All-Americans
Year Player Pos. AP UPI FC FW WC SN FN Other
1928 O.K. Pressley c Heisman'^' NEA' 31
1939 Banks McFadden B 1 3 1 1 Colliers'" NEAMI
1940 Joe Blalock E 2 Hearst !n
1941 joe Blalock E 2 1 1 Central Press"'
1945 Ralph Jenkins c 3 INS'"
1948 Bobby Gage B INS
1950 Jackie Calvert s 2 NEA'"
1952 Tom Barton OL 2
1 955 Joel Wells RB 3
1959 Lou Cordileone OL 1 1
1966 Wayne Mass OL 2 Dell Sports'"
1967 Harry Olszewski OG 2 1111 2
1970 Dave Thompson OG 2 NEA'"
1974 Bennie Cunningham ^TE 1 1 1 i
1975 Bennie Cunningham TE 1 1 Time '
1977 Joe Bostic OG 3 1 3
1978 Joe Bostic OG 2 2 1
jerry Butler WR 1 1 NEA'2 '
Steve Fuller QB 3
1979 Jim Stuckey DT 1 1 i 1
1980 Obed Artri PK NEA' 2 '
1981 Jeff Davis LB 2 1111 1
Terry Kinard FS 1 1 NEA'"
Perry Tuttle WR 1 2
Jeff Bryant DT 2
Lee Nanney OT 2
1982 * Terry Kinard FS 1 1111 1 1 -
William Perry MG 3
Johnny Rembert LB 3 3
1983 William Perry MG 1 1 1 1 2
James Robinson DT 2
James Farr OG 3
1984 William Perry MG 3 1 1 1
Dale Hatcher p 2
Donald Igwebuike PK 3
1985 Steve Reese OG 2
1986 Terrence Flagler RB 3 1 3
John Phillips OG 1 2 2
1987 Michael Dean Perry DT 2 1 2 2
John Phillips OG 2 3
David Treadwell PK 1 1 1 1 1 1
Donnell Woolford CB 3 1 2
1988 Donnell Woolford CB 1111 1 2
1989 Stacy Long OT 3 i
Chris Gardocki PK 3
1990 Stacy Long OT 1 1 1 T 1 1
Chris Gardocki PK 2 2 3
Levon Klrkland LB 2 2 3
1991 Jeb Flesch OG 1 t ' ?A 1 2 1
Levon Kirkland LB 2 1 1 1 2 SH 1 "
Rob Bodine MG 2 1 2 CP121
Ed McDaniel LB 3 CP 1 "
1992 Stacy Seegars OG 2 2 3
Nelson Welch PK 3
1993 Stacy Seegars OG 1 2 1 1 1 CP121
1995 Brian Dawkins S 2 2
Anthony Simmons LB 3
1996 Anthony Simmons LB 3 1 2
1997 Anthony Simmons LB 1 1 ] 2 CP' 21
Jim Bundren OT 3 3 2
1998 Antwan Edwards CB 3 3 Football Digest'"
1999 Keith Adams LB 2 3 1 CBS Sportsline'2 '
2000 Keith Adams LB 1 1 1 1 CNNSI"'
Kyle Young C 3 2
Robert Carswell FS 3 3
Rod Gardner WR Gannett1 ", CP" 1
2001 Kyle Young C 3
~~3
2002 Brian Mance CB 4
2004 Justin Miller KR 2 Rivals 12 ', CNNSI' 2 '
Leroy Hill LB 3 Rivals'"
2005 Tye Hill CB 2 1 ~T 2 Rivals'", ESPN'"
2006 * Gaines Adams DE 1 1 1 1 i 1 Rivals'", ESPN" 1
Nathan Bennett OG 3
2007 Barry Richardson OT 2 1
Chris McDuffie OG 2
2009 *CJ. Spiller RB 1 1 1 1 1 1 Rivals'", ESPN" 1
DeAndre McDaniel S 1 3 Steele 1 ", CBS1"
Thomas Austin OG 3
a
*
- unanimous All-American; WC - Walter Camp; SN - Sporting
Newspaper Enterprise of America, SH - Scripps Howa r d C P
INS - International News Service
News; FN Football News; NEA -
College & Pro Football Weekly;




in Tiger Sports Network
The Clemson Tiger Sports Net-
work supplies fans with a full day of
broadcast each football Saturday.
Each broadcast day has three pro-
grams, "Tiger Tailgate Show,""Game
Day Broadcast," and "Fifth Quarter
Show."
ATiger tradition since the 1 970s,
the "Tiger Tailgate Show" is a two-
hour entertainment and interactive
program. It is produced on the lawn
of Littlejohn Coliseum at the corner
closest to Memorial Stadium.
The program begins three hours
prior to kickoff on gameday. Roy
Philpott, David Stein, Dory Kidd, and
Ben Milstead host the show. It is a
popular gathering place. Interviews
with former players, games, display
items, and other exciting action are
all part of the show.
The game broadcast is anchored
by Pete Yanity. The sports director at
WSPA-TV (Ch. 7) in Spartanburg, SC
took over in 2003 after the passing
of Jim Phillips, who had been the
longtime Voice of the Tigers since
1968. Yanity has been a part of the
broadcast team since 2001 as the
host of the pregame, halftime, and postgame shows, and
as the sideline reporter during games.
Yanity has been the sports director at WSPA-TV the last
20 years. He has also been a sideline analyst for 14 years
on Carolina Panther preseason games and has play-by-
play experience with CSS, covering various college events,
including Tiger football and baseball games. Yanity is also
the voice of Tiger men's basketball and host of the Dabo
Swinneyand Brad Brownell Television Shows.
Joining Yanity in the broadcast booth is former Tiger
offensive lineman Will Merritt, who played for the Tigers
"Tiger Calls" Schedule
Radio Affiliates
Date Address City
9-2 2700 Gentry Memorial Highway Pickens
9-9 1706 East Greenville Street Anderson
9-16 3518 Highway 153 Greenville
9^-23 101 Verdae Boulevard Greenville
9-30 501 Old Greenville Highway Clemson
10-7 4405 Highway 24 Anderson
10-14 1 1 5 Rochester Highway Seneca
10-21 7709 Highway 76 Pendleton
10-28 1 706 East Greenville Street Anderson
11-4 330 Lebby Street Pelzer
11-11 5155 Calhoun Memorial Highway Easley
11-18 1021 South Pendleton Street Easley
11-23 501 Old Greenville Highway Clemson
All shows from 8:00 PM to 9:00 PM; all locations are local
s in South Carolina.
from 1 998-01
.
He was a starting of-
fensive guard during the 2000 and
2001 seasons when he was named
Second-Team AII-ACC.
Merritt worked on the Clem-
son radio network pregame and
postgame shows during the 2002
season. He also provided color
commentary on the television
tape-delay broadcasts of selected
2002 games. In 2003, he became
the color analyst of the gameday
broadcasts.
Patrick Sapp completes the broad-
cast team as the sideline commen-
tator. The former Clemson quar-
terback and linebacker (1992-95)
is in his fourth season as sideline
commentator. As a player, Sapp
passed for 2,278 yards in three sea-
sons under center. During his senior
campaign, he moved to linebacker,
where he totaled 64 tackles and a
team-high 5.5 sacks prior to being
selected in the second round of the
NFL draft by the San Diego Chargers.
Sapp is currently a development
officer for the Clemson Alumni As-
sociation.
As has been the case in the past, the gameday broadcast
begins with the Dabo Swinney Pregame Show. Swinney
meets with Sports Information Director Tim Bourret to
provide Tiger fans with the latest lineup and strategy
information. Yanity and Merritt also provide a last-minute
scene-setter that includes the latest lineup and weather
information.
After the game, fans can tune into the "Fifth Quarter
Show," hosted by Dan Scott, or attend the show live from
Wild Wing Cafe in downtown Greenville, SC. Interviews
with Swinney along with Coordinators Billy Napier and
Kevin Steele are also included. An added feature includes
locker room interviews with Clemson's top players that day.
A rundown of the game stats and audio highlights are also
provided.
Fans can follow the Tigers by listening to "Tiger Calls"
each Thursday evening with Swinneyand Don Munsonfrom
8:00 PM to 9:00 PM. The shows air live from several BI-LO
grocery stores in the Clemson area.
The Clemson Tiger Sports Network also produces the
Dabo Swinney Television Show, a recap of the previous con-
test's highlights. Yanity serves as the host of this program
that gives Tiger fans insight into the coaches' decisions
during the previous game and takes an up-close look at
your favorite players.
For more information, contact Robert Stockhausen
(general manager) at Clemson Tiger Sports Properties; 1 35
Old Greenville Highway; Suite 203; Clemson, SC 29631, by
phone at (864) 654-5544, or via fax at (864) 654-5509.
Broadcast Team
Pete Yanity
^^^^^\ Play-By-Play Announcer
% • Named play-by-play announcer
I i after the sudden passing of longtime
announcer Jim Phillips on September
9,2003. Phillips was the Voice of the
Tigers for 36 years.
In his ninth year with the network. He
was the sideline commentator in 2002
• Other duties include serving as sports
director at WSPA-TV (Spartanburg, SC) since 1 990, sideline work
on the Panthers' preseason television network, and play-by-play
and color analysis on selected games on CSS.
1985 graduate of Ohio.
Married to wife, Kelly. They have two children (Paige, Trey).
Will Merritt
Color Commentator
• In his ninth year overall and sixth as
color commentator.
• Worked the pregame/postgame
shows in 2002
• Color commentator on tape-delay
broadcasts of 2002 games.
• Member of the Clemson football team
as an offensive guard from 1 997-01
.
Second-Team AII-ACC selection in 2000,01
.
AII-ACC Academic team member for three seasons.
2000 graduate of Clemson.
Married to wife Melissa. They have two children (Reagan, Jess).
Patrick Sapp
Sideline Commentator
• In his fourth year as sideline com-
mentator.
• Employed as a development officer
for the Clemson Alumni Association.
• Totaled 2,278 passing yards in 23
games 114 starts) as a quarterback at
Clemson from 1992-94.
• Moved to linebacker as a senior in
1995 and had 53 tackles, nine tackles for loss, and a team-
high 5.5 sacks.
Second-round draft pick by the San Diego Chargers in 1996.
Swinney Television Show Affiliates
Coach's Show (Sunday Airings)
Time Location Network
1 1 :00 AM Myrtle Beach, SC WFXB (FOX 43)
11:30 AM Charleston, SC WCIV(ABC4)
12:00 PM Columbia, SC WOLO (ABC 25)
12:30 PM Augusta, GA WBEK (96)
1:30 PM Greenville, SC WMYA (My 40)
Coach's Show (Weekday Airings)
Day Time Location Network
Mon. 4:00 PM Regional Fox Sports South
4:00 PM Regional Sun Sports
CSS - Comcast/Charter Sports Southeast; Note: All times are
Eastern and subject to change; log on to £ lemsonTiaers.com
for the most current information.
When you play the South Carolina Education Lottery,
you're not just taking a chance.
you're also giving one.
Imagine the possibilities.
sceducationlottery.com
.Education
iiiiLottery
Ordering 85 or more pizzas each time she calls makes
Sonja Massey one of Papa John's favorite customers. As
the administrative assistant for Clemson University Bands,
placing food orders of such a large quantity has become
rather standard. However, feeding hungry band students
is not the only item on Massey's to-do list. She oversees
the band's behind-the-scenes operations, which includes
ordering music, arranging instrument repairs, and making
sure the uniforms get cleaned.
A Clemson University employee for 22 years, Massey
began her position with the band program 1 3 seasons ago
after holding other positions on campus in the perform-
ing arts and education departments. Since then, she has
worked for three band directors, watched at least three
classes of Clemson students come and go, and enjoyed
numerous halftime shows, including her two favorites,
"Guitar Hero" and the "Space Cat" collaboration with the
digital production arts program.
Massey also serves as the band's resident travel agent,
making sure the entire group arrives at its destination on
time. Understandably, planning trips of this magnitude
is certainly different from planning a family vacation, but
Massey has become an expert, double-checking all details
weeks ahead of time.
"Sonja is the lifeblood of all the bands at Clemson,"
said Mark Spede, director of bands. "Without her, we could
not eat, sleep, or get from one point to another."
As a perk for her hard work, Massey typically attends
two away games with the band every season and some
bowl games when the football team has a stellar season.
Her first bowl game experience was in Boise, ID at the Hu-
manitarian Bowl on December 3 1 , 2001
.
But road games and bowl games are not the high
points of her job. Massey relishes the privilege of working
with students every day.
"It's the most rewarding and enjoyable part of my job,"
she said with a smile. "I couldn't do it without their help.
There are always students around asking me, 'What do you
need me to do today?'"
ClemsonTigers.com
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One would assume that being around all of the tal-
ented Clemson musicians daily and hearing them practice
would send a melodious flair in Massey's direction. Even
so, she claims to have no musical talent of her own. If she
did, the saxophone would be her instrument of choice.
Next time you see Tiger Band marching into Death
Valley or performing a spectacular halftime show, think of
Massey, who has worked for years behind the scenes mak-
ing sure the band stays "in tune," both on and off the field.
Today's Show
Today is Military Appreciation Day at Clemson, and Ti-
ger Band will play a major role in the festivities. Beginning
with "90 Minutes Before Kickoff " in the outdoor amphithe-
ater, the band will honor military veterans.
Tiger Band will welcome some high school seniors
during our "Tiger Band Member-for-a-Day" program. This
Clemson Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
gives local band students the opportunity to see what
playing in a college marching band is like, as well as give
them an opportunity to perform in Memorial Stadium on
gameday.
Design + Build
Creating branded environments that tell your story.
www.b2benv.com
B 2
m 864.672.3390
ENVIRONMENTS
101 College Street, Suite 2A, Greenville, SC 29601
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When the season tips off on Friday in Littlejohn Colise-
um against Western Carolina, senior point guard Demon-
tez Stitt will have the chance to do something no other
player in Clemson men's basketball history has done be-
fore... start on four consecutive NCAA Tournament teams.
"To be the first player to do that would be a big accom-
plishment," he said, but without any hesitation added, "We
want to go further. We want to win games in the tourna-
ment."
That is the mindset Stitt said he and his teammates
are carrying into the 2010-11 season. Continuing one of
the most successful runs in school history (Clemson has
won 20 or more games in four straight seasons for the first
time) will prove to be a tall task for the Matthews, NC na-
tive.
The Tigers lost two starters from a season ago, includ-
ing First-Team AII-ACC player and first-round NBA draft
pick Trevor Booker. Despite his absence, Stitt believes
there is reason for optimism this season due to the num-
ber of players returning with game experience.
"Trevor was an important part of our team, but not the
only part," said #2. "It's frustrating to see that we've been
projected as one of the middle-of-the-road teams in the
conference, especially after we've been one of the better
teams in the ACC since I've been here (Clemson has had
a winning ACC record each season). It definitely serves as
motivation for us in training and in the weightroom."
This offseason has been the toughest test for Stitt and
his teammates. First, the team has had to adjust to a new
coaching staff, led by Head Coach Brad Brownell. Second,
the Tigers have gone through an intense series of condi-
tioning tests and individual workouts to get ready for the
start of the 2010-1 1 campaign.
In order for this year's team to reach its goals, Stitt
knows he must continue his development as one of the
leaders.
"The first day he was here, Coach Brownell told me
that he wanted me to be the leader of the team," admit-
ted Stitt. "I want to be a positive influence to our younger
guys. My focus is on showing good body language at all
times and keeping guys upbeat and on the right track."
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Since Stitt has been at Clemson, the Tigers have cer-
tainly been on the right track. He started 20 games as a
freshman in 2007-08 playing alongside the likes of Cliff
Hammonds and K.C. Rivers in the backcourt. He helped
the Tigers to the championship game of the 2008 ACC
Tournament in his hometown area of Charlotte, an accom-
plishment he said ranks as his most memorable moment
thus far at Clemson.
He started all 32 games as a sophomore in 2008-09
when Clemson posted a 23-9 record, which included a 74-
47 thumping of #3 Duke. Last year as one of the team cap-
tains, Stitt took his game to another level by averaging a
career-best 1 1 .4 points per game. He improved his three-
point shooting to a 39-percent success rate, 12 points
higher than his career accuracy entering the season.
He led the team to a 21-11 overall record and 9-7
mark in league play, the third straight season Clemson
was above .500 in the ACC regular season. Stitt had high
individual moments as well. He scored 19 points versus
eventual NCAA finalist Butler, including the go-ahead pair
of free throws in the final seconds in Clemson's win. He
scored 17 points in the second half at Cameron Indoor
Stadium against eventual NCAA champion Duke. He also
posted 20 points in the Tigers' thrashing of North Carolina
in January.
Stitt was potentially headed for an AII-ACC type of sea-
son for the Tigers until a mid-foot sprain suffered against
N.C. State on January 16 led to an inconsistent stretch of
the season, both for the Tiger team and its point guard. It
was a fact not lost on Brownell, who did not take long to
identify Stitt's importance to this year's squad.
"I really like his competitive nature and his experience
level," said Brownell. "He needs to become a better scorer
without the ball by figuring out how to be dangerous
when he doesn't have the ball. Demontez needs to have a
good year for us."
Brownell and his staff have meshed well with the
players since coming aboard in April. In turn, Stitt said he
and his teammates have embraced the new system and
quickly developed trust in the coaching staff, an element
that should yield positive returns throughout the season.
"We've learned a lot under the new coaching staff,"
stated Stitt. "The coaches are really hands-on. ..they teach
us, challenge us, and encourage us. We've worked harder
than we ever had, which will be great for us in the long run.
The teams that work the hardest are the ones that stick
together. If we do that, we can be one of the top teams in
the ACC."
Every Saturday at Noon
Broadcast in HD Where Available
mpiFor complete schedule, local listings, highlights
and live streaming visit:
www.theacc.com
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Full Name Sthefany Thomas
Major Community Recreaton, Sport, S Camp Management
Sport Basketball
Jersey #22
Position Guard
Height 59"
Class Senior
Hometown Wesley Chapel, FL
High School Wesley Chapel HS
Date of Birth May 4, 1989
Sthefany Thomas has spent her first three seasons on
the Clemson basketball team as a significant contributor.
This season, the senior is ready to lead.
Entering 2010-11, she is the team's active leader in
points and is on pace to reach the 1,000-point plateau.
She has been consistent in each of her first three years, av-
eraging more than 8.0 points per game each season, but
she is looking for bigger things in her senior campaign.
"I want to lead the team," declared Thomas. "We lost
one of our best players in Lele Hardy, and we are going to
have to learn the roles and chemistry. I can be the leader
of this team and bring energy to the court. I know I am a
scoring threat, but I want to lead the team and help the
freshmen and step up in all areas."
It is a new role for Thomas, who is enjoying her first
preseason working under Itoro Coleman. The first-year
head coach's presence has breathed new life into Thomas
on the hardwood.
"I completely believe in Coach Coleman," said Thomas.
"It's a new beginning and I'm sad that I only have one sea-
son with her. I think she'll turn it around sooner than most
people think. She puts in energy everywhere, as does the
rest of the staff. They want to change how people view the
program. She's hungry and wants to prove people wrong."
In an earlier interview, Coleman stated that she hoped
that her competitiveness rubs off on her players. If Thom-
as is any indication, her infectious personality has already
won the squad over.
"The transition has helped by the confidence that
coach has in us, and it translates to the players," said Thom-
as. "Her competitiveness and energy are so intense."
By the same measure, Coleman has taken notice of the
steps that Thomas has taken to lead the team.
"She's been leading by example," said Coleman. "I
encourage her to speak more. It's her last year and she's
been down this road before. You can tell she is making a
conscious effort. She is doing a great job of encouraging
her teammates and doing all the right things."
The sense of ownership that Coleman has brought to
the program has instilled a new pride within Thomas from
a personal standpoint. She has new emphasis on her skills
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away from the court, and her fourth season should be a
culmination of all her efforts.
"I've grown as a person and as a player. In the past, we
went through ups and downs, but this year is a foundation
for the program. Coach (Coleman) cares a lot about us as
players and as people and takes basketball and academics
very seriously. How we act off the court is important. I
know to always act like a Lady Tiger on and off the court."
Though the personal development has been vast for
Thomas, it is the on-floor Lady Tiger program that she is
most excited about. Thomas is a strong scoring option
and is fired up to play in Coleman's guard-interchangeable
offense and ferocious man-to-man defense.
"Coach Coleman is very defensive-minded," said
Thomas. "We want to be up-tempo and we are playing
It*.
hard and with energy. She wants us to compete for 40
minutes every game and drills us on that every practice.
She preaches mental toughness and competitiveness."
Getting players to buy into her system has been easy
so far for Coleman, who is often ready to jump in a drill
should any aspects need correction. Thomas and the rest
of the team have grasped Coleman's concepts, and al-
though execution is not always perfect, fans will notice a
remarkable improvement in the team's cohesiveness.
"I challenged Sthefany about her defense, and she is
definitely showing that," said Coleman. "In the Orange &
White scrimmage, she shot the ball and defended well.
Her attitude is 'All In.' She's done what we've asked her to
do and we are looking for big things from her this season.
Offensively, Thomas has proven to be one of the best
shooters in school history. She is among the school's best
in three-point shooting, with 88 three-pointers made
in her three seasons. Her 77.2 free-throw percentage is
fourth-best in Clemson history.
Thomas has shown flashes of brilliance, scoring 21 in a
win against South Carolina and registering double-figures
in scoring in five of the last six ACC games last year. She
hopes that her potential can match up with her team-
mates in a way that will jell in time for the season to start.
"We have a lot of players with a good mentality," said
Thomas. "Kirstyn Wright is a scorer and Kelia Shelton is a
strong player at guard. Our post players have been work-
ing hard all preseason and they will be able to help us all
year. The bottom line is that each player needs to step up
to her role. We have to learn the chemistry and get more
involved with one another in order to be successful."
If Thomas steps up into her role, the Lady Tigers
should be poised to turn around the direction of the
program. The new style of play, coupled with Coleman's
trademark intensity, should lead to big things for the pro-
gram in the near future. The most crucial aspect is that the
players have bought into the system.
For players like Thomas, the opportunity for a new be-
ginning comes few and far between, and she is taking all
of the steps to ensure that her last season at Clemson is a
memorable one.
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BUYING A HOME
EMPLOYMENT ISSUES
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GETTING A DIVORCE
Most of us will need
a lawyer at some
time in our lives.
When that time comes, the Lawyer
Referral Service of the South Carolina
Bar can help.
The Lawyer Referral Service is a FREE public
service that will determine the type of lawyer
you need and connect you with one in your
geographic area. Members of the service are
in good standing with the South Carolina Bar
and maintain malpractice insurance coverage.
They also offer an initial 30-minute consulta-
tion for no more than $50.
1-800-868-2284
(in Richland and Lexington counties, dial 799-7100)
www.scba r.org/l rs
South
Carolina
Bar
Advancing justice, professionalism and understanding of the law
ESPN has grown to almost too many networks to
count since its inception in 1979. From an instant classic
involving the most exciting college football game of the
weekend on ESPNU, to a Sports Century showcase on
ESPN Classic, the number of shows that highlights awe-
inspiring performances and great athletes are just a click
away on your remote control.
Since Clemson played its first football game on Octo-
ber 31,1 896 (a 1 4-6 win at Furman), there have been many
great plays and great performances. While there will al-
ways be debate among Clemson faithful about what is the
greatest performance on the gridiron by a Tiger, almost
all will agree that Woodrow Dantzler's show against N.C.
State in 2001 would have to be at or near the top of any
list.
Dantzler, a native of Orangeburg, SC, had already
had many games to remember in his two-plus seasons as
Clemson's starting quarterback before the game against
the Wolfpack. Just two weeks prior to the game in Raleigh,
he had scrambled for 1 1 yards in overtime to give Clem-
son a 47-44 win against #9 Georgia Tech in Atlanta. In that
contest, he rushed for 164 yards and passed for 254 yards
(418 total yards) against the #9 Yellow Jackets. Following
that contest, he was named national player-of-the-week
by USATodav.com .
While that performance against the Yellow Jackets is
certainly one to remember, the game against N.C. State on
October 1 3, 2001 is one to never forget. Playing against a
Wolfpack squad that featured future NFL Pro Bowl quar-
terback Philip Rivers underscored the importance of scor-
ing early and often. The Tigers, with Dantzler at the con-
trols, did just that in their 45-37 victory.
The day started well for Clemson, even before kickoff.
When the Tigers took the field in pregame warmups on a
day that was perfect for football, Clemson was wearing
purple pants for the first time in the modern era. With the
performance displayed by Dantzler that sun-drenched Oc-
tober afternoon (23 carries for 184 yards and 23-27 pass-
ing for 333 yards), it was clear that he more than enjoyed
donning the purple pants. He accounted for an ACC re-
cord six touchdowns, four passing and two rushing.
Wolfpack Head Coach Chuck Amato summed it up
best following the game when meeting with the assem-
bled media.
"I can't imagine there is a better player in America than
Woody Dantzler," said Amato. "We must have set a record
for missed tackles on him alone. He really put on a show
today."
After the game, Amato met Dantzler at midfield and
told him, "You are the best player in the nation."
Early in the game, Dantzler got the scoring underway
on a 55-yard scamper (pictured above). The play is still
easy to remember for Will Merritt. Now a member of the
Clemson radio broadcast team and a four-year letterman
(1998-01) on the offensive line for the Tigers, he can still
remember the play like it happened yesterday.
"I had one of those rare plays in my career that I did
exactly what I was supposed to do," said Merritt. "I pulled
to the weak side and had a 'pancake' block on a lineback-
er. I heard the Clemson crowd and thought that Woody
had run behind me and the play had worked perfectly. I
looked up and saw him going down the opposite sideline.
"That summed up how the entire game went. No mat-
ter what play was called, Woody made a play. As an of-
fensive lineman, Woody made you look good whether you
were doing what you were supposed to do or not. There
are not too many Woody Dantzler's that come along."
Tommy Bowden, who guided the Clemson program
from 1999-08, still remembers the effort Dantzler dis-
played against N.C. State. In that game against the Wolf-
pack, Dantzler surpassed 4,000 career passing yards and
2,000 career rushing yards, the first player in ACC history
to accomplish the feat.
"Woody had an unbelievable game that day," recalled
Bowden. "It seemed like everything we dialed up worked.
You have to give credit to Woody. They could not stop
him. He made so many plays. Woody was the type of play-
er who you believed if you could keep getting him at-bats,
a home run was going to come. He hit some that day."
Dantzler, who earned his marketing degree before his
senior season, had a career of hitting home runs for the
Tigers. He still holds the Clemson single-game record for
total offense for his performance in Raleigh. In fact, the
top-three, single-game individual bests are all held by
Dantzler.
When Clemson takes the field today against N.C. State,
it is safe to say that Head Coach Dabo Swinney would like
to dress out #1 against the Wolfpack. With a day like he
had against them in 2001, it would become an ESPN "In-
stant Classic."
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Choices, Choices, Choices.
Before, during or after the game, great choices for a delicious meal are close
by. Several restaurant locations are open on campus for your convenience,
including Chili's Too; Seasons by the Lake; Eastside Food Court, featuring
Papa John's Pizza and JUMP Asian Cuisine; and the Canteen Food Court,
featuring Chick-fil-A and the Tiger Paw Ice Cream Parlor. So bring your
Tiger appetite. We have just the thing that will hit the spot.
Be sure to stop by:
Eastside Food Court Canteen Food Court Chili's Too® Seasons by the Lake
Located on east campus Located on west campus Located in the Located in the
in the Hendrix Center in the University Union University Union Madren Conference Center
CLEMSfcN
DINING SERVICES
Freedom is not free.
That is a very powerful and meaningful statement.
The price of this freedom is paid by the sacrifice, and
sometimes lives, of brave men and women.
Clemson's football stadium was named Memorial Sta-
dium in 1 942 as a tribute to Clemson students who made
the ultimate sacrifice in service to the United States. An
additional memorial, named the Scroll of Honor Memorial
and completed this past spring, is located across the street
on the east end of the stadium. It stands as a reminder as
to why it was named Memorial Stadium and is a perma-
nent epitaph to those who have laid down their lives to
preserve the freedom we enjoy today.
A famous United States General once wrote to his
wife, "What a cruel thing is war . .to separate and destroy
families and friends and mar the purest joys and happi-
ness God has granted us in this world. ..to fill our hearts
with hatred instead of love for our neighbors and to dev-
astate the fair face of this beautiful world."
War, no matter how fought or when fought, always
has devastating circumstances At Clemson, 478 students
and graduates have been killed in this nation's wars and
in peacetime operations. From World War I to the pres-
ent, the Clemson family has lost members who served so
bravely and courageously.
Clemson has had a long and rich military tradition by
answering the call when needed by the military. In the
early years, the Board of Trustees decided that Clemson
would use a system of military discipline modeled after
Mississippi State, as most land-grant colleges of the time
did. Students were required to wear uniforms they pur-
chased. The Board of Trustees asked the War Department
for the detail of an officer to act as Commandant, respon-
sible for life of cadets outside of the classroom.
Some proud military moments in Clemson history in-
clude:
• In 1917, the entire senior class sent President Woodrow
Wilson a telegram, volunteering its services to the Unit-
ed States'World War I effort.
• During World War II, Clemson supplied more Army of-
ficers than any other institution except West Point and
Texas A&M. Clemson also had the largest infantry ROTC
in the country.
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In 1955, the Corps of Cadets was officially abolished
and the student body became civilian. ROTC was compul-
sory for the freshman and sophomore years until 1 969-70,
when it became voluntary.
The 478 Clemson students and graduates who lost
their lives during their duty of serving our country are
listed at the Scroll of Honor Memorial, as their names are
etched in stone and laid respectively and neatly at the foot
of a mound.
Here is a closer look at four former Clemson student-
athletes who lost their lives serving our country.
Jimmie Dyess
One such brave soldier was Jim-
mie Dyess. Dyess was on the Clem-
tf^ """ [ 9 I son footba " team ln tne late 1920s .
Hp ^z. jJt»P ar|d ne ho'ds the distinction of being
the only person ever to have received
both the Congressional Medal of
Honor and the Carnegie Medal.
Dyess was the third of four children and was born on
January 1 1, 1909 in Augusta, GA. At 6'1"and 190 pounds,
he was the starting end on the freshman football team in
1927. He later made the varsity squad as a lineman during
his sophomore and junior years.
He was a letterman on Clemson's 1 929 team that fin-
ished with an 8-3 record. But towards the end of that year,
his junior season, Dyess suffered a serious knee injury that
would prevent him from playing as a senior. Therefore, he
shifted his focus to the rifle team, where he was the cap-
tain and an accomplished marksman.
On July 13, 1928, he was vacationing with his family
at a beach on Sullivan's Island, SC when a storm rolled in,
bringing high winds and waves. He came upon a group of
on lookers as one woman, Barbara Muller, was attempting
to rescue another, Roscoe Holley, who had been swept out
to sea.
Upon realizing the situation, Dyess immediately
went into the water after the two women, who had been
carried out as far as 200 yards. Dyess was not an expe-
rienced swimmer or accustomed to such rough currents.
After several minutes of near doom, Dyess helped the two
women to shore, after which he gave further assistance in
aiding their resuscitation.
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Dyess received the Carnegie Medal for his heroism
that day, an award that is given to heroic Americans and
Canadians who, at risk to their own lives, save or attempt
to save the life of another. It is America's highest award for
heroism by civilians, and it was presented to Dyess in 1 929.
Dyess always gave credit to Muller, who also earned the
Carnegie Medal, for diving in first after Holley.
The Augusta, GA native, nicknamed "Big Red," was a
Marine Corps reservist called to active duty in 1940. On
February 1, 1944, he led his men in the 4th Marine Divi-
sion during battle at Green Beach on Roi-Namur, one of
the Marshall Islands.
At the end of the first day of combat, Lt. Col. Dyess
broke through enemy lines and braved gunfire to rescue
some wounded men. That effort earned him a posthu-
mous Medal of Honor.
Frank Pokrop of Milwaukee, Wl was one of the men
Dyess saved that day. After a particularly brutal fight, Pok-
rop, then an 18-year-old corporal, was ordered to take a
patrol of men through the thick jungles of Roi-Namur.
Traveling in a diamond formation, the men marched
across Japanese lines and moved until the lead man was
cut down by rifle fire.
"Except for one, every man in that patrol was either
wounded or killed," recalled Pokrop.
"The patrol was pinned down by heavy machine gun-
fire, most of it coming from the left," said Pokrop.
But just before dark, their salvation came.
"I looked to the right and I saw Col. Dyess leading a
halftrack and his men," stated Pokrop.
Although the Japanese fired at Dyess and his troops,
"he never wavered a bit," remembered Pokrop. "He never
moved, except to direct fire."
Closing in on the remaining Japanese military on the
second day, Dyess maneuvered troops and tanks inland.
Around 1 0:45 PM on February 2, Dyess was struck by a bul-
let in the head, killing him instantly as he tried to observe
the enemy's positions and how to direct fire against them.
Dyess left behind a 32-year-old wife and an eight-
year-old daughter.
Ben McKnight &
John McKnight
The tragedy
of losing a set of
brothers struck
the Clemson
Family, as Ben
McKnight (left)
and John McKnight (right) of Kannapolis, NC were killed in
World War II shortly after graduating from Clemson.
The McKnight brothers were also
stalwart members of the Clemson swim-
ming team that captured the 1 939 South-
ern Conference Championship.
They were only 10 months apart in
age, with John being the oldest. They
were the sons of Mr. and Mrs. T.C. McK-
night of Elkin, NC. Their father was an
administrator at the YMCA in Kannapolis.
Both Ben and John practically grew up in
the Cannon Memorial Y, and Ben wanted
to work at a YMCA when he returned
home. Both graduated from Cannon
High School before enrolling at Clemson.
Ben majored in general science, was
co-captain of the swimming team, and
graduated from Clemson in 1941. As a
first lieutenant in the Army, he was in the
128th Infantry Regiment, 32nd Infantry
("Red Arrow") Division.
Ben participated in the Papua Cam-
paign. Initially, his unit blocked the Japa-
nese advance down the Kokoda Trail. He
led in the Battle of the Buna-Gona beach-
head beginning on November 19, 1942.
Ben was killed in action on December
26, 1942 during the Battle of Buna mis-
sion. He was awarded the Combat Infantry Badge, Bronze
Star Medal, Purple Heart, American Campaign Medal,
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal with Bronze Service Star,
and the World War II Victory Medal. His parents had just
received a letter from Ben before receiving the news of his
death.
John graduated in 1940 with a degree in general sci-
ence. He was also on the swimming team during his time
at Clemson. As a captain, he was in the transportation
corps. He was killed after suffering non-battle injuries in
Germany on May 28, 1 945.
Both Ben and John were buried in Columbia, SC at a
double-funeral service on December 11, 1948. They had
one sister, Julia Ann (Elkin, NC).
Gary Pace
Gary Pace was a member of the
Clemson soccer team in 1967, 1968,
and 1969. He was a Second-Team
AII-ACC selection and is sixth on the
school's career list for saves (234). He
is second in the Clemson recordbook
for saves in a season (124) despite
playing only 12 games. He is also first in saves per game
(10.33) in a season (1969).
At Clemson, he was in the Army ROTC, the society of
American Engineers, and American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, as he graduated with a degree in civil engineering.
The Easley, SC native served in Vietnam in Unit B Company,
31 st Engineer Battalion, 1 59th Engineer Group, 20th Engi-
neer Brigade, U.S. Army as a lieutenant.
Pace was killed in action against a hostile force on
March 30, 1971, when enemy sappers attacked a fire sup-
port base named Lanyard, west of Tay Ninh City, Tay Ninh
Province, South Vietnam near the Cambodian border.
Nine engineers were wounded, and three of them were on
the ground, helpless and out in the open.
"Fearing that his men were open targets, Gary Pace
put his dedication to his men above his own safety and
went to their aid," said Tom Colaiezzi, a fellow soldier.
"In the process, Gary was hit with small-arms fire from
the sappers and was killed instantly. By firing at Gary, the
sappers gave away their position and the engineers quick-
ly eliminated them before they could do further damage.
Gary was the only American soldier killed in that attack
on Lanyard. If not for his efforts, the three wounded engi-
neers and many others would surely have died.
"Gary was not a part of the 32nd Artillery, but his
name became a part of our history. After his death, it was
decided that the new fire base would be named FSB Pace
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Clemson Athletes in the Scroll of Honor
Athlete Military Rank Class Sport(s)
Henry L. Suggs Army 1 st Lt. 1916 Football
World War II
Athlete Military Rank Class Sport(s)
Robert E. Agnew Army Air Corps 2nd Lt. 1940 Track
Calhoun Aricrum Marine LTC 1904 Football
Henry P. Bacot Army Air Force 1 st Lt. 1937 Swimming, Track
Kennon S. Breazeale Army 1st. Lt. 1942 Basketball
Thomas C. Cargill Army Air Force Major 1942 Boxing
JohnW.Cathcart II Army Captain 1939 Football
Henry H. Cochran Navy Seaman 2nd Class 1937 Track
James F. Coleman Army Captain 1923 Football
Jake S. Colvin, Jr. Army Air Force 1 st Lt. 1942 Boxing
Aquilla James Dyess Marine Lt. Col. 1932 Football
William R. English Army Captain 1937 Soccer
Alfred J. Folger Army Captain 1938 Baseball, Football
Paul A. Gregory, Jr. Army Air Forces 1 st Lt. 1942 Swimming
James C. Herring, Jr. Army 2nd Lt. 1943 Baseball
John F. Hill Army 1 st Lt. 1943 Basketball
Lewis S. Horton, Jr. Army Captain 1940 Basketball Manager
Tracy H. Jackson Army Major 1934 Swimming
Roy M. Lynch, Jr. Army Air Force 2nd Lt. 1941 Boxing, Lacrosse, Track
Benjamon G. McKnight Army 1 st Lt. 1941 Swimming
John C. McKnight Army Captain 1940 Swimming
Steele R. Patterson Army Air Corps Ltc. 1934 Football
Lovic C. Pennington Army 1 st Lt. 1936 Baseball, Football
Clarence W. Rice, Jr. Army Air Corps 1936 Basketball
Joseph H. Richardson Army Air Force Major 1941 Football
Aubrey Rion Army 1 st Lt. 1941 Boxing, Football, Track
Clause Rothell, Jr. Army 2nd Lt. 1943 Football
Woodrow F. Sanders Army 1 st Lt. 1941 Football
Henry K. Segars Army Air Corps Major 1937 Football, Track
Daniel W.Smith Army 2nd Lt. 1941 Track
Lloyd B. Smith, Jr. Army Air Force Captain 1941 Track
John R. Southerlin Army Air Force 1941 Track
Lorenzo D. Suggs Army 1 st Lt. 1935 Boxing, Track
James E. Thomason Army Lt. 1941 Track
Walter C.Williams, Jr. Army Air Corps Major 1941 Baseball, Basketball
Jacob H. Woodward, Jr. Army Major 1935 Basketball, Football
Francis M. Ziegler Army Lt. Col. 1923 Football, Track
Korean War
Athlete Military Rank Class Sport(s)
John L. Childress Army Second Lt. 1951 Football
Oscar F. Danner, Jr. Army 1 st Lt. 1949 Track
Vivian M. Moses Marine Captain 1944 Basketball
Wesley M. Piatt Marine Colonel 1935 Boxing
William C. Preacher Army Second Lt. 1952 Football
Vietnam War
Athlete Military Rank Class Sport(s)
Leon D. Flanders Army 1 st Lt. 1964 Football
Thomas A. Moore Army Sergeant 1967 Football
Gary L. Pace Army 1 st Lt. 1964 Soccer
Harold M. Renwick, Jr. Army Captain 1963 Football
"Cold"War
Athlete Military Rank Class Sport(s)
Thomas M. Carr Air Force Major 1984 Wrestling
John H. Dinneen, Jr. Air Force Captain 1968 Baseball, Basketball
George S. Weller Navy Lt. Commander 1941 Baseball
George W. Withers 1953 Football
Afghanistan War
Athlete Military Rank Class Sport(s)
Daniel G. McCollum Marine Captain 1996 Wrestling
in his honor. Gary made the ultimate sacrifice and gave
honor to his oath as an officer by putting the well-being
of his men above all else. First Lt. Gary L. Pace was posthu-
mously awarded the Silver Star."
For his heroism, Pace was awarded the Bronze Star,
Purple Heart, National Defense Service Medal, Vietnam
Service Medal, Republic of Vietnam Gallantry Cross Unit
Citation with Palm, and Republic of Vietnam Campaign
Medal along with the Silver Star.
He left behind a wife, Patricia Keller Pace (Lancaster,
PA).
The late I.M. Ibrahim, Pace's former soccer coach at
Clemson, once recalled Pace and his sacrifice. "Gary was
my first goalkeeper," said Ibrahim, who coached the Tigers
from 1 967-94. "He was brave and I was so sad to hear of his
death. It was so sad. ..Gary was a good man."
In the April 7, 1 944 edition of Clemson's student news-
paper (The Tiger), student Roy Pearce wrote, "It made me
sad to read the honor roll. ..all were great men and we'll
never let them down, never!"
As evidence of the Scroll of Honor Memorial, which
is located adjacent to Memorial Stadium on Williamson
Road, we will never forget the supreme sacrifice those
brave soldiers made so that we may experience the pre-
cious gifts of freedom and liberty that we enjoy in America
today. To learn more about these heroes and the Scroll of
Honor, log on to CUAIumni.Clemson.edu/ScrollOfHonor .
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We will literally weather the storm with you.
As local independent agents that live in your
community, we're with you no matter what.
So who would you rather talk to . .
.
a 1-800 number, a web site, or a neighbor?
We are independent agentsproudly representing
Auto-Owners Insurance.
*Auto-Owners insurance
CITIZENS INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
Anderson • 864-226-0354
CORRELL INSURANCE
GROUP, INC.
Spartanburg • 864-583-5445
GEORGE JOHNSON
INSURANCE
Spartanburg • 864-585-2256
LAW INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
Spartanburg • 864-582-2334
MORGAN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Seneca • 864-882-4045
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1. In 1950, Clemson defeated N.C. State in its third consec-
utive shutout to begin the season. How many combined
points did the Tigers score in those three victories?
A) 67 B)80 C) 102 D) 115
2. What Tiger running back set a school record with 36 car-
ries in a 6-0 triumph over the Wolfpack in 1951 ?
A) Fred Cone B) Billy Hair C) Ray Mathews
D) Jim Shirley
3. In 1965, Clemson and N.C. State officially shared the
ACC crown, but the Tigers won the battle on the field by
a score of 21 -7. Who was the head coach of the Wolfpack
that season?
A) Earle Edwards B) Beattie Feathers C) Lou Holtz
D) Bo Rein
4. On November 18, 1967, Clemson upset #10 N.C. State
14-6 to clinch a share of the ACC title. As a motivational
ploy, all of the Tiger players wore specifically-colored
cleats. What color were they?
A) Black B) Orange C) Purple D) White
5. In the 1978 season, Clemson quarterback Steve Fuller
finished in a tie for sixth place in the Heisman Trophy vot-
ing. Which N.C. State player shared that spot with Fuller?
A) Ted Brown B)BillCowher C) Allen Sitterle
D) Ralph Stringer
6. In the 1987 matchup, what Tiger set a school record
with 46 passing attempts in the second half?
A) Mike Eppley B) Steve Fuller C) Homer Jordan
D) Rodney Williams
7. In 1987, Clemson's defense set a school record for tack-
les for loss against N.C. State. How many tackles for loss
did the Tiger defense amass that day?
A) 15 B)17 C)19 D)21
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8. In 1995, which Clemson defensive back tied a school
record with three interceptions in a 43-22 victory over N.C.
State?
A) Brian Dawkins B) Leomont Evans
C) Dexter McCleon D) Robert O'Neal
9. A late field goal lifted the Tigers over the Wolfpack 19-
1 7 on September 1 3, 1 997. Which Tiger became the first
in school history to have consecutive 250-yard passing
games on that day?
A) Woodrow Dantzler B) Nealon Greene
C) Patrick Sapp D) Brandon Streeter
1 0. Which Wolfpack wide receiver totaled 225 yards on 11
receptions and scored four touchdowns against the Tigers
in 1998, still the second-most productive day ever by a
wideout against Clemson?
A) Jerricho Cotchery B) Eddie Goines OTorryHolt
D) Koren Robinson
11. In 2001 , Woodrow Dantzler put on a show in a 45-37
win over N.C. State in Raleigh, setting records with 517
yards of total offense and six total touchdowns. How
many plays (combined carries and passing attempts) was
Dantzler involved in during the game?
A) 45 B)50 C)56 D) 62
12. Clemson won its only Thursday night ESPN game in
history with a 31-10 victory over the Wolfpack in 2005.
Which running back led the Tigers with 143 rushing yards
in that game?
A) James Davis B) Reggie Merriweather C) C.J. Spiller
D) Travis Zachery
1 3. In 2007, the Tiger offense set a school record for total
offense in an ACC road game against the Wolfpack. How
many yards did the Tigers gain in that game?
A) 509 B)567 C)608 D) 641
14. In 2009, C.J. Spiller scored a touchdown three different
ways in a 43-23 win at N.C. State. Which of the following
plays did not result in a Spiller touchdown in the game?
A) Kick return B) Pass C) Reception D) Rush
1 5. Which Tiger had a 69-yard touchdown run in the 2009
game, Clemson's second-longest scrimmage play in 2009?
A)JacobyFord B) Jamie Harper C) Michael Palmer
D) C.J. Spiller
16. N.C. State has won seven ACC Championships in
school history. When was its last ACC crown?
A) 1967 B) 1979 C) 1986 D) 2000
17. Which of these South Carolina cities has never been a
neutral site for a game between Clemson and N.C. State?
A) Columbia B) Florence C) Rock Hill D) Spartanburg
18. The Tigers wore purple
jerseys for the first time in
history in a game against
the Wolfpack in what year?
A) 1983 B) 1985 C) 1991
D) 1997
19. How long is Clemson's
current winning streak over
N.C. State?
A) 3 B)4 C)5 D)6
20. Which of these former
N.C. State head coaches
was not named ACC Coach-
of-the-Year?
A) Chuck Amato
B) Earle Edwards
C) Lou Holtz
D) Dick Sheridan
Stay, play and dine right on campus at Clemson's own
James F. Martin Inn, Walker Course and Seasons by the
Lake restaurant. Each is conveniently located within steps
of one another at the Conference Center and Inn. We're
"all in" by teaming up to make your visit a great one!
Make your reservations today!
James F. Martin Inn:
888-654-9020 or
864-654-9020
Walker Course Pro Shop:
864-656-0236
Seasons by the Lake:
864-656-7444
www.cuconferencecenter.com
CONFERENCE
CENTER& INN
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The Last Word
With two-sport quarterbacks Kyle Parker and Russell
Wilson getting the headlines this week as the media pre-
viewed the Clemson vs. N.C. State game, I thought it might
be a good time to take a look at Clemson's greatest two-
sport athletes who I have seen since I came to Clemson in
1 978. Here is a rundown in chronological order.
Jerry Butler (1975-78) is in the
Clemson Ring of Honor at Memorial
Stadium, and justifiably so. He was
a first-team All-America wideout in
1978 when he and Steve Fuller led
the Tigers to a #6 final ranking and an
11-1 record. However, few realize he
actually came to Clemson on a track
scholarship. The story goes that Tiger football coaches
were at a high school all-star game in the summer of 1 975
and Butler scored a long touchdown. The coaches did not
even know who he was. Butler was the ACC Champion in
the 60-yard dash indoors in 1 978.
Obed Ariri (1976-80) came to
Clemson on a soccer scholarship
in the fall of 1976 and helped Dr.
I.M. Ibrahim's soccer team to the Fi-
nal Four three times by scoring 32
goals in his career. From 1977-79,
he played football and soccer at the
same time. One weekend in 1979, he
kicked three field goals in a win at Notre Dame, then the
following weekend he scored a winning goal in an NCAA
Tourney game against South Carolina. In 1980, he led the
nation in field goals (23).
Bob Paulling (1979-84) was a
consistent placekicker in football
and a terrific line-drive hitter on the
diamond. He became the first Tiger
to kick three field goals of 40 yards or
more in a single game against North
Carolina in 1982, then went 6-for-6
against Georgia in a baseball contest
the following spring. Paulling was an AII-ACC placekicker
in football and an AII-ACC infielder in baseball during his
career. He is still 10th in Clemson history in scoring in foot-
ball and finished his baseball career with a .339 batting av-
erage.
Mike Eppley (1980-84) is the
only football/basketball player on
the list. In the 1982-83 academic
year, he shared starting quarterback
duties with Homer Jordan on a 9-1-1
Tiger football team, then served as
the starting point guard on the bas-
ketball squad. Eppley had 15 assists
in a January 4, 1 983 basketball game against Saint Francis,
still the fifth-highest single-game figure in school history,
then he finished third in the nation in passing efficiency
(146.0) in 1983.
Bill Spiers (1985-87) was a first-
team Ail-American for Bill Wilhelm's
baseball team in 1987 and went on
to be a first-round draft pick (#10
overall). He finished his career with
1 7 triples, still third-most in Tiger his-
tory. In the fall of 1986, Danny Ford
was looking for a punter and put an
advertisement in The Tiger. Spiers answered the call and
served as Clemson's punter for the 1 986 season, a year the
Tigers won the ACC Championship and finished in the top
20 of the final polls. He went on to a 1 5-year Major League
career.
James Trapp (1989-93) played
1 years in the NFL with the Oakland
Raiders and Baltimore Ravens, and he
even won a Super Bowl Champion-
ship ring with the latter. His career in
the NFL showed what a talented foot-
ball player he was. Trapp returned a
Charlie Ward interception for a touch-
down against Florida State in 1992, as that play put him
on the NFL scouts' radar. Trapp's track accomplishments
only enhanced his reputation with the NFL, as he was a
1 0-time Ail-American. Only Olympic Gold Medalist Shawn
Crawford earned more All-America honors than Trapp as a
Tiger.
Jacoby Ford (2006-09) had a
^T^^^ First-Team AII-ACC career in football
W^T "zS i and a multiple All-America career inE tH track. He was Clemson's top receiver
\ Jt on the gridiron in 2009 and finished
^^B^*^^i§ ; his career with nine touchdowns of
HBJI 50 yards or more, second-most in
Clemson history behind C.J. Spiller's
21
.
In track, he was a five-time Ail-American and won the
NCAA title in the 60m indoors in 2009 with a record time
of 6.52.
C.J. Spiller (2006-09) would have
to be considered among the top-
three (if not the best) football players
in Clemson history. He is one of just
two Tigers to finish in the top 10 of
the Heisman Trophy balloting (Spiller
finished sixth) and was named ACC
MVP along with being a first-round
draft selection (#9 overall). But in track, Spiller was also
a three-time Ail-American on three top-25 squads. If it is
possible, Spiller ran in the shadow of fellow two-sport star
Jacoby Ford during his track career, but Spiller is the only
athlete since I have been at Clemson to earn All-America
honors in two sports.
Kyle Parker (2008-1 0) is certainly
on the list with an accomplishment
for the ages. His 20 touchdown
passes and 20 home runs in the same
academic year (2009-10) was a first
in Division I history, and it might last
forever given the changes in the bat
composition for 2011 and the fore-
seeable future. I do not see any college player hitting 20
home runs in 201 1, nevermind someone who also played
football the previous fall. In his three-year baseball career,
he hit 46 homers with 166 RBIs in 187 games.
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